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ANNOTATION 

Software product Complex for documents preparation of aeronautical information (Complex for AI 

documents preparation) PARB.00127-01 is designed to create and maintain a database of aeronautical 

information, generate aeronautical charts, design flight routes for aircraft and exchange data with other 

information systems. Information is exchanged in formats ARINC and AIXM5.1.  

The main source of aeronautical information is the relational database for aeronautical data created 

on the basis of AICM (Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model), with additions for storing planned 

information and route design results. 

The model is recommended by the international organization of planning and coordination of air 

traffic «Eurocontrol». The database structure allows you to store and process all elements of aviation 

activity, store intermediate and final information about planned routes, create aeronautical charts, pages of 

collections for aeronautical information (Air navigation Information Publication, hereinafter compilation 

AIP) in national and international languages. Sheets are formed according to specification (Specimen AIP 

incl. Amdt.2).  

Data generation is carried out in accordance with the document ICAO «Dictionary of International 

Civil Aviation» (hereinafter Doc 9713). The additional source of aeronautical data to the database can be 

information in the exchange format ARINC. 

Route design is carried out in accordance with documents ICAO Doc8168 «Procedures for Air 

Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. (PANS-OPS) Volume II. Construction of Visual and Instrument 

Flight Procedures» and Doc 9371 «Template for Holding, Reversal and Racetrack Procedures». The 

detailed description of the route creation procedure is specified in the document «Flight procedure 

designer guide» PARB.00127-01 92 01 EN. 

The database of the complex is a common repository of information for all tasks that make up the 

complex. Data and generated documents can be used for planning the use of airspace and air traffic 

control. A detailed description of the database structure is specified in the document «AICM database 

specification». PARB.00127-01 90 01 EN. 

Complex of Aeronautical Information (AI) documents preparation is run in the operating 

environment 64-bit of Windows 7 and higher on computers with the architecture of Intel processors (Core 

i5, Core i7 or later). The complex is installed in the folder with the installed program Geoinformation 

system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama x64») PARB.00046-06 or Geoinformation system «Operator» (GIS 

Operator) PARB.00048-03 (hereinafter – GIS). For work with vector maps, Complex of Aeronautical 

Information (AI) documents preparation uses the dynamic libraries of GIS. 
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1 ASSIGNMENT OF THE COMPLEX 

Software product Complex for documents preparation of aeronautical information (Complex for AI 

documents preparation) PARB.00127-01 (hereinafter referred to as the complex) is a set of tools for 

maintaining a database of aeronautical data, designing departure routes and landing, modeling the 

aeronautical situation, forming aeronautical charts and exchanging data with other information systems in 

formats ARINC and AIXM 5.1. 

The complex includes a single database of aeronautical data and applied tasks that perform various 

functions for the preparation, modeling, design and publication of aeronautical data. 

In accordance with document ICAO Doc 8697 («Aeronautical Chart Manual»), the complex allows 

the formation of the following types of aeronautical charts: 

 Enroute chart; 

 Area chart; 

 Standard Instrument Departure chart; 

 Standard Terminal Arrival chart; 

 Instrument Approach chart; 

 Visual Approach chart; 

 Aerodrome/Heliport chart; 

 ATC Surveillance Minimum Altitude chart; 

 Aircraft Parking/Docking chart; 

 Aerodrome Ground Movement chart; 

 Precision Approach Terrain chart; 

 Aerodrome Obstacle chart «Type A» (Operating limitations); 

 Aerodrome Obstacle chart «Type B». 

 

In accordance with the documents Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Flight 

Procedures» (PANS-OPS) Volume II. «Construction of Visual and Instrument Flight Procedures» and 

Doc 9371 «Template for Holding, Reversal and Racetrack Procedures», the complex allows you to design, 

simulate and analyze the following types of patterns: 

 all types of departure patterns in a straight line; 

 all types of arrivals; 

 «Ippodrome» template; 

 schemes «Turn to Landing», «Turn 45x180», «Turn 80x260»; 

 landing schemes according to ILS, PAR, VOR, NDB; 

 schemes of going to the second circle in a straight line; 

 surfaces of obstacle assessment «OAS». 

 

Aeronautical charts are generated in electronic form, based on a special aeronautical classifier 

dfc.rsc. Designed routes are created in electronic form on the aeronautical chart. 

The information generated and published by the complex can be used for the following purposes: 

 space planning and air traffic control; 

 use during the flight between the take-off and landing stages; 

 visual air navigation; 

 airfield infrastructure quality assessments; 

 publications in the collection of AI.  

 

The aeronautical data source for the maps is the aeronautical data base corresponding to the model 

AICM. The database model is supplemented by elements that allow you to create maps in the primary and 

alternative languages. The primary and alternative languages are set in the settings of the complex. The 
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primary language is Russian, the alternative is English. The database was created under the control of the 

database management system PostgreSQL. 

 

1.1 Composition of the complex 

The composition of the complex for documents preparation of aeronautical information includes 

applied tasks, the aeronautical data base and additional information: 

 the applied task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» (dfcbase64.dll, 

dfcbase64.chm, dfcbase64.ico); 

 the applied task «Flight procedures design» (dfctemplate64.dll, dfctemplate64.chm, 

dfctemplate64.ico); 

 the applied task «Assessment of compliance for aerodromes with the requirements FAR» 

(Federal Aviation Regulations) (dfcfap64.dll, dfcfap64.chm, dfcfap64.ico);  

 libraries for working with the database PostgreSQL (libeay32.dll, libintl-8.dll, libpq.dll, 

libssl32.dll, msvcr100.dll, pg_dump.dll, pg_restore.dll, ssleay32.dll); 

 aeronautical classifier (dfc.rscz); 

 Morse font (morse.ttf); 

 sample data, including files in format ARINC and AIXM 5.1 (\Data.Ani); 

 templates for outfitting aeronautical charts and sheets of the aeronautical information collection 

(\Ani.Dot); 

 operational documentation (https://www.gisinfo.net/download/download.htm); 

 scripts for creating the empty database AICM and scripts for translating existing databases to 

new versions in the folder (\Setup.Ani); 

 copy of the example for empty and full databases of aeronautical data (backup) in the folder 

(\Setup.Ani). 

 

The installation package DBMS PostgreSQL is not included in the delivery package. Libraries for 

working with the database are included in the package. Libraries are subject to the free license 

«PostgreSQL Licence». 

 

1.2 Installation and registration procedures 

Installation and configuration of the complex is possible if there is GIS installed on the computer. 

All GIS tasks of the complex (* .dll), libraries for working with DBMS PostgreSQL, help files (*.html) 

and icons (*.ico) are copied to the installation GIS folder.  

Documents «User's guide», «Quality Assurance Manual for Flight Procedure Design Flight», 

«Administrator guide», «AICM Database Specification» and other operational documents are copied to 

the folder \Doc.Ani. 

Examples of aeronautical charts, thematic charts, examples of draft routes and files in the exchange 

formats ARINC and AIXM 5.1 are copied to the folder \Data.Ani. 

The templates for aeronautical charts and sheets of the collection AI are copied to the folder 

\Ani.Dot. 

SQL scripts are unpacked to the folder \Setup.Ani to create the database. The procedure for 

deploying and updating the database is described in paragraph 3.9 of the document «Administrator guide» 

PARB.00127-01 32 01 EN. 

Installing the font Morse.ttf is in progress.  

 

1.3 Assignment the documentation of the complex 

This document describes the operating procedure of the applied task «Preparation of aeronautical 

information documents». 
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The document «Methodology for publication preparing of the collection AI» describes the procedure 

of preparing information for publication. 

The procedure for designing departure, approach and landing routes is described in the document 

«Quality Assurance Manual for Flight Procedure Design Flight» PARB.00127-01 92 01 EN. 

The design of aerodromes and the calculation for characteristics that are performed in accordance 

with FAR-262 are described in document «Aerodrome Operator's Manual» PARB.00127-01 34 02 EN. 

The design of aerodromes and the calculation for the characteristics that are carried out in 

accordance with the document Airworthiness Standards for Civil Airfields (NGEA) are described in the 

document «Quality Assurance Manual for Flight Procedure Design Flight» PARB.00127-01 92 01 EN. 

The installation and configuration of the complex is described in the document «Administrator 

guide» PARB.00127-01 32 01 EN. 

The specification of the database AICM and the description of the classifier are presented in 

documents with the corresponding names. 
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2 CONDITIONS OF THE PROGRAM EXECUTION 

2.1 Hardware and software requirements 

Requirements for software and hardware are indicated in the document «Administrator guide» 

PARB.00127-01 32 01 EN. 

 

2.2 Types of processed data 

The application task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» allows you to process 

information from the aeronautical database, files in the format ARINC, AIXM 5.1 and aeronautical charts. 

The database must conform to the model AICM and to be managed by PostgreSQL version 9.4 or above. 

Information exchange is carried out: 

 between the database and files of format ARINC; 

 between files of format ARINC and aeronautical charts; 

 between aeronautical charts and files in format AIXM 5.1; 

 between the database and files in format AIXM 5.1; 

 when outputting information from the database to aeronautical chart; 

 when outputting information to collection AI. 

 

Updating the database is possible in manual mode by using the exchange format ARINC, AIXM5.1, 

exporting certain categories of air navigation objects from text files, maps and files of format MS Excel.  

 

2.3 Structure of aeronautical charts 

Aeronautical charts – the conditional image of a piece of the Earth’s surface, its relief and artificial 

structures, specially designed for air navigation The aeronautical data included in the charts is compiled 

and presented as separate user charts. The division into categories facilitates the process of preparing the 

aeronautical chart for use in information systems or publishing. 

In accordance with the requirements of ICAO Doc 8697 «Aeronautical Charts Manual» on the 

composition of aeronautical data and the use of charts are divided into six groups. 

 

Aeronautical chart small scale (ICAO) displays the maximum mapped area for certain sheet 

frames. Maps of this series are executed on a scale of 1:1 000 000. 

Aeronautical chart in scale 1:500 000 (ICAO) is presented with more detailed charts, which are 

the most suitable means for pilot training and navigation training. 

Aeronautical chart for planning purposes include the following chart types: 

 Aerodrome Obstacle charts «Type A» or «Type B»; 

 Aerodrome Ground Movement chart. 

Aeronautical charts for use during the flight between take-off and landing stages include: 

 Enroute chart; 

 Area chart; 

 Standard Instrument Departure chart; 

 Standard Terminal Arrival chart; 

 Instrument Approach chart; 

 Visual Approach chart. 

Ground movement aircraft charts include: 

 Aerodrome/Heliport chart; 

 Aerodrome Ground Movement chart; 

 Aircraft Parking/Docking chart.  
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Visual Approach chart include aeronautical charts of a scale of 1:1 000 000 and 1:500 000 for 

performance in airspace of classes C and G. 

 

2.4 Scheme of the program functioning 

The applied task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» processes the database AI, 

the working aeronautical map and templates for generating the collection sheets AI. Additional sources of 

information may be data in the exchange format ARINC or AIXM. 

The task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» allows you to: 

 enter information into AI database; 

 update information on charts from AI database; 

 export information from database to format ARINC; 

 export information from charts to format ARINC; 

 export information to format AIXM 5.1; 

 import information in the format ARINC on the map; 

 import information in AIXM 5.1 format to a card; 

 import and update information from the format ARINC in the database; 

 export information to the pages of collection AI; 

 form out-of-frame design of aeronautical charts; 

 import aircraft registration number lists into a file. 

 

The order of interaction between task elements is shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 1 -  Functional diagram of the task «Preparation of AI documents» 
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The task does not allow updating the database based on information from the map. The interaction 

scheme is based on the principle of database supremacy. The database is the fundamental source of AI, 

map information and exchange format files are derived products for the complex. 

The database can be filled manually or imported from the format ARINC. 

 

2.5 Coordinate systems and elevation systems 

In accordance with ICAO requirements, all metric aeronautical information is processed in the 

coordinate system WGS-84 and in the mean of sea level altitude system (hereinafter – MSL). The 

operator or designer of flight procedures must control the altitude system when entering the database. 

When processing input information in a coordinate system other than WGS-84, preliminary data 

conversion is performed. The data on excesses of radio equipment means, the height of airport control 

points and obstacles in the altitude system WGS84 is converted into the system MSL through the geoid 

model EGM-2008. The conversion is performed automatically when the correction matrix is connected. 

The corrections matrix is connected in the settings form and it is available for download at – 

http://gisinfo.ru/download_map?id=127  

The accuracy of the entered coordinates depends on the object. Aeronautical information that is 

used to create maps of scale 1:500 000 or 1:1000 000 is entered into the database with an accuracy of 1 

second. This category includes turning points, airport control points, and metric points for airspace 

elements. 

Artificial obstacles can be applied to maps of various sizes. In this regard, the coordinates of 

artificial obstacles are entered with an accuracy of 0.1 seconds. 

The coordinates of the metric for the airport infrastructure elements are entered into the database 

with an accuracy of 0.01 seconds. Greater accuracy of these objects is necessary to eliminate distortions in 

the form of created objects on small-scale maps. 

The coordinates of the object in the database are stored in the coordinate system WGS-84. 

When marking the aeronautical charts, strokes of the meridians and parallels are signed in the 

coordinate system WGS-84 with the following step: 

 up to the inclusive scale of 1:50 000: 10"- small division; 1' – large; 

 from 1:50 000 to 1:200 000: 1'- small division; 5' – large; 

 from 1:200 000 to 1:500 000: 5'- small division; 30' – large; 

 from 1:500 000 to 1:1 000 000: 10'- small division; 1° – large; 

 on the scale larger than 1:1 000 000: 1° - fine division; 10° – large. 

 

The grid spacing is uniform in latitude and longitude. Big touches are signed. 

 

http://gisinfo.ru/download_map?id=127
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3 PROGRAM EXECUTION 

3.1 General information 

The application task «Preparation of aeronautical information documents» is intended for the 

formation, correction and use of information in the aeronautical database, the formation of graphic 

representations and information processing in exchange formats ARINC and AIXM5.1. The generated 

graphic representation of AI data is the aeronautical map. 

The task can work in two modes: 

 creation and maintenance of AI database; 

 automated creation of AI documents. 

 

AICM database can operate in two modes – exclusive and multi-user. 

Multiuser mode is activated if there are one or more non-blocked AI users in the user table AI. The 

administrator of AI through the administrative panel is responsible for controlling the number of AI users, 

as well as blocking accounts. 

Exclusive mode is activated if there are no accounts in the user table AI or if there are accounts and 

all are blocked by the administrator. 

Running a task in GIS is accompanied by checking the composition for the current set of maps. All 

maps based on the classifier (dfc.rsc) are considered air navigation maps and there are included in the 

processing. The remaining maps are ignored and considered optional. If there are no maps in the set based 

on the classifier dfc.rsc, the dialog «Creating the air navigation map» will be opened. A route map can be 

created with the ability to select a vertical level of airspace.  

 

 

Figure 2 -  Dialog for creating aeronautical charts 

At the top of the dialog is the name for the opened map, which is the basis for creating a set of 

custom air navigation charts depending on the type selected. Below is the full path to the air navigation 

classifier. The classifier is selected by the button «…» in the field «Air Navigation Classifier». 

In the central part of the form, there are fields for choosing the type of aeronautical chart and the 

method of its creation. 
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If «Route map» is selected, then the airspace selection field becomes active. Depending on the 

choice of airspace type, the phrase «(above 8100m)», «(below 8100m)» or «(VFR)» is added to the name 

of each user map (chart) created. 

At the bottom of the form there is a field for choosing a map creation method:  

 «by open map» – in the folder with the base map there are created aeronautical charts according 

to the passport of the base map based on the classifier dfc.rscz; 

 «WGS-84 system» – in the folder with the base map there are created aeronautical charts on the 

basis of the classifier dfc.rscz in the projection «latitude / longitude» in the coordinate system 

WGS-84. At the same time, the button for changing the base map becomes active and the 

operator is given the opportunity to select the base map of the project; 

 «user» – dialog of the map creation is opensed. The path to the map is indicated in the dialog 

and the classifier dfc.rscz is selected. The created map in this dialog is considered the main one 

and it is opened in a new window of the program; based on its passport, air navigation charts of 

the selected type are created. 

 

If the answer is yes, a set of user maps is created in accordance with the composition described in 

paragraph 2.4 of this manual. 

If the answer is no, a warning about limited operation mode will appear. 

When you click on the button «Help», the corresponding help section is called up. 

 

3.2 Description of the task interface 

The task panel is functionally divided into three parts - data input, data output and a built-in 

import/export converter in ARINC. The task panel contains an inactive button «enter the administrator 

panel AI», which is not displayed in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 3 -  General view of the task panel 

At the beginning of the panel there is the authorization button in DBMS PostgreSQL. At the end of 

the panel, there are buttons for import/export to format ARINC, export to format AIXM, task settings, 

calling up help and closing. The title part of the panel shows the task names and the version of the 

complex. 

In the initial state, the data AI input/output buttons are in the inactive state. Buttons become active 

only after successful authorization. The buttons on the converter ARINC and AIXM are available anyway. 

 the button «Authorization» calls up the authorization form in DBMS PostgreSQL. 

The authorization form is divided into two parts. The upper part contains the authorization 

parameters in DBMS PostgreSQL, the lower part is used to authorize the user AI. In exclusive mode, the 

bottom of the form is not visible. 
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Multiuser mode Exclusive mode 

Figure 4 -  Authorization dialog 

The authorization area of DBMS PostgreSQL contains the following fields: 

«Server» and «Port» – are used to enter the address TCP/IP or domain name of the server 

PostgreSQL and its port. The default port is 5432; 

«Database» – serves to enter the name of the database AI; 

«Role in DB» and «Password» – are used to enter the user of DBMS PostgreSQL.  

The users of DBMS PostgreSQL are created by the administrator during the installation of the 

complex for the entire period of work. 

The header of the authorization field displays the current version of the complex. AI user 

authorization area is visible in multi-user mode and it contains the following fields: 

«User» – serves to select one of the registered AI users from the drop-down list. AI users are created 

by the administrator AI and it sets passwords, status and affiliation to them. 

«Password» – serves to enter the password of the user AI. 

«Remember the user» – to save the user AI identification parameters to the configuration file of 

GIS. The configuration file is placed along the path, it is set in the menu item «Parameters – Data 

placement». 

All form fields, which are shown in white in the figure above, are saved in an external configuration 

file and there are updated every time when form is called. All changes in these fields are remembered. 

Fields that are circled in red are required for authorization. At the bottom there is the button «Connect», 

which serves to check the connection parameters of AI user and database version. If the contents of the 

database do not match the current version of the complex, the informational message is issued. 

When updating the subversion, the function searches for scripts to update the database and a control 

script in the directory DBMS Postgres. Scripts are read from the directory \SetupAni\upgrate in ascending 

order by version, and there are database updating performed. 
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Figure 5 -  Message about the need to update the database version 

After the automatic database update is successful, it is necessary to restart the task. If errors occur, 

update the database manually using the sequential scripting method. It is recommended that you back up 

the database when upgrading to more than one version. 

WARNING! The database update window should not be closed until the end of the work. The end 

of operation is signaled by the message shown in the figure below.  

 

 

Figure 6 -  Message about the correct database update 

After updating, the task will try to connect to the database. Upon successful authorization, the 

complex switches to the normal mode of operation. If the error message appears, it is recommended that 

you restart the task. 

In case of successful authorization, the button inscription becomes «Disable». 

The button «Cancel» serves to close the authorization form. 

The response of the panel to pressing the information input buttons is described in section 3.3, and 

the response to pressing the information output buttons is described in section 3.4. The buttons for 

generating AIP sheets are described in section 3.7. The buttons «import» and «export» from the format 

ARINC call the converter dialog in the import and export mode, respectively. 

 - export of cartographic information to format files ARINC; 

 - import from format files ARINC to the aeronautical map; 

 - export of AI information to format AIXM 5.1; 

 - import of information from format AIXM 5.1; 

 - input aircraft to database; 
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 - input organizations to database; 

 - input a catalog of categories to database; 

 - creating transliteration tables; 

 - open administrator panel; 

 - task setting and properties; 

 - call for help; 

 - closing the task. 

* By default, the button is inactive. The button is activated when a user is authorized with the status 

of «Administrator». During the initial installation of the complex, two users with the status administrator 

and user are created in the database by default. More detailed information on users and administrators of 

AI is described in «Administrator guide». 

 

3.3 Interface for maintaining the aeronautical information database 

The data AI entry buttons are used to activate the forms of maintaining databases of AI objects by 

category.  

 - input of significant points; 

 - input en-routes; 

 - input of airspaces; 

 - input airports and heliports; 

 - input of information to obstacles; 

 - input routes standard instrument departure (SID); 

 - input routes of standard instrument arrival (STAR); 

 - input instrumental approach procedures (IAP); 

 - input holding routes;  

 - input of airport infrastructure; 

 - input of landing radio equipment or navaids in airport; 
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 - input of lighting equipment; 

 - input of airport obstacles and minimally safe heights; 

 - input of meteorological minimums; 

 - input of special radio navigation systems; 

 - creating NOTAM database. 

 

Pressing a button on the panel activates the entry form for objects by category. Information on 

categories is fragmented by the selected region in the form «Settings». If the region is not selected, data is 

displayed all over the world. 

The region selection dialog works in two modes: selecting one region and selecting several regions. 

By default, one region selection mode is available. In the dialog for displaying AI information on the map, 

the selection of several regions is activated. The mode is used to create maps consisting of more than one 

region, or the entire territory of the state. 

The selection of the region when entering points, routes, zones and airports is carried out by a 

button in the field «region (country)» or «Region» in the appropriate forms and it is accompanied by the 

opening of a dialog. 

At the top there is a filter that allows you to select a region by name, ISO code and ICAO code. In 

the multi-region selection mode, all regions that are checked are selected. If no regions are marked, the 

current region is set. 

 

  
single region mode multiple regions mode 

Figure 7 -  Region selection dialog 

The following elements are located at the bottom: 

Button «Select» – sets the current region for the object. If there are no entries, the region for the 

object does not change. 

Button «Exit» – closes the dialog. 
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Button «Help» – brings up the context help. 

The lower part of most input forms contains the buttons «Exit», «Help», «Cancel» and «Reset».  

 

 

Figure 8 -  Standard set of the input dialog buttons 

The buttons «Cancel» and «Restore» are intended for step-by-step cancellation and return of all 

changes that are made within the current form. When you make any changes to the database, the button 

«Cancel» is activated. The button «Restore» is activated if several changes are made, some of which are 

canceled. 

Information processing in the complex is carried out according to the categories of air navigation 

objects and provides the ability to edit one or more tables within the same input form. User actions are 

logged in the transaction log and can be canceled or restored within the same session. A session begins 

when the input form is opened and ends when the form is closed or fails. 

The complex uses the direct record to the database method, which allows other users to process 

relevant data immediately after modification. Up-to-date information is updated by timer in the period set 

in the configuration form, by default – 4 seconds. The operation of the transaction log is described in 

more detail in the document «Administrator guide». 

The complex provides the mode for canceling and restoring editing results for a separate record of 

the data table. By double-clicking on the record of the data table, the dialog «Log of table update» opens. 

The dialog contains all the changes for the current record. 

 

 

Figure 9 -  Log of table updates 

On the left side is a list of all record modifications in reverse chronological order with date, time 

and user. On the right side of the form, there is a window with the changes. 

The column «Field» contains a list of all the fields in the current table. The column «Current value» 

contains the value of the row before modification. The column «New value» contains a variant of the row 

in the rollback table, which will be restored instead of the current variant. 

The field «Show only changes» is used to display the differences between the current record and the 

record from the rollback table. 
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The buttons «Cancel» (Undo) and «Restore» are intended for step-by-step undoing and returning of 

all changes that were made for the selected record.  

 

3.3.1 Input significant points to database 

Significant points – the established geographical location used to determine the route of ATS, 

aircraft flight path, and for other navigation and ATS purposes (pages 1-518, Doc 9713).  

In the specification of the database AICM, the base of basic points includes designated points, 

terminal points, corridor crossing points, radio engineering and radio navigation facilities 

(significant_point, see the document «Specification of database AICM»).  

The significant point on the ground is a virtual object in space, formed by an imaginary line from 

the certain place on the Earth's surface up to the maximum flight height of aircraft. The significant points 

are used in route maps as route points, radio navigation means used as the basic means for navigation, 

aerodrome radio equipment used to calculate pivot points, points of decline and metric parameters of legs 

in the departure and landing approach routes. The point can be a conditional or a real object. 

The real point is based on the position of a ground-based navigation radio equipment or radar 

station. Terrestrial radio equipment includes beacons, radio range finders and broadcast stations. 

Ground navigation radio equipment can be combined (equipped) with a radio marker. In the case of 

a radio marker, the dot represents the vertical axis of the radiation pattern. In the absence of a radio 

marker, a point is a vertical axis directed from above to the center of the antenna mast device. 

The conditional point is a place in the airspace in which a certain operation is performed by the crew 

of the aircraft. Conditional points are established at the borders of control transfer, crossing the state 

border, entry and exit into the controlled airspace. During flights in uncontrolled airspace below 1,500 

meters, conditional points can be set in places of visible landmarks, centers of runways, as well as serifs 

on the screens of the flight chief's circular visibility indicators.  

Conditional points are divided into terminal point and designated point. Designated points are 

indicated by the code ICAO. Terminal points can also be indicated by the code ICAO or in the format 

XY000 where, X is the third letter, Y is the fourth letter of the code ICAO of the airport, 000 three-digit 

number. For example, for airport Lviv, UKLL code, terminal points are designated «LL001, LL002 and 

the like ones». 

The database of real points contains information on radio navigation means: 

 VOR – Very high frequency omni-directional range; 

 NDB – Non-directional beacon; 

 TACAN – Tactical Air Navigation system; 

 DME – Distance Measuring Equipment; 

 Marker – marker beacon. 

 

Radio engineering means can be combined in various combinations. The following combinations 

are used in air navigation: 

 VOR/DME – combined VOR and DME station; 

 Locator – a combined medium-wave beacon with a marker. Locators are used as beacons to 

orient aircraft to an aerodrome or as waypoints; 

 VOR/TAC – combined VOR and navigation system TACAN. It is used in Europe and USA. 

 

The formation and maintenance of the base for significant points is carried out through the input 

form shown in the figure. 
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Figure 10 -  The input form of significant points 

A list of conditional points is displayed in the left panel of the form. Records that are planned or 

calculated in the task «Design of flight routes» are displayed in yellow. At the top of the panel there is a 

filter by name and type, at the bottom – the flag «Show the alternative names». When the flag is enabled, 

the filter selects points by the value of the field «Alternative», when disabled – from the field «Text 

name». 

Depending on the type of point, a different number of characteristics is filled. General 

characteristics of the point:  

 validity dates. The point’s validity date is set in the field «Valid from» and it should not be 

earlier than the date set in Sheet «Settings»; 

 code name (call sign). Predefined points are indicated by a 5-letter ICAO identifier in Latin and 

upper case. The code name of the points on the basis of radio equipment is indicated by two or 

three letter call-sign Morse code. The signal in this code is emitted by navigation beacons. The 

designated (predefined) points formed in ARP (Air Reference Point) of airports or by the 

positions of helipads (landing) sites are indicated by four-letter indexes of airports (sites). 
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In the field «Point status», the status «Active» is recorded by default. If it is necessary, the status can 

be changed to «Planned». Points with the status «Planned» are not published. 

In the field «Point name (REM – Radio engineering means)», the names are entered in the main 

language and alternative in the corresponding fields «main», «alternative». Radio engineering means are 

designated by the settlements near which they are located.  

The buttons  and  are used for direct and reverse transliteration of the main and alternative 

names. Use this button  to change the alternative name to the main one. The name change mode is 

used in cases when the database is filled with English-language sources of AI. 

The name of the predefined points matches the code ICAO. If there is no code ICAO at the 

predefined point, the name is formed from the name of the settlement or landmark, and if the point is 

calculated, then from the azimuth and range relative to the basic radio navigation facility. The radio 

navigation facility, which is used as the main point, introduces the absolute height. 

Coordinates are specified in the coordinate system WGS-84. The hemisphere is selected in the drop-

down list when you click the button in the fields «latitude» and «longitude» or manually enter the values 

«N/S» for latitude and «E/W» for longitude to the extreme position. The default hemisphere value is set in 

the task settings form. 

 magnetic declination at a point. It is used to recalculate true track angles to magnetic at route 

sections; 

 belonging to the airport; 

 affiliation to the region (state affiliation). 

 

Depending on the type of radio navigation aids are filled with additional characteristics: 

 for VOR – frequency in MHz, if necessary, ATC unit responsible for operation; 

 for NDB – beacon class, frequency in KHz, if necessary ATC unit responsible for operation; 

 for TACAN – the channel number; 

 for DME – the channel number and frequency. 

 

Combined tools are filled with the characteristics of both radio equipments. The call sign of the 

combined radio navigation aids is set from the main station, for VORDME and VORTAC – the code of 

the omnidirectional beacon VOR, for the drive radio station – the call sign of the radio beacon NDB. 

The lower part of the form contains a non-editable table «Passing routes». The table contains 

information about all routes, including approaches, exits, landings and expectations at which the current 

point occurs. The table is designed to analyze and delete unused points. The field «Information source» is 

used to edit the point's information source.  

 

 

Figure 11 -  Entering dialog of information source for object 
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The «Close point by date» button works in conjunction with the «Copy» flag and serves to 

automatically set the expiration date of the point (close by date). The date is set to the current point, one 

day earlier than the date set in the task settings. When the «Copy» flag is set, the current point is copied 

starting from the date in the task settings.  

WARNING! Closing and copying points does not lead to closing or copying of the routes they are 

part of. 

The «List of points» button calls the «List of main closed points by date» dialog. The mode is 

intended for viewing and deleting closed points from the database table. 

 

 

Figure 12 -  List of main closed points by date 

The button  launches the form for editing information sources. 

The input form for information sources is shown below in the figure. 

The left part of the form contains a list of document types with a control panel. 

The right part contains the fields for selecting the type of document, information about the 

document and a brief note about the source. 

For example, the source of information at the airport Domodedovo (see 2) is obtained from open 

sources on the Internet and Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) of the Russian Federation. In the 

first case, the source is a document of company Jeppessen, which is available at the link, in the second, 

the number of the review (collection) and the page.  

 

3.3.2 Input en-routes to database 

En-route (ENR) is a control area or portion there of established in the form of a corridor, designed 

for channeling the flow of traffic as necessary for the provision of air traffic services. (Doc 9713 

Definitions A 102 pg. 1-89, 1-131). 

From the point of view of cartography, an en-route is a sequential chain of segments (sections) of 

airspace, combined in a horizontal and vertical plane and connecting two points. 

The en-route is indicated by a conditional designator. 
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The first character of the code is an uppercase Latin letter followed by a number. 

A segment (section) of the en-route is a complex three-dimensional object between two points of 

the route that serves to fly aircraft. Segments differ in structure in class G from segments in the rest of the 

airspace. In class G, the segment is a monolithic three-dimensional object – a box. 

The structure of the air segment in the upper and lower airspace constitutes a multilevel layered 

structure (similar to a cake), with a vertical value of one layer of 300 meters, and a width of 10 km (5 

nautical miles) in the lower and 18.5 km (10 nautical miles) in the upper airspace. The number of layers is 

limited by the lower and upper boundary of the route section.  

Traffic in route segments can be one-way or two-way. The direction of movement depends on the 

parity of level. The airspace of the routes is divided into levels, if the flight altitude is higher than the 

transition height of 3050 meters, below 3050 meters the levels are conditional.  

Leveling starts at 100 for a height of 3050 meters. The lower border of the next level is 300 meters 

(1000 feet) higher than the previous one, and the numbering increases by 10 points. For example, train 

number 120 is 2 layers higher than the first 100th level. The lower boundary is 3050 + 2 * 300 = 3650 

meters. 

The designation of altitude in flight levels is accompanied by the symbols «FL» (flight level). The 

table of cruising levels is specified in Annex 2. 

Levels are considered even if the number of tens is even. Flights on even levels are carried out on 

magnetic track angles from 0 to 179 degrees, flights on odd levels are from 180 to 359 degrees. In one-

way sections, reverse levels are not used. 

The level structure of route sections in the Russian Federation is based on a set of layers: FL060-

FL090, FL120-150, FL160-300 and FL410-660. Each layer is used by a specific group of airspace users. 

Layers FL060-FL090 and FL120-150 are reserved for internal users, FL160-300 are used for the general 

air flow, FL410-660 are used in coordination with air traffic services. 

The route database contains the route master record with the specified code, localization and valid 

validity period. Each route has its own sequential collection of segments (sections). For each site in the 

field «Region», the membership in the state in whose territory it passes is established. 

Route sections are filled sequentially between points from the beginning to the end of en-route. 

Each route point has a specific role for the aircraft crew. The database specification defines the following 

role of the waypoints: 

 paragraphs of a mandatory report to the air traffic services authority; 

 paragraphs of an optional report; 

 intersection points for the airspace of the state; 

 intersection points of flight information areas. 
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Figure 13 -  Entering form of the en-routes 

Additional characteristics of the site include partial or complete restriction of use in the vertical 

plane. Information on restrictions is entered in the form in the lower right part. Restrictions may apply to 

the whole or part of it in the vertical direction and with the specified type of restriction. 

For example, a dangerous area of periodic activity (aerial shooting area) through which the route is 

laid. Some sections of the route cross it in a vertical direction. At the same time, this route is a place of 

dense air traffic. For the purpose of flexible use of airspace, sections of the route passing through the area 

may not be closed in the entire vertical range. In such cases, movement is limited to individual flight 

levels. 

With large flows of traffic in a limited airspace, movement of aircraft in opposite levels is allowed 

provided that traffic control is fully controlled by the unit ATC. When moving in the opposite direction 

against the established rules, a special restriction «reverse movement» is set at the indicated levels and in 

the indicated direction. The restriction is used in areas with dense air traffic flows, where it is impossible 

to fly according to the established rules. Such route sections are recommended to be marked on the map 

with remarks. 

The source of data is Aeronautical Information Publications (AIP) published by each state. Data 

exchange between sources is carried out through the exchange format ARINC. 

The formation and maintenance of the route database is carried out through the route entry form. 

The route validity date is set in the upper right part of the form no earlier than the date set in Sheet 

«Settings». 

The left part of the form contains the route input panel. The planned routes are displayed in yellow. 
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The upper part of the panel contains a filter by code and by localization of a site in the region. The 

filter is used to facilitate the search for a route or group of routes. 

At the bottom there is a panel for entering route parameters.  

Fields in the group «route valid» are used to enter the validity period of the route. 

The field «Route code» is used to enter a conditional name (route code). 

The field «Status» is used to set the status of the route. By default, the status is «valid». Routes with 

the status of «planned» are not published. 

The field «Localization» is used to enter the text designation of the codes for the regions (states) 

through which the route passes. 

The field «Flight types» serves to enter valid flight types on the route. 

The field «Use» serves to enter the type of route for use. 

The lower part of the panel «Information» contains sources of information about the current route. 

For example, the route shown in the figure was created on the basis of the text document ARINC and 

introduced by the amendment «12/13», the additional source of information is «Route map of Volga 

Region (UW Region)». 

The buttons «Create» and «Delete» are used to add or remove a route.  

The button works in conjunction with the «Copy» flag and serves to automatically set the expiration 

date of the route. The date is set on the route, which is one day earlier than the date set in the task settings, 

and when the «Copy» flag is set, a copy of the route is created starting from the date set in the task 

settings. It is recommended that the new amendment be entered into the database from the main points. 

Routes in which closed points appear should be closed in the mode of creating copies with further 

correction of the sections. Route segments that contain closed points or the point expiration before the 

route start date are highlighted in red. Important! When copying a route in close by date mode, all 

segments containing closed points are also copied. 

The button  launches the form for editing information sources. A description of the elements of 

the form is specified in paragraph 3.3.1 of this guide. 

On the right side of the form there is a panel for editing the route structure. 

The upper part of the panel contains the route structure, sorted by section number. Changing the 

number in the field «Number» moves the area to the desired position. It is recommended to number the 

sections in increments of 5 points. Sheet «View AIP» is used to display the route in the form exported to 

the pages of the collection AI (volume ENR). The figure below shows the example. 

The buttons «Create section» and «Delete section» are used to edit the route metric. Above the 

buttons are the checkboxes «after the current section» and «before the current section». The flags are used 

to create a section of the route before or after the current section. When creating a section within the route, 

the number of all subsequent sections increases. 

The group operations panel was created to facilitate the input of the same information by the user 

and consists of the following elements: 

The button «Copy section» with the flag «do not copy parameters» serves to completely copy the 

structure of the current section to the entire route, including special use and restrictions. Parameters that 

are formed by the geometric position of the points for the plot are not copied. For example, the parameters 

«Length» and «Track angles» depend on the position of the points forming the section and are not the 

same for the entire route. The set «do not copy parameters» flag turns off the transfer of general section 

parameters to the route from the process. Only special restrictions and conditions for using the segment 

are transferred. 
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Figure 14 -  Entering dialog of the en-route, view AIP 

The button «Calculate» is used to automatically calculate the true and magnetic track angles, lengths 

of sections on the map and fill in the result of database records. Magnetic track angles are calculated when 

a magnetic declination matrix is connected. If the matrix is not connected, then the values of the true path 

and magnetic angles coincide. The mode is used to create a new route in the database and analyze metric 

characteristics. 

Copy mode is provided for creating routes with a complex site structure. The operator creates a 

route by points. For the first section, all the necessary parameters, restrictions and conditions of use are 

entered. After correctly saving the button «Copy of site», all information is transferred to the remaining 

sites. If it is necessary to fill in the metric information with the button «Calculate», the track angles and 

lengths of sections are supplemented. 

The main characteristics of the route section are contained in the following fields: 

«Route segment» is used to enter the section number and waypoint. The point can be selected from 

the drop-down list within the established region or selected from other regions through the route point 

selection form. The selection form is shown in figure below and it is called by pressing the button . 

At the top there is a filter that allows you to select points by code name and type in the specified 

region. At the center of the dialog there is a list of main (key) points. When the dialog is opened, all points 

are displayed without reference to the region and date in the task settings. Points whose period has ended 

as of the date set in the task settings are also highlighted in red (see row «GOLOS» in 4). 
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Figure 15 -  Dialog for choosing a waypoint 

Creating a new route section copies the region from the previous section. Automatic copying allows 

you to correctly create trans-regional routes in the database. 

«Magnetic track angles» are used to indicate the forward and reverse track angles of the site. Using 

the mode «Calculate», the fields are filled in automatically. 

The group «Metric» contains the length and width of the plot with the unit of measurement and the 

region. Sections of the route are formed in such a way that they must fall into one region. 

«Vertical boundaries (levels)» are used to indicate the upper and lower boundaries (levels) of a 

segment, provided for by the specifications AICM, ARINC, ICAO requirements (Annex 4) and other 

regulatory documents. 

The transition height is set or not used by national flight regulations. In Europe, the transition height 

is 2900 meters and divides the route into class C and D spaces in which different flight rules apply. In the 

United States and Canada, this field may contain a transitional height between airspace classes A and B, 

which are accepted in these regions and not used in others. In the Russian Federation, there is no 

transitional height, and the segment consists of 4 separated layers in vertical airspace with different flight 

rules in each. 

Minimum Obstruction Clearance Altitude on the site (MOCA) is calculated according to the rules 

specified in the document ICAO Doc. 8168. 

On the right side of the form there is a panel for entering restrictions and special use of the route 

section. The initial section of the route is a parallelogram bounded vertically by the lower and upper 

boundaries, horizontally by turning points in one plane and width perpendicular. The internal structure of 

the route is set in the subordinate table. 

Each restriction or special use is edited with the buttons «+», «-» in the upper control panel. A single 

usage or restriction record may have one or more levels, or level ranges that are created below. 

The button  is intended to create a standard structure of the route section adopted in the Russian 

Federation. Four types of use are created with corresponding height ranges: 

 «RU: Local Airlines» FL060-FL090; 

 «RU: Internal Flow» FL120-FL150; 

 «RU: General Flow» FL160-FL300; 
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 «RU: ATS control» FL410-FL660. 

 

When creating a standard set of levels, the lower and upper boundaries are taken into account. If the 

specified upper or lower border cuts off any type of use, then it is not created. Heights that differ from the 

standard are replaced by the lower and upper heights from the site. For example, the levels FL060-FL090 

in the figure designated as «RF: Local Airlines» will not be replaced, and the levels «RF: ATS control» 

FL410-FL660 will be cut off to the maximum upper level FL530. 

 

3.3.3 Input airspaces to database 

ATS zones and restricted flight areas are fragmented based on the start and end dates of activity 

(validity). The database of airspace elements is maintained as of the date specified in the form «Settings». 

The airspace elements database is a functionally integrated database of ATS areas and restricted 

flight zones. In the classification EUROCONTROL and ICAO, there is no division of airspace elements 

into managed and unmanaged. The division is made at the stage of preparation of air navigation charts. 

 

 

Figure 16 -  Form of entering the elements airspace 

The structure of the airspace elements, their location in the vertical plane and the order of air traffic 

are described in Annex 1. Air traffic control can be carried out in any type of zones, including restricted 

and dangerous areas. These zones are called AMS managed areas. 

For example, training military aircraft with aerial combat and launching missiles is a dangerous 

activity for aircraft that do not participate in it. The airspace of the restricted area may be used if there are 

special permits in force within the state. 
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The effective date of the airspace element is set in the upper-right part of the form no earlier than 

the date set in Sheet «Settings». 

Areas of air traffic services – part of the airspace in which air traffic control and management 

services are controlled by ground-based air traffic services. A list of all types of airspace elements is 

described in the database specification AICM and it is available for selection in the input dialog. In the 

framework of the tasks solved by the aeronautical data preparation complex, the following main types of 

ATS areas are used: 

 Flight information regions (FIR) and FIR parts; 

 Control Traffic Areas (CTA) and Information Sectors (FIS) in Class G; 

 Flight information zones (FIZ); 

 Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) and parts; 

 Control zone (CTR) and parts; 

 Airport Flight Information Zone (AFIZ). 

 

Flight restriction areas – controlled or uncontrolled elements of the airspace in which activities 

dangerous for air traffic are carried out, or activities causing a conflict with the general air traffic flow. As 

a rule, managed areas cause conflicts with other activities, while uncontrolled ones are limited to areas of 

dangerous ground or air activity, for example, blasting, missile launches, and closed special zones. In the 

formation of aeronautical charts, flight restriction zones of the following types are used: 

 managed time and training zones (T areas); 

 managed (AMC) and uncontrolled hazardous areas (D zones) and parts; 

 controllable (AMC) and uncontrolled flight restriction zones (R zones) and parts; 

 prohibited areas (P zones) and parts; 

 meteorological regions of forecasting and their parts;  

 zones of increased attention and warning.  

 

On the left side of the form there is a list of airspace elements. The entries that are being planned are 

displayed in yellow. 

At the top of the left panel there is a filter that serves to search by name / code and type of zone. The 

flag «all types» is used to work with the main types of ATS areas or all available in accordance with the 

specification AICM. When the flag is on, the drop-down list will contain all possible types of airspace 

elements, with the exception of forbidden and dangerous zones, with the flag unchecked, only the basic 

ones indicated above. 

At the bottom right is the panel «Information Source». The table is used to display sources of 

information about the current element of airspace.  

The «Close» button is used to set the expiration date of the airspace element, which leads to closing 

by date. A date is set for the current airspace element, one day earlier than the date set in the task settings. 

When the «Copy» flag is set, the current airspace element is copied, starting from the date specified in the 

task settings. 

The button  launches the form for editing information sources. A description of the elements of 

the form is specified in paragraph 3.3.1 of this manual. 

The flag «Show alternative names» allows you to change the contents of the table fields and call 

signs to alternative (English / Russian) names. 

The right part is the panel for editing the characteristics of an object. 

Field «Parameters» – name, code designation, type (from the list – see above), activity, hours of 

operation, airspace class vertical boundaries. If necessary, the associated airfield is selected in the dialog, 

which is called up by pressing the button «…» in the field «Aerodrome». Exceeding the selected 

aerodrome will serve as the reference altitude when the zone ATS or region is displayed on the map in the 

mode «Relative Altitudes». The aerodrome excess will be subtracted from the upper and lower 
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boundaries, and the result will be rounded up to 10 meters. From UNL and GND heights, the aerodrome 

height is not deductible. If the height difference is less than 0, the value is converted to GND. 

The dialog is equipped with filters by code and name of the aerodrome. The selection is made by the 

button «Select». 

 

 

Figure 17 -  Dialog of select airport 

In the upper part, information is entered about the period of validity of the airspace element in the 

fields «valid from» and «to». In the field «Status», the default value is «Valid». If necessary, the area ATS 

can be set to the status «Planned». The object with this status will not be published during the formation 

of AIP. 

The associated airport should be indicated in elements such as TMA, T-area and CTR to complete 

the formation of the header in the format ARINC format. For each element of airspace, state affiliation is 

established in the field «Region». 

The state borders of countries are stored in special tables and they are used to insert segments of 

airspace elements with the segment type «further along the state border». In the absence of a region, all 

sections with the type «further along the state border» will be mapped by a line. 

Below is the primary and alternative code for the airspace element. For example, for Flight 

information region, dispatcher areas and zones, it is entered 4-letter codes of Flight information region 

(FIR). In the field «primary», the value is recorded in the primary language (by default, in Russian), in the 

field «alternative» – in English. The button  serves for transliteration of the main code in Russian into 

an alternative code in English, and the button  for reverse transliteration. The button  is used to 

change the alternative code to the main one. 

Below are the fields with the main and alternative name of the zone. It should be noted that the pairs 

«Code» and «Name», «Alternative Code» and «Alternative Name» must contain information in the same 

language. The buttons  and  are used for direct and reverse transliteration of the main and 

alternative names. The button  serves to change the alternative name to the main one.  

«Metric» - according to the database specification, airspace elements can have one of three types of 

metrics - a complex polyline, a circle of a specified radius and a corridor. The vast majority of ATC areas 

have a metric of the complex polyline, and dangerous and forbidden areas have a circle. In addition to the 

main types of metrics in the territory of the Russian Federation, a metric in the form of an ellipse is also 
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used. Objects with such metrics are the areas of incidence for fragments of the stages for carrier rockets, 

the propagation of air masses along the wind vector and other areas with similar activities.  

When creating a record with the «Corridor» metric, you must specify the width of the corridor zone 

and the type of corner for constructing the object (straight, rounded) and save the entered data. Next, the 

list of object axis coordinates is formed. When drawing an object with the «Corridor» metric, an object 

will be created for which an inner and outer zone of a given width is automatically created from the axis. 

Coordinates are specified in the coordinate system WGS-84. The hemisphere is selected in the drop-

down list when you click the button in the fields «latitude» and «longitude» or manually enter the values 

«N/S» for latitude and «E/W» for longitude to the extreme position. With the set default values for the 

hemispheres in the form of the task settings, the hemispheres are added automatically when entering a 

new coordinate. The activation button for the drop-down list is displayed during editing.  

The button «from file» is available in the metric types «polyline» and «corridor» and is used to 

automatically fill in the coordinates of the current object from text files. The format of coordinates MET 

and the coordinates of the following formats are recognized (NddmmEdddmm, ddmmNdddmmE, 

NddmmssEdddmmss, dddmmssNddmmssE, Nddmm.mEdddmm.m, Edddmm.mNddmm.m, 

Nddmmss.sEdddmmss.x, ddmmss.xNddmmss.xE, Nddmmss.xxEdddmmss.xx, 

ddmmss.xxNddmmss.xxE), 

where N/E is the hemisphere and it can take values (N, E, S, W, +, -,);  

dd – degrees, mm – minutes (mm.m – minutes with tenths of a minute), ss – seconds, xx – fractions 

of seconds.  

Spaces and special characters (° ' " `) between groups are ignored. The import function of the metric 

from a text file recognizes each coordinate that matches one of the formats as a separate metric point. The 

center of the arc segments of «clockwise» and «counterclockwise» must be entered manually after import 

the base metric of the object. 

«Call Signs and Frequencies of ATS Bodies» – contain information about control bodies, control 

frequencies and call signs. Adding and editing a new ATS element is done through the form. 

 

 

Figure 18 -  Form for entering a new call sign 

The list of control frequencies is created on the left side, the list of call signs and a broadcast 

language are entered for each individual frequency. The form is called up using the button «Call signs». 

The lower part contains buttons for adding, deleting and saving the element of airspace. Call signs 

can be set in Russian and in English. When displaying and filtering in the input forms, the call signs in 
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languages corresponding to the state of the flag «Show alternative names» will be displayed. The button 

 is used to create a call sign in Russian/English. The call sign text is formed by the transliteration 

function. A new record is created by converting Cyrillic characters to Latin or vice versa, depending on 

the selected language, in the field «Language» of the table «Call sign». The description of procedure for 

working with the form is specified in the online help, which is called up by pressing the button «Help». 

 

3.3.4 Input airports and heliports to database 

Formation and maintenance the base of aircraft basing places is carried out through the form of 

maintaining the airport base. Unlike the main points, routes and elements of airspace, airports do not have 

a start date for entry and expiration and they are not fragmented. The lack of fragmentation is due to the 

fact that the airport is a permanent capital construction.  

 

 

Figure 19 -   Form for entering of airports 
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For the purpose of functional differentiation of aircraft basing places, they are divided according to 

several criteria into categories: 

 by type: civil aviation, military aviation, sharing and commandant's office (military airfields of 

closed type); 

 in structure: airfields, helipads, landing sites and combined basing places – airports (aerodromes 

and heliports). 

 

As part of the task, the basic characteristics of the aircraft basing places are filled in: name, all 

encodings, position of the control point, operating time, altitude of the airfield and transition height. 

Each airport, which is registered in the catalog of international or national airports, has an 

international four-letter ICAO code. The internal code of such airports must always match the code ICAO. 

Airports that do not have the code ICAO are encoded by the internal code, which is defined by the 

state authority in the field of aviation. The internal encoding is carried out according to the following 

principle: the first 2 letters are the code of the country (region in the country), the following 2 letters are 

the code of the airport in the region. For each airport, the region belongs to in the field «Region». To the 

right of the field «Region», a settlement is selected, near which the airport is located. The selection is 

carried out from a special table with the possibility of editing and additions. 

Locations in the drop-down list are sorted and fragmented by regions. For example, Brest, for 

Belarus and France will mean different entries in the table. 

The choice of the settlement is accompanied by pressing the selection button and the activation of 

the drop-down list. Editing and creating a settlement is carried out by pressing the appropriate buttons in 

the field. 

The form for editing settlements is shown in the figure below. 

   IRKUTSK editing creating 

 

 

Figure 20 -   The form of maintaining the base of settlements 

The following editable fields are located at the top of the form: 

 The name of settlement, if it was before opening of the form. Otherwise, the upper field is filled 

with the name of the airfield. 
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 Coordinates of the settlement location. 

 The country in which the current settlement is located. 

 

The button  is used to select the coordinates of the geometric center for the settlement from the 

main map. 

Pressing the button deactivates the panel buttons and hides the water forms of airports and the 

correction of settlements, which is accompanied by a message in the lower panel: 

 

 

Figure 21 -  Message about the settlement selection 

Using GIS tools, select the area feature on the map from the layer «Settlements». Selection of the 

object is done by clicking the button in the main panel. 

 

 

Figure 22 -  Window of the object selection 

In the dialog box, click the button «Select». The forms are displayed, and a message appears about 

the transfer of the coordinates for the geometric center of the object to the table. 

 

 

Figure 23 -   Question about moving the object center to the database 
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The column «Settlements» contains a complete list of already existing settlements in the database 

with the name or part of the name entered in the field «Name», which belong to the region from the field 

«Country (region)». The reference table is intended to prevent re-entry of the same settlement within the 

same region. 

The lower part of the form contains buttons: 

 «Delete» – it removes the settlement from the list; 

 «Select» – it selects the existing settlement; 

 «Save» – it supplements the base of settlements with a new one if it is not in the database. 

 

On the left side of the entry form for airfields and helipads, there is non editable list of airports with 

the filter at the top. Planned or projected airfields are highlighted in yellow. 

The filter allows selection by name, ICAO four-letter code, type of aerodrome, class and structure. 

Depending on the flag «Show alternative names», the selection will be made by the main name and 

common code or by the alternative name and ICAO code. In the airport table, we consider the code ICAO 

in English as the alternative code. 

The right part of the form contains the airport data editing panel. 

In the field «Status of the aerodrome (heliport)» the value «Operative» is recorded by default. When 

designing the aerodrome or modeling the location of the runway, the status is set to «Planned». The 

airfield with a status of «Planned» is not published. 

Panel «Name and Localization» contains the main and alternative name. 

The buttons  and  are used for direct and reverse transliteration of the main and alternative 

names. The button  serves to change the alternative name to the main one. 

Field «Region, city» is used to select the region ICAO (country). To the right is a field for choosing 

a settlement, near which the airfield is located. 

Field «General code» contains the aerodrome code.  

Field «ICAO code (English)» (The International Civil Aviation Organization airport code) contains 

the four-letter ICAO code. It is recommend to fill this field in English, in order to correctly select the entry 

when comparing it in the import from external sources. An error in the code can lead to incorrect 

identification of the airfield with subsequent import/export structural errors. 

Field «IATA code» (The International Air Transport Association code) contains the three-letter 

IATA code. The general code is usually the code ICAO in Cyrillic characters. 

If there is no 4-letter ICAO code, the general code is assigned by the national authorities regulating 

the aviation industry (Federal air transport Agency or other State aviation service). 

Use the panel «General information» to enter the following information: 

 Field «ARP» – it is a position of the Airport Reference Point (ARP). The selection of the 

hemisphere coordinates is made in the drop-down list when you click the button in the fields 

«latitude» and «longitude» or manually enter the values «N/S» for latitude and «E/W» for 

longitude. Coordinates are specified in the coordinate system WGS-84; 

 Field «Type» – it is a type of airfield by affiliation (civil, military, etc.); 

 Field «Structure» – it is the structure of the aerodrome (aerodrome, site, heliport, etc.); 

 Field «Status» – it is the activity status of the airfield (operating, closed, not used, etc.); 

 Field «Flight Type» – flight rules adopted at the aerodrome; 

 Field «Operator» – the senior aviation chief (operator); 

 The field «Affiliation» - ownership of property (civil, state, experimental aviation); 

 The group of fields « Echelon of transition » is intended for forming a text line of the aerodrome 

transition level. 
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Panels «Additionally» are designed to enter additional information: FAP class, type flights, Geoid 

wave (m) and others. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 24 -  Panels for entering additional information about the airfield 

The operating time is set by the button  and displayed in the text box. The button brings up a 

dialog for entering the aerodrome work schedule. 

Airport business hours are adjusted in a separate form. If there is a work schedule, the order 

«TIMSH» is selected and the work table is created. 

Field «Excess» – it contains the excess (height) of the aerodrome. Height is indicated in the 

elevation system MSL; 

Field «H transition» – it is the height of the transition for the aerodrome. Indicated in the elevation 

system MSL; 

Field «Declination» – it contains magnetic declination; 

Field «Annual t ° C» – it contains the average annual temperature of the airfield. 
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Figure 25 -   Form for entering the schedule of airports 

Below is a panel containing three tabs. 

Sheet «Description (main)» is used to enter an arbitrary textual description (remarks) of the 

positions of objects or subjects of the airport in the main language. 

Sheet «Description alternative» serves to enter an arbitrary text description (remarks) of the 

positions for objects or subjects of the airport in the alternative language. Both tabs completely duplicate 

all fields, except for the place of information storage. Sheet contains the following fields: 

 «ARP» – it is a description of the position of the control point of the airport. 

 «Airdrome near settlements» – it is the position of the airdrome in relation to the nearest large 

settlements. 

 «Altimeter» – it is a description of the presence and position of the altimeter. 

 «Electric units» – it is a description of the availability and operation of secondary power sources. 

 «Wind indicator» – it is a description of the presence, location and type of wind indicators. 

 «Landing pointer» – it is a textual description of landing pointers (PAPI lights, special markings 

or other equipment). 

 

Each field contains buttons , that are designed to transliterate the description into alternative 

fields or to change the contents of the main field with the alternative. In Sheet «Description main», 

conversion to alternative fields is performed, in Sheet «Description (alternative)» from the alternative 

field to the main. 

Sheet «Data Source» contains sources of information about the current airport. The button  

launches the form for editing information sources. A description of the form elements is described in 

paragraph 3.3.1 of this manual. 

 

 

Figure 26 -   Sheet «Source information» in the form of entering airports 
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The section «Call Signs and Frequencies of Airport Services» contains information about the 

governing bodies, control frequencies and call signs of the ground services and dispatch control and 

communication services. 

The button «Call signs» calls up the form intended for entering the air and ground aerodrome traffic 

services provided by airport services. 

The form is divided into three parts. The upper part is for creating a service record. The service 

record of the airport, the type and category of service, as well as the presence and position of the radar or 

radio station are indicated in the service record. 

 

 

Figure 27 -   Form for entering call signs and frequencies of airport services 

At the bottom, the frequency and call sign are entered. If the service does not provide for 

communication with aircraft, then frequencies and call signs are not indicated. The button  is used to 

select Russian or English when creating a call sign. 

In addition to the basic characteristics of the aerodrome, the opportunity was organized to fill in the 

basic characteristics of the runway and the call signs of the aerodrome traffic control. A description of the 

procedure for working with the form is presented in the online help, which is called by clicking on the 

button «Help». 

More detailed information about the airport is entered into the database through the input interface 

of the airport infrastructure elements described in paragraph 3.3.10 of this manual. 

 

3.3.5 Input obstacles to database 

Unlike airspace objects, obstacles do not have a validity period. The moment, when the artificial 

obstacle is put into operation, is the date of approval for the project documentation of construction or 

technical documentation for commissioning of the object. Destroyed objects, or obstacles that are not 

relevant, are physically removed from the database. If it is necessary to store such objects for history, the 

records are closed with zero height. 
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Figure 28 -  Form for entering the obstacles 

In most countries, it is recommended to maintain a base of obstacles whose height exceeds 50 

meters relative to the surface at the installation point. In areas remote from airports, very high obstacles 

are considered that affect the minimum safe altitude. In the sectors of landing, arrival, departure and at the 

aerodrome, and near the aerodrome territory, the height of the main obstacles may be less than 50 meters. 

The maximum permissible altitudes in certain sectors are regulated by the procedure for calculating the 

arrival and departure zones for each aerodrome. 

According to the data model, each obstacle is represented as a linked chain of the main element and 

two lists. The main element is the obstruction object. Each obstacle corresponds to the first list – «state of 

the obstacle on the date». Obstacles under construction can have several entries in this list, permanent 

obstacles are the only entry that corresponds to the parameters at the time of measuring the characteristics. 

The entry in the list «obstacle status on the date» has its own metric corresponding to the second list 

– «metric». As a result of one obstacle record, several state records correspond, each of which has its own 

metric. In the case of construction for the facility in the vertical direction, the metric for all dates is the 

same. When building in two directions – horizontal and vertical, the metric for the date changes. For 

example, a wind farm or a pipe factory is being built. 

The table consists of the columns «Code», «Name», «Group», «Illuminated» and «Natural». The last 

three parameters are derived due to the fact that, depending on the values, various types of obstacles are 

applied to the map. The icon is  – an unlit obstacle,  – illuminated,  – with flash lighting (with 

pulse lighting).  

The upper right part of the form serves to fill in the characteristics of the object.  
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Field «Code» – serves to enter a unique identifier of an obstacle within the same ICAO region. 

Obstacles that are located outside areas of the aerodrome are coded by the service Aeronautical 

Information Service AIS (Aeronautical Information Authority AIA). 

Obstacle identifiers are formed according to the following rules (the total length of the record is 10 

positions): 

 Region 1 (territory of the state).  

Example: UUWV100125, where UUWV is a 4-letter identifier of the RC (FIR), 1 - area 1, 

00125 - the number of the obstacle in this area;  

 Region 2 (aerodrome area).  

Example: UUDD200005, where UUDD is a 4-letter aerodrome identifier, 2 is area 2, 00005 is 

the number of the obstacle in the area; 

 Region 3 (operating area of the aerodrome).  

Example: UUDD300025, where UUDD is a 4-letter aerodrome identifier, 3 is area 3, 00025 is 

the number of the obstacle in the area; 

 Region 4 (approach area according to cat.2 and 3).  

Example: UUDD400015 where UUDD is the 4 letter aerodrome identifier, 4 - Area 4, 00015 - 

the number of the obstacle in the area.  

 

It is not allowed to use various kinds of spaces, separators, brackets, etc. in the identifier 

description.  

For each new object (RC/FIR, airfield areas 2, 3, 4), the numbering starts from 00001.  

Example:  

UWWW100001, UWWW100002 and beyond; 

UWOR100001,UWOR100002, UWOR100003 and beyond; 

UUDD200001, UUDD200002 and beyond; 

UUDD300001, UUDD300002 and beyond. 

Field «Metric» – serves to indicate the type of metric obstacles. The complex handles obstacles with 

point metrics. Below are the fields «Name» and «Region», which are used to enter the name of the object 

and belonging to the ICAO region. 

The field «Status» is used to select the status of an obstacle. 

Fields «Lighting» and «Color» are used to enter the type and color of lighting of the object. 

The «Marking» field is used to enter the type of marking or marking of the object and the color of 

the marking. In case the marking is two-color in the field «Color 2» the second marking color is indicated. 

The field «Material» is used to enter the material of the structure of the object. 

The fields «Width» and «Length» are used to enter the physical dimensions of the object in a 

horizontal plane on the ground. The field «units» is used to indicate the units of measurement for sizes. 

Below are the flags of the type of object: «Group», «Natural», «Movable», «Breakable». 

The lower right area of the form is divided into two parts. The left part contains a list of «state of the 

object». The columns of the table are editable and contain the date of measurements and the absolute 

height of the upper point for the obstacle to be published. In the field «System of heights», the height 

reference system is indicated. If the object is a group, the published height is set to the highest object in 

the group. 

The lower right part contains the entry table for the metric of the object. Information is entered 

directly into the table, and the height of the object at each point is in the upper part in the field «Height at 

a point from the ground». The field «Unit of measurement» on the left-hand side is used to indicate the 

general unit of excess measurements that are used both for the absolute published height and for the 

height of the object in points. Below is a comment on each state of the object. Comment is used in AIXM. 

The lower part of the form contains a panel on which buttons to add, delete and save the current 

obstacle, the buttons «Cancel» and «Restore», the exit button and the help. 
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Coordinates are entered in the coordinate system WGS-84. The hemisphere is selected in the drop-

down list when you click the button in the latitude and longitude fields or manually enter the values «N/S» 

for latitude and «E/W» for longitude to the extreme position. The activation button for the drop-down list 

is displayed during editing. 

Altitudes should be entered exclusively in the system of heights MSL from Mean Sea Level (MSL). 

When entering heights in the system WGS-84, recalculation is applied through the geoid model 

EGM2008. Recalculation is configured in the dialog «Task settings». 

The dialogue provides the ability to perform group operations on obstacles. Group actions apply 

only to obstacles highlighted by the filter. The menu is called by right-clicking on the obstacle table and 

provides the following actions. 

 

 

Figure 29 -  Drop-down menu of the group operations over obstacles 

 «Delete group» – allows you to delete a group of selected obstacles. 

 «State «active» – allows you to set the group of obstacles the status of «active». It is used when 

importing from format MS Excel. 

 type «natural», «artificial», «illuminated», «not illuminated» – allow you to set the group of 

obstacles corresponding type. It is used for manual correction of imported obstacles from 

AIXM, ARINC and MS Excel formats. 

 

The «Import» button is designed to call the mode of saving obstacles to the database from the «Map 

of signatures» (maps of minimum heights). The «Map of signatures» is preliminarily created using the 

«Building a map of minimum heights» task from the «Automatic creation of objects» group of applied 

tasks. «Map of signatures» must be created according to the dfc_en.rsc classifier. The database stores 

information about the objects Elevation (obstacles) (P0012120001). 

 

 

Figure 30 -   Import obstacles from map 
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To prevent the same set of data from being saved repeatedly to the main table, each import process 

is marked with an arbitrary code prefix. Labeling the import data set allows you to control when duplicate 

objects are saved to the production database.  

The «Code prefix» field is used when generating the obstacle code. The obstacle code, when saved 

to the database, is formed from the value of the code prefix and a unique record number (record 

identifier), for example, IOBST_159698. «Code prefix» and the «Delete data with code prefix» flag allow 

you to delete already created duplicates before saving objects to the working database.  

The import process will add new entries to the obstacle table that contain the following information: 

 «Code» – the value of the code prefix and the unique record number;  

 «Name» – the value of the semantics «Own name» (9) of the map object Altitude (obstacles) 

(P0012120001); 

 «Height (AMSL)» – the value of the semantics «Absolute height» (4); 

 «Date» – date of execution of the data import mode;  

 «Coordinates (latitude, longitude)» – the metric of the map object; 

 «Height at point» – if the value of the semantics «Relative height» (1) is present. 

 

Note. Obstacles in the aircraft flight area include objects with a height of 50 meters or more. In the 

landing and departure sectors, as well as on the aerodrome territory, the height of the main obstacles can 

be less than 50 m and it is calculated separately by the algorithms for calculating the departure/landing 

zones for each aerodrome.  

 

3.3.6 Input standard instrument departure (SID) to database 

Standard Instrument Departure route – the established Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) that connects 

an aerodrome or an aerodrome runway with the designated main point, usually on the specified ATS 

route, where the route leg begins (Doc 9713). 

The base of standard instrument departure routes (hereinafter referred to as departure routes) is 

maintained for the specific threshold of each aerodrome. Before creating a base of departure routes for the 

airport, a base of runways and airport thresholds should be prepared. Otherwise, the route editing window 

will be inactive. 

The description of the form for editing SID, STAR, IAP routes and holding routes is identical, with 

the exception of some features specific to the type of route. The form for entering departure routes has the 

following form and it is filled from top to bottom and from left to right. 

On the left side there is a list of airfields with a filter by the name and code of ICAO. On the right 

side above is a list of airport runway thresholds. Thresholds are filled in the form of maintaining the base 

of airports and inactive in this form. 

To the right is the list of departure routes. Each threshold has its own set of departure routes. The 

departure routes highlighted in yellow are projected and are not published. They are visible when you set 

the appropriate mode in the form «Settings». 

Below the list is a navigator with buttons for adding, deleting, editing, canceling editing and 

updating the list. Above there is the start and end date of the route. The added route appears in the list. 

The new route must specify the name and route point of the route ATS to which the departure takes 

place. The point is optional and is entered manually or is selected from the drop-down list. The default 

status is «valid». Routes that are designed by the task of «designing flight routes» are created with the 

status «designed». Status change is performed both in the design task and in this form with the 

corresponding flags. 
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Figure 31 -  Dialog for entering standard instrument departure routes 

The button  works in conjunction with the «Copy» flag and serves to automatically set the 

expiration date of the route. The date is set on the route, which is one day earlier than the date set in the 

task settings, and when the «Copy» flag is set, a copy of the airfield route is created, starting from the date 

set in the task settings. Route maneuvers that contain closed points or the point expiration before the route 

start date are highlighted in red. Important! When copying a route in the closed by date mode, all 

maneuvers containing closed points are also copied. 

The button  is designed to copy the route along with all the legs in order to speed up the process 

of maintaining the database. The route is copied to the same threshold in which the original route is 

marked with «*» in the name. Copying the route is a single operation that cannot be undone. 

In the absence of a point, it is considered that the flight is made to the route section. In order to 

exclude incorrect graphic representations of such routes, they should not have legs «flight to the end 

point», «course to the end point». 

 

 

Figure 32 -  Button for selecting a significant point 

Editing the departure point is performed by the button, which opens the dialog for selecting the 

significant point. 

To change the course route or assign a route for all courses (ALL), left-click on the upper left corner 

of the route table. The interactive menu displays all courses of the current aerodrome and the item 

«Remove course» for the mode «ALL». This menu is necessary for creating the same type of routes or 

matching routes on parallel runways when creating a route on the wrong runway course or when 

importing the aerodrome route database from AIXM (ARINC) to create thresholds at the aerodrome. 
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At the top there is a filter that allows you to select points by code, name and type. In the center there 

is a list of main points with an indication of the period of validity. Points whose validity date has expired 

on the date set in the complex settings are highlighted in red. The field «Region» is not active and it 

shows the region that is selected in the complex settings form.  

Approach departure and landing departure points should be located within the same region. To the 

right of the route list are the fields for filling in the route parameters. 

 

 

Figure 33 -  Select significant point dialog 

The fields indicate the categories of aircraft for the route (usually «CDE»), the value RNP (if 

provided) and the type of departure route. Additionally, a description of the action in case of failure for 

radio equipment and an arbitrary remark is introduced. At the bottom of the description for the route legs. 

More detailed leging is described in section 3.4. 

 

3.3.7 Input standard instrument arrival (STAR) to database 

Standard Instrument Arrival – the established arrival route by Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) that 

connects the main point, usually along the route ATS, with the point from which the flight can begin 

according to the published instrument approach (Doc 9713). 

The form consists of a list of airfields and an area for creating approach routes. The yellowed 

approach routes are designed and not published. They are visible when you set the appropriate mode in 

the form «Settings». 

The creation area is filled sequentially from left to right. Before creating a route, the current landing 

course is selected. The route is added to the list with an entry point. For the route, the corresponding flags 

indicate the validity period and the status «Operative» or «Planned». 

Below the list is a navigator with buttons for adding, deleting, editing, canceling editing and 

updating the list. Above there are the start and end date of the route. The added route appears in the list. 

The new route must specify the name and route point of the route ATS to which the departure takes 

place. The point is optional and ir is entered manually or it is selected from the drop-down list. 

Route legs that contain closed points or the point expiration before the route start date are 

highlighted in red. 
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Figure 34 -   Dialog for entering standard instrument arrival 

The parameters of the current route are filled in on the right side: 

Field «Category acft» is the category of aircraft for which the route has been calculated. Depending 

on the entered value, when applying legs and calculating the parameters of the turn and flight, the speed 

will be set in accordance with document Doc.8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Volume II».  

Field «Route type» – it is an indication of the route type for the formation of various arrival patterns 

(arrival schemes). 

Field «Action in case of radio engineering means (REM) failure» is a text field that contains 

information about the actions of the pilot in the event of a failure for radio equipment during the 

implementation of the approach procedures on this route. 

Field «Remark» is a textual note of arbitrary content. 

The base of standard arrivals routes for instruments (hereinafter referred to as arrivals routes) is 

maintained for a specific aerodrome threshold. Before creating a route, make sure that there are thresholds 

at the selected airport. If necessary, fill in the missing runways and thresholds in the airport editing form. 

The new route must specify the name and point on the route ATS from which the reduction to the airport 

is made. 

At the bottom is a list of route legs. Legs are completed in accordance with paragraph 3.3.10 of this 

manual. 

 

3.3.8 Input instrumental approach procedures (IAP) to database 

Input instrumental approach procedures in database requires the availability of the required runway 

threshold in the database. Before creating a route, make sure that it is available at the selected airport. 

The database implies storage of the landing route, regardless of its category, type, flight rules and 

radio navigation means, which are used to construct the stages of the landing route. The specification of 

database AICM does not separate the instrument-based or visual approach route. The separation occurs in 

accordance with the value of the route parameters, the types of legs used and the established category of 

aircraft when displaying information on the map. 

The form consists of a list of airfields and an area for creating approach routes. Records highlighted 

in yellow are projected and not published. 
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Before creating a route, the current landing course is selected. The route is added to the list with the 

point IAF. For the route, the corresponding flags indicate the validity period and the status «Operative» or 

«Planned». 

The new landing route must specify the name and the point IAF, from which the landing begins. 

Typically, the point IAF is based on the aerodrome radio equipment, most often NDB or VOR/DME. 

Route maneuvers that contain closed points or the point expiration before the route start date are 

highlighted in red. 

The point is entered manually from the drop-down list or through a filter in the interactive dialog: 

 

 

Figure 35 -  Dialog to input instrumental approach procedures in database 

The parameters of the current route are filled in on the right side: 

Field «Category acft» – aircraft category for which the route is calculated. Depending on the entered 

value, when applying legs, and calculating the parameters of the turn and flight, the speed will be set in 

accordance with document Doc.8168 «Aircraft Operations. Volume II».  

Field «RNP» – the value of RNP. 

Field «Route type» – set depending on which navigation aid the route has been calculated. 

Field «Action in case of REM failure» – a text field that contains information about the actions of 

the pilot in the event of a failure for the radio landing equipment. 

Field «Missed approach» – a text field that contains a description of going to the second circle when 

the runway is busy or when landing is impossible. 

Field «Remark» – a textual note of arbitrary content. 

Landing pattern routes do not have a name. It is recommended to break the landing pattern into 

routes with conditional names. The splitting can be carried out according to the categories of aircraft or 

stages of implementation – the departure route to the second circle and the reduction route in the landing 

holding area. Partitioning allows the operator to apply schemes in any combination. 

 

3.3.9 Input holding routes to database 

The base of holding routes is created for the landing course, airfield or waypoint. The entry form for 

holding routes is divided into two tabs and it is filled from top to bottom and from left to right. The first 
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tab serves to maintain a database of holding routes for the aerodrome, the second - to maintain a database 

of holding routes on the route. 

 

 

Figure 36 -  Dialog to input airport holding procedures in database 

In the left part of the workspace of Sheet «holding routes in the aerodrome area», a list of landing 

courses is displayed. The line «ALL» is used to enter the holding routes common to all courses of the 

aerodrome. The name of the holding route is conditional and it is set by the operator for ease of analysis 

on the map. 

En-routes holding procedures can be set by a single leg according to «racetrack» type scheme or in 

expanded form, if the configuration differs from the standard one. The new route must be specified the 

conditional name and base point on the route ATS to which the flight departs. The point is required and it 

is entered manually or it is selected from the drop-down list or the dialog form. Route maneuvers that 

contain closed points or the point expiration before the route start date are highlighted in red. 

If the route has the type «at the aerodrome», then it is tied to the runway threshold and it will be 

deleted or cascaded when it is deleted/modified. 

The route of the approach is indicated, if it ends with the holding area. As a rule, such routes are 

found in large air hubs with a large flow of aircraft, for which external holding areas are organized on 

routes below the lower level. Sheet «holding routes on the tracks» is divided into three parts. 

The left side displays a list of all the main points of the selected ICAO region. The column 

«Holding» (holding area) displays the availability of a holding route at the point. 

In the central part of the form there is a list of all holding routes at the main point. Multilevel 

holding routes with step or spiral reduction are introduced separately at each level. Differentiation of 

levels is carried out in order to harmonize with the exchange format ARINC. At the bottom there is a 

navigator designed to add deletion and to edit entries. The button  is used to copy routes and it can be 

used when entering multi-level holding zones. On the right side of the form there is a panel for modifying 

the holding route parameters. 

The field «Valid from» and «to» is used to enter the period for validity of the holding area. Below 

there are the flags «Published» and «Planned», which serve to set the status of the holding area in the 

algorithms for output to the map and export. 
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The field «Route code» is a text code that identifies the route within the point, «Number» - the serial 

number of the level in a multi-level route. If there are two or more multi-level routes on the basis of a 

point, then each level is assigned a unique pair of «Route code» and «Number». 

 

 

Figure 37 -  Dialog to input enroute holding procedures in database 

The field «Use» is used to enter information about the nature of the use for the holding route in the 

scheme. Below there are the metric and functional characteristics of the route. 

Field «Turn» serves to set the side of Turn on the holding route at the base point. Together with the 

parameters «Aircraft speed» and «Time in a straight line», the length of the straight section of the holding 

route is calculated, if it is not indicated explicitly in the field «Length in a straight line». 

The field «Width» is used to indicate the width of the holding route, if the speed is not specified or 

the holding route is not tied to a specific type or class of aircraft, and allows you to fulfill expectations for 

aircraft with different speeds. 

The field «Turn radius» is used to enter the turn radius of the aircraft on the holding route. The 

turning radius must be less than or equal to half the width of the route. Exceeding the value is allowed, if 

the highest level in the multi-level route is in the upper airspace. 

The field «Height/Holding levels» is used to enter the lower and upper boundaries of the holding 

route. 

The field «Note» is used to enter a text remark to the route. 

 

3.3.10 Input the airport infrastructure to database 

Airport infrastructure is a complex of interconnected servicing structures or facilities, engineering 

systems of buildings and structures, a ground-based service and maintenance system, which together 

provide the basis for the functioning of the airport. Airport infrastructure includes a ground handling 

system, navigation, communications and geospatial structure. 

The information that is entered into the database must comply with the requirements of ICAO Doc 

9184 «Airport Planning Manual. Part1. Master Planning.», as well as the section of the Federal Aviation 

Rules «Requirements for aerodromes intended for take-off, landing, taxiing and parking of civil aircraft to 
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civil aerodromes» approved by order of Russian Ministry of Transport dated on August 25, 2015 No. 262 

(hereinafter - FAP-262). The content of each section is regulated by additional documents. 

Information on airport infrastructure is entered through the form shown in the figure below. 

The airport infrastructure data input interface consists of several sections, which are placed in 

separate tabs. Tabs can contain their own hierarchy of information.  

 

 

Figure 38 -  Dialog to input airport infrastructure to database 

The airport infrastructure hierarchy follows the functional diagram shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 39 -  Block diagram of the airport infrastructure 

The database containing airport infrastructure elements is conditionally divided into a service 

system and a geospatial structure. The navigation and communication system, lighting equipment and the 

obstacle system are based on the base of airports and they are separate connecting categories of 

information that is filled out separately.  

 

Section «Service» 

The section interface allows you to maintain a database of airport ground services, passenger 

services, cargo and passenger terminals, aviation fueling points, oil change services, customs and 

administration, as well as other organizations and structures that are not related to the air traffic services 

system. 

The section is based on the existing database of airport ground services, and it is filled in 

accordance with the requirements of the document ICAO - Doc 9137. «Airport Services Manual. - Part 8. 

Airport Operational Services». 

 

 

Figure 40 -   The table of addresses  

At the bottom of the form is the table of addresses. 

The table stores all the addresses of a particular service. Addresses are supplemented by a button  

 on the left side of the form, edited by a button  and deleted by a button  on the left. Editing or 

creating of a new address is carried out through the form. 

Airport 

Airfield Marking 

Stands 

Airfields 

ruddering 

Surface 

borders 

OFZ, OAS, 

clearing surface 

Services 

Ground 

services 

Passenger  

units 

Fuel units 

Oil units 

Navaids 

Landing 

systems 

ILS, MLS 

Light systems 

Runways  

Runway direction 

Taxiways 

Aprons 

Heliports 
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Figure 41 -  Input address of object 

At the top of the form, the type of address is selected, below is the text part of the address, and at the 

very bottom is a remark to the address. The button «Save» and the button «Cancel» perform the 

corresponding operations with the address for the service.  

A tab consists of the following tabs: 

 

1) Sheet «Common services». 

On the left side there is a list of airport ground services, numbered in the order of creation in the 

database. Below there are the table control buttons that allow you to create, delete, edit, cancel and update 

the table data of ground-based aerodrome services. 

 

 

Figure 42 -   Maintenance of the ground base for the aerodrome services 

On the right side there are located: 

«Type of service» – a drop-down list in which the nature of the activity is established; 

«Category» – the categories of aircraft for which the service is organized; 

«Name» – the textual name of the service; 

«Hours» – the schedule of the service in text form. 

Below there is a note box.  
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2) Sheet «Passenger». 

 

 

Figure 43 -   Maintenance of the base for the passenger service 

The left side displays a list of airport passenger services, numbered in the order of creation in the 

database. Below there are buttons for managing table entries. In the right part there is a drop-down list for 

choosing the type of passenger service, names and notes. 

 

3) Sheet «Fuel stations». 

 

 

Figure 44 -   Maintaining the database of aviation fuel stations 

The left side displays a list of airport aviation fueling. Below there are the buttons for managing 

table entries. 

In the right part there is a drop-down list for choosing the type of aviation fuel, below there are the 

name of the service or types of fuel and the note. 

One service of fuels and lubricants may have several points (groups) of refueling at the airport. It is 

recommended to indicate the name of the service and types of fuel. 
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4) Sheet «Oil Refill». 

 

 

Figure 45 -   Maintaining the base of services for aviation oil changing 

The left side displays a list of aviation oil change services for the selected airport. Below there are 

the buttons for managing table entries. On the right side there is a drop-down list for choosing the type of 

aviation lubricants that the service provides, below there are the names and notes. 

 

5) Sheet «Meteorological ser». 

The interface of the section allows maintaining the base of meteorological services for the airport. 

The section is filled in accordance with the requirements of ICAO - Doc 7192 Part F-1. «Meteorology for 

Air Traffic Controllers and Pilots». 

 

 

Figure 46 -   Maintenance of weather service data 

On the left side of the form there are weather services, meteorological centers and other 

meteorological units. Records are managed by the navigator at the bottom of the list. 

On the right side there is a detailed description of the service: 

«Name» – the full name of the meteorological unit; 
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«Organization» – belonging to the organization; 

«Code» – the eight-letter AFTN code of the division; 

«Schedule» – the schedule of the weather service in text form; 

«Note» – the free textual service note. 

On the left side of the field «Services of Meteorological Service» there is a list of types (formats) of 

transmitted and received information by the meteorological unit. Adding and removing entries is done by 

the navigator under the list. 

On the right side there is the description of the activities, services and localization of equipment to 

provide specific weather services: 

«Information» – the type (format) of meteorological information; 

«Type, position» – the type of equipment and location at the aerodrome. Automatic system - a set of 

equipment for collecting meteorological information, other systems and items of equipment are located on 

the drive radio stations or in specially designated places for monitoring individual climatic and 

meteorological phenomena; 

«Observation time» – a text field that contains a schedule of meteorological observations to obtain 

information of the appropriate type; 

«Period (min)» – the frequency of observation in minutes; 

«Climatological information» is a flag of the possibility to collect information on climate change 

and the possibility of forecasting. 

 

Section «Runway» 

The interface of the section allows you to maintain a database of airport runways (hereinafter 

«runway» - English). The information in this section should be filled in accordance with the requirements 

of Doc 9157, «Aerodrome Design Manual». Part1. «Runways» and FAP-262. 
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Figure 47 -   Section of maintaining the runway characteristics database 

The window is conditionally divided into two parts. The upper part is designed to create a runway 

and fill the basic quality and metric characteristics. The lower part consists of six tabs that allow you to 

maintain a database of detailed characteristics for the runway. 

The upper left is specified a table of runways with controls below. Controls allow you to create, 

delete, and edit table entries. 

In the upper right part there are entered the general data – name, condition, material rating. Below it 

is entered metric information about the airfield, the size of the runway and the offset of the center for the 

airfield relative to the center of the runway. In the case of offset courses, it is recommended to enter 

numbers in a row, from edge to edge along the axial profile of the runway. The airfield should be at least 

150 meters longer than the runway and at least twice as wide, and it includes end braking lanes and side 

lanes that are clear of obstructions. Below it is entered textual markup information, a profile description, 

and notes. 
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6) Sheet «Runway parts». 

It is intended for maintaining the base of the sections of the runway. The base contains a metric of 

the concrete (capital) part for the runway with strength and size. 

 

 

Figure 48 -  Maintaining the base of runway parts 

The left side displays a table of runway metric elements, below there are the buttons for managing 

table entries. To the right there are the fields for entering the numbers in order, the strength of the runway 

and the size of the runway. If the runway consists of one part, the size from the upper part, it is duplicated 

in the table indicating strength. 

Note. The numbers of runway metric elements are considered to be counted from the threshold with 

a lower number. 

 

7) Sheet «Thresholds». 

It is intended for maintaining the base of the thresholds for the runway. For each runway, regardless 

of use, two thresholds are created – the main and the reverse. In the presence of shifted thresholds, 

information is entered in the order from the course with the lowest number. 

The threshold database contains metric information, characteristics of glide path angles and obstacle 

assessment surface (OAS) for calculating the landing line. The visual characteristics of the threshold, the 

recommended approach direction according to the rules of visual flights, and the presence of special 

lighting markings are entered into the database. 

The narrative contains textual information about the presence of wind indicators and the automatic 

braking system. The figure below shows the runway threshold database maintenance tab. Sheet is divided 

into two parts. 

On the left side there is a table of thresholds for the current runway with a navigator that allows you 

to add, delete and edit entries. 
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Figure 49 -  Maintaining the base of runway thresholds 

On the right side of Sheet there are filled: 

«Designation» – designation of a threshold;  

«TC» and «MC» are the true and magnetic courses for landing. True and magnetic courses are 

indispensable for building a route; 

«Glide path angle» – the minimum glide path angle in degrees; 

«Slope of surface OAS» is the slope of the obstacle assessment surface on the landing course. It is 

used to form a class «A» obstacle map profile; 

«Exceeding the threshold» – exceeding the threshold relative to average sea level; 

«Passage of the threshold (RDH)» – the height of the span above the threshold when landing; 

«Run time of runway» – the average time in seconds from the moment of landing (touching) with 

the specified course, to the moment of clearing the runway. It is published in AIP and it is intended for 

evaluating the capacity of aircraft. 

The flag «Threshold offset» is used to set the offset threshold flag. 

Information about the visual landing indicator is filled in below. The information is output to AIP. 

The following is a text description of the wind indicators, the braking system, and the note. 

 

8) Sheet «Profile». 

It is designed to maintain the base of the vertical profile for the runway. The profile is built from the 

younger threshold towards the older threshold. Each profile point is marked with the height and length of 

the section to the next point. The last point in the chain has zero length. 

On the left side of Sheet there is a profile table that is controlled by the buttons of the table 

navigator below. On the right side, the characteristic of the current profile point is filled. 

«Number» is a sequential number in the chain. When changing the number, the point will 

automatically shift to the corresponding position in the table on the left; 

«Identifier» – conditional text identifier of the profile point. The runway profile point can be used as 

a reference point for other air navigation facilities; 

«Runway threshold» is a sign of the runway threshold. When building a profile, threshold points are 

included without fail. The absence of thresholds will lead to incorrect calculations and distortion of the 

resulting AI documents; 

«Position» – the coordinate of the profile point, the absolute height is indicated below.  
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Figure 50 -  Maintaining the runway profile database 

To the right there is the length in meters to the next threshold point. The length is intended for the 

possibility of calculating the slope of the profile section in percent and constructing the correct graphic 

display, regardless of the possibility supporting the geodetic coordinates of the resulting map. The profile 

can be mapped to a local coordinate system or to a plan. The profile can be loaded from a linear map 

object along with the heights indicated in coordinates. Pressing the button «Download from map» allows 

you to select a linear object on the map whose metric replaces the current metric or creates a new one. The 

first profile point is considered the first metric point of the object. 

The button  allows you to calculate the profile coordinates. To calculate the coordinates, you 

have to enter the true or magnetic runway angle and the coordinate of the first threshold. The task will 

calculate the coordinates relative to the base threshold and distances. 

 

9) Sheet «SWY». 

It is intended for maintaining the base of overrun areas (end braking strips of the runway – 

hereinafter SWY, «stopway» – English). The runways can be equipped with blast pads, also known as 

overrun areas or stopways. 

 

 

Figure 51 -   Stopway on runway 

Overrun areas are included in the total length of the runway and they are included in its metric. 

Overrun areas are located behind the main or displaced thresholds. 

On the left side there is a table with SWY strips. The table is not related to a specific runway and it 

is filled for the entire aerodrome. 
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Figure 52 -   Maintaining the database of the sections runway 

On the right side of the tab, there is filled the threshold symbol for which the overrun area is set. For 

each SWY there is established material, size, strength, condition and rating. Notes are made below. 

 

10) Sheet «Declare dist.». 

It is intended for maintaining the base of the available runway distances. Runways are characterized 

by four types of available announced distances:  

 Take-off Run Available (TORA); 

 Take-off Distance Available (TODA); 

 Accelerate Stop Distance Available (ASDA); 

 Landing Distance Available (LDA). 

 

 

Figure 53 -   Maintaining the base of declared distances 

On the left side of the form (application) there is a table with established distances. The table is not 

associated with the runway and it is populated for the entire airport in this tab. 

On the right side of the tab, there is set the threshold symbols for which is filled the distance, the 

taxiway on which the runway is released, the type of distance, the period of the day and the note. 

The day period is set if different distances are set for the night and daytime, for example, in areas 

with poor visibility. 
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11) Sheet «Free zones». 

It is designed to maintain a base for zones free of obstacles for the runway. For the runway, there are 

installed end safety zones, side zones and zones free of obstacles that are located along the landing axis to 

the nearest drive. 

On the left side of the form there is a table containing free zones for the aerodrome. The table is not 

associated with the runway and it is populated for the entire airport in this tab. 

The course is filled on the right side of the tab, for which there are established the zone affiliation, 

letter designation, type of zone and its dimensions, coating material, strength and condition. The presence 

of lighting is set by the flag of the same name and it is described in free text. There is a note box below. 

 

 

Figure 54 -   Maintaining the base of obstacle-free zones 

Section «Taxiways» 

The interface of the section is used to maintain a database of taxiways. The information in this 

section should be filled in accordance with the requirements of Doc 9157, «Aerodrome Design Manual. 

Part 2 Taxiways, Aprons and Holding Bays». The form consists of two parts. There are created taxiways 

at the top of the form. 

The left side of the form contains a list of taxiways with control buttons. The right side of the form 

allows you to enter basic characteristics. 

«Name» – a short name for the taxiway. 

«Type taxiways» – a drop-down list is used to enter the type of taxiway. The value of this field is for 

informational purposes and it is not published in AI documents. 

«Width» is the width of the bearing part of the taxiway. 

«Material» is the material for bearing surface of the taxiway. 
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Figure 55 -  Section of maintaining the taxiway database 

Fields «left brg» and «right brg» – are used to enter the width of the lateral safety stripes of the 

taxiway. The information is used during export to the aerodrome passport. 

«Speed» is used to enter the maximum speed. 

«Movement» serves to enter the direction of movement on the taxiway. The direction is counted 

from the first point of the center line and it can be direct, reverse and two-way. 

«Condition» and «Evaluation» are taxiway status and work surface evaluation. These parameters for 

all airport coverage elements are interrelated. 

«Strength» is type and unit of strength the bearing surface. 

«Marking» and «Note» are fields for entering a textual description of the marking the taxiway and 

notes. 

The lower part of the form allows you to enter the center line of the taxiway. The center line of the 

taxiway is actually its profile. It is recommended to enter into the database all turning points on the 

taxiway. The center line can be loaded from a linear map object along with the heights indicated in the 

coordinates. Pressing the button «Download from map» allows you to select a linear object on the map 

whose metric replaces the current metric or creates a new one. The first profile point is considered the first 

metric point of the object. 

 

 

Figure 56 -  Entering the axial line of the taxiway 
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Regardless of the position, there are entered without exception all the points «STOP», holding 

points and aircraft mechanization checks. The flag «Exit to man made runway» (often asphalt, concrete, or 

a mixture of both) serves to indicate the type of holding point – holding for the departure queue. 

The left part of the form contains a table for points of the axial line with elements of control. 

To the right there is the characteristic of a specific point on the axial line. 

«Number» is a sequential number in the chain. When changing the number, the point will 

automatically shift to the corresponding position in the table on the left. 

«Height» is the excess at the axis point. 

«Designation» is the text identifier of the profile point. 

«Position» is the coordinate of the axial line point for the taxiway. 

«Note» – text notes of the point. 

 

Below there is the field «Holding point on taxiways». The field is intended for the possibility of 

creating special points and lines on the axial line of the taxiway. Each point of the axial line can 

correspond to only one special point. 

Points and holding lines on the taxiway are characterized by special marking, the presence of 

lighting, its description and notes. All characteristics are entered in the fields of the same name. 

 

Section «stands» 

The interface of the section serves for maintaining the base of aprons, holding areas, stands, repairs, 

long-term operation and storage of aircraft. At military aerodromes, this category includes squadron 

zones, hangars of maintenance squadron, fueling centers and holding bays. 

The information in this section should be completed in accordance with the requirements of Doc 

9157, «Aerodrome Design Manual. Part 2 Taxiways, Aprons and Holding Bays». and «Norms of 

serviceability for civil aerodromes (NGEA)». The form consists of two parts. There are created stands and 

aprons at the top of the form. There are separate stands in the lower part. 

The left side of the form contains a list of aprons and stands with control buttons. The right side 

allows you to enter characteristics. 

«Full Name» – the name of the platform (apron) or stand displayed on the map. 

«Condition» – the status of the apron and the assessment for the working surface. 

«Apron type» – type of apron or stand according to ICAO classification. 

«Material» – the material of the bearing surface for the apron. If the apron contains a stand, a 

helicopter landing site or its part is the runway or the taxiway, the material grade and strength should be 

the same for all objects. 

«Size» – dimensions of the working area for the apron. 

«Height» – the average absolute height of the working area for the apron. 

«Strength» – type and unit of strength for the bearing surface. 

«Lighting» – a description of the lighting for stands, if any. 

Flag «Power supply» – set when there are power sources for recharging batteries of on-board 

equipment. 

Flag «Presence of a tractor» – set when towing vehicles for aircraft are available. 

Flag «Presence of parking attenda» is set for cars parking aircraft on and off the long-term parking 

places. 

Flag «On inside engine» – it is set in cases when the aircraft can move within the apron on the 

internal thrust of its engines. 

«Lighting» – description of parking lighting, if any. 

«Markup» and «Note» – fields for entering a textual description of the marking for the taxiway and 

notes. 
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Figure 57 -  Entering of aprons 

The lower part of the form is designed to maintain a base of stands. The base of stands in the 

interface is connected to the airport. Stands and aprons are functionally connected by means of the field 

«Apron of Stands». 

In the case of lonely stand or stands, which are not located on any apron, this field is not filled. The 

left part contains a table of individual stands with elements of controls. To the right there is a 

characteristic of the stand. 

 

 

Figure 58 -  Entering of aircraft stands 

«Name» – a field for entering the name of the stand. It is displayed on the map. 

«Stand type» – the drop-down list serves to enter the type of stand. 

«Position» is the coordinate of the parking center for stands. It is published in a separate table if 

necessary. Below there is the field «Height», which is entered excess parking. 

«Restrictions on use» – a textual description of the restrictions on parking. As a rule, this field is 

published as a remark and contains the types and categories of aircraft that can use this on it. 

«Note» – fields for entering notes. 

The fields «Material», «Status», «Grade» and «Strength» are set for the airport surface object where 

the stand is located. 
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Section «TLOF» 

The interface of the section is intended for maintaining the base of heliports, helicopter and landing 

sites of the airfield. 
 

 

Figure 59 -  Dialog to input TLOF-s to database 

Section information must be filled in in accordance with the requirements specified in the Order 

№ 69 from 04.03.2011y. «Requirements for landing sites located on a plot of land or water area».  

The window is conventionally divided into three parts vertically (see figure 59).  

The upper part is designed to create a heliport, helicopter or landing pad (Touchdown & Lift-OFF 

area, onward – TLOF) and filling with the main characteristics: name, class of the helipad, center 

coordinate with indication of height, dimensions and average angle of inclination, strength, condition, 

coating material and its assessment. A brief description of the markings and a note for the heliport 

follows. The characteristics of the heliport are descriptive and are displayed on the map in the semantics 

of a point object – the center of the heliport.  

The middle part of the window is designed to create landing stripes (Final Approach and Take-Off 

Areas, onward – FATO) at the heliport when used. Landing strips have the same characteristics as 

aerodrome runways: name (usually consisting of threshold symbols separated by a slash), condition, 

coating material, strength, rating, dimensions of the landing surface. The following is a description of the 

markup, profile, and a note. The lower part of the window is active if there is at least one approach course 

to the landing strip and consists of three tab sheets – «Thresholds», «Profile» and «Free zones». 
 

1) Tab sheet «Thresholds». 

Designed to maintain base of runway thresholds (FATO). For each FATO, regardless of use, two 

thresholds are created – the main one and the reverse one. Offset thresholds can be created in order from 

the lowest numbered course. 
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Figure 60 -  Input a base of FATO thresholds 

On the left side of Sheet there is a table of thresholds for the current FATO with a navigator that 

allows you to add, delete and edit records. The right side of Sheet contains the fields: 

«Number» – number of the threshold. 

«MLC» and «TLC» – true and magnetic landing course. True and magnetic courses are required 

parameters.  

«Span (RDH)» – the height of the overhang over the threshold during landing. 

«GP» – the minimum slope angle of the glide path in degrees.  

«OAS %» – OAS slope is the slope of the obstacle assessment surface on the landing course.  

Below are the fields for entering a text description of wind indicators, braking systems and a note. 

 

2) Tab sheet «Profile». 

It is intended for maintaining the base of the landing strip profile (FATO). The profile is built from 

the lowest threshold to the highest threshold. Each point of the profile is marked with the height and 

length of the segment to the next point. The last point in the chain has length zero. 

 

 

Figure 61 -  Input landing FATO profile 

In the left part of Sheet there is a table of profile points, which is controlled by the buttons of the 

navigator located below. To the right of the table there are fields for filling in the characteristics of the 

current point of the profile.  

«Number» is a sequential number in the chain. When changing the number, the point will 

automatically move to the corresponding position in the table on the left.  

«Identifier» – conditional textual identifier of the profile point. The runway profile point can be used 

as a reference point for other air navigation objects.  

«THR» – threshold identifier within the current FATO. When constructing a profile, threshold 

points are included without fail.  
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«Position» – the coordinate of the profile point, on the right is the length in meters to the next point 

of the profile.  

«Height at point»is the absolute height.  

The profile can be loaded from a linear map object along with the heights specified in coordinates. 

Pressing the button «Load from map» allows you to select a linear object on the map, the metric of which 

replaces the current metric or creates a new one. The first point of the profile is the first point of the object 

metric. 

Using the button «Load coordinates» ( ) the profile coordinates are calculated. To calculate the 

coordinates, you must enter the true or magnetic track angle FATO and the coordinate of the first 

threshold. Coordinates are calculated relative to the base threshold and distances. 

 

3) Sheet «Free zones». 

Designed to maintain the base of the clear of obstacles for landing strips (FATO). The landing strip 

(as well as the runway) may have one or more end safety zones on each threshold, side zones and obstacle 

free zones. The figure shows Sheet for entering free zones. In the left part of Sheet there is a table with a 

list of free airfield zones, excluding free runway zones. The table is not associated with FATO and is 

completed for all heliports within the current aerodrome. 

 

 

Figure 62 -  Maintaining a base of obstacle-free landing in FATO 

On the right side of the tab, the course is filled in, for which the area, letter designation, type of zone 

and its dimensions, coating material, strength and condition are set. The presence of lighting is set using 

the flag «presence of lighting» below the set field for entering a description of lighting and a note. 

4) Sheet «Advanced». 
Designed to maintain a database of security zones. In the left part of the tab there is a table of 

security zones, which is controlled by the buttons of the navigator located below. To the right of the table 

there are fields for filling in additional information about the safety zone: Code, Material, Size, Length 

clearway, TODA, LDA.  
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Figure 63 -   Maintaining a database of security zones 

Section «Ruddering» 

The interface of the section serves for maintaining the base of ruddering routes for ground airfield 

movement of aircraft. 

The routes of aircraft movement at the airport are not provided for by the database structure and 

they are additionally created databases for the correct and complete filling of the information «Maps of 

ground airfield traffic and stands» with information. 

The input form is conditionally divided into two parts connected with each other. 

The top of the form contains a list of routes. 

On the right side there is a table with routes and controls. 

On the left side there are the characteristics of the current route. 

«Route type» – a drop-down list for entering the type of route. The appearance of the route on the 

map depends on this parameter. 

«Basic stand» is a drop-down list for connecting one of the airport stands with the aerodrome route. 
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Figure 64 -  Input the ground airfield ruddering routes 

«Taxiway» – a drop-down list with the selection of the basic taxiway for the specified route. The 

field is used to generate a report in MS Excel. 

«Notes» – a field for entering textual information about the features of using the route. 

The lower part contains sections of the route. Land route sections of the airfield traffic are filled 

directly in the table using the control device at the bottom. The principle of filling is identical to the 

principle of creating a linear object. The number, type of segment and the coordinates of the point for 

axial line are the main parameters when creating a route.  

 

Section «Borders» 

The interface of the section serves to maintain the base of the boundaries for the capital cover 

(pavement) of the aerodrome, to configure the boundaries of surface elements and special territories in 

order to more accurately interpret objects on the map of the airfield / heliport. 

The information in the section should be filled in accordance with the master plan of the airport, 

which is developed in accordance with the requirements of the documents: 

 Doc 9184 «Airport Planning Manual Part 1. Master Planning»; 

 Doc 9184 «Airport Planning Manual Part 2. Land Use and Environmental Management»; 

 Doc 9157 «Aerodrome Design Manual. Part 2. Taxiways, Aprons and Holding Bays»; 

 Doc 9157 «Aerodrome Design Manual Part 3. Pavements». 
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Figure 65 -   Input boundaries for aerodrome surface elements 

The input form of the pavements for the aerodrome elements is divided into two parts. On the left 

side there is a list of all types for borders. 

In the upper part there is a drop-down list «Object», which allows you to compare the border on the 

surface with a specific object of the airport. 

«Border type» – type of capital section of the airport. It is analyzed during the formation of AIP 

sheets. When plotted on a map, the field is not analyzed. 

«Description» – contains the name of the border or another note. At the bottom there are controls for 

the table of boundaries for aerodrome territories. 

The right part of the form contains a list of metric points for the current border. The list is filled 

with controls at the bottom. The metric can be loaded from the areal or closed linear map object along 

with the heights indicated in the coordinates via the button «Download from map». 

Airport pavement boundaries are used to accurately draw the contour of the runway, taxiway, apron, 

stands and other airport facilities on the map. Information on mapping there is taken from these tables. 

The connection of the object with the map object is carried out by the identifier of the boundaries for the 

territories, and not by the identifier of the airport facilities. 

The border may not correspond to any object, in which case it will be applied as an arbitrary contour 

with coatings when creating the airport map. The ability to arbitrarily enter contours that are not tied to 

infrastructure objects allows you to create maps with a more detailed configuration of airport objects.  
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Section «Marking» 

The interface of the section is used to maintain the base for daytime marking of man made 

aerodrome pavements. The information in the section should be filled in accordance with the master plan 

of the airport, which is developed in accordance with the requirements of the documents: 

 Doc 9184 «Airport Planning Manual Part 1. Master Planning»; 

 Federal Aviation Rules of the Russian Federation, approved by order Transport Ministry of 

Russia dated 08.25.2015 No. 262 Part VI. «Visual aids». 

 

 

Figure 66 -  Input the marking of unearthly aerodrome elements 

The working space of the form for maintaining the daytime marking base for man made aerodrome 

pavements is divided into two parts. 

On the right side there is a list of all types for borders. Labeling elements correspond to the selected 

object pavement in the table. 

On the left side of the form there is a base of marking elements, which is divided into the upper part 

for entering attributes of the marking element and the lower part for entering marking metrics. 

In the upper left part there is a list of markings for the selected pavement element with a control 

navigator to create deletion and to save entries. Above the list there is a filter that serves to search for a 

group of the same name elements by name. 

In the upper right part of the labeling attribute field there are: 

«Name» – a field for entering a name or a conditional marking code. It is recommended to assign 

the name (code) of the marking element by conditional groups for the purpose of quick search and 

identification. 
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«Marking» – the meaning of marking. The attribute indicates that it is marked on the surface 

element of the airfield. On the runway there are marked - thresholds, side limits, center line, landing 

(touch) and so on. 

«Color» – field for entering marking color. 

«Status» – field for entering the marking status. 

«Style» – field for entering the style of the marking line. 

«Remark» – it contains a note or a note to the marking element. 

The lower part contains the metric of the marking element. Metric points are filled directly in the 

table or there are read from a linear or areal object on the map through the function «Download from 

map». The marking boundary should be in the contour of the aerodrome facility. 

 

3.3.11 Input airports radio equipments in database 

The airport’s radio base is designed to store radio navigation and radar landing equipment at the 

airport. In the absence of such, the base for the airport is not maintained.  

 

 

Figure 67 -   Form of input airports radio equipments in database 

The information that is entered into the database must comply with the requirements of Doc 8071 

«Manual on Testing of Radio Navigation Aids», Volume I. « Testing of Ground Based Radio navigation 

systems » for navigation aids and Volume III. «Manual on Testing of Radio Navigation Aids». Volume 

III. «Testing of Surveillance Radar Systems» for radar landing systems. 

Information about radio equipment of the airport is entered in two tabs through the form indicated in 

the figure below. 

The airport is selected by positioning on the left side of the form. There are two tabs on the right 

side. 
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Tab sheet «Navigation systems» 

It allows you to complete and modify the characteristics of the airport instrument landing systems 

(ILS). For military airfields, information is entered on the landing and beacon groups (PRMG- Short-

range radio navigation system). Sheet is conditionally divided into three parts. 

The upper part contains a list of all ILS and PRMG systems that are located and deployed at the 

aerodrome. Collapsed and redundant landing systems with a note are also included here. Landing systems 

are entered using controls located at the bottom of the list. To the right, the runway course is selected, the 

landing on which is provided by the system. Further to the right there is the landing system category, and 

below there is a text note. 

The lower part of the form is divided into two parts, designed to fill the characteristics of the 

elements for the landing system. Characteristics are filled in according to GOST 26121-8»Beacon landing 

systems for instrumental approach». 

Sheet «Localizer» is designed to create and edit the characteristics of the localizer (LOC), which is 

part of the landing system. 

 

 

Figure 68 -   Entering the characteristics of Localizer (LOC) and Glide slope beacon 

«Call sign» is the three-letter call sign of the landing system. Typically, this is the long-distance 

drive call sign with the first letter «I». 

«TLC» is the true landing course, to which it is directed «0» of the diagram for the directional radio 

beacon. 

«MLC» is the magnetic landing course. In fact, it is «TLC» with minus magnetic declination. 

«Work with the reverse course» is a sign of the possibility to provide the course guidance with the 

reverse course. 

«Position» is a field indicating the location for the center of the antenna-feeder device of the 

directional radio beacon. 

«Excess» is the height of placement. 

«Frequency» is the operating frequency. Information is entered in the caption on the landing 

diagrams. 

«Note» is the text of the note for the directional radio beacon. 

Sheet «Glide slope beacon» is used to create and edit the characteristics of the glide path beacon 

(Glide slope beacon) included in the landing system. 

«Glide slope angle» is the working angle of the glide path, which has put into operation after the last 

flight of communications and Radio engineering means (REM). 

«Reference datum height» (RDH) is the relative height of the threshold span. 
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«Position» is a field indicating the location of the center for the antenna-feeder device of the 

directional radio beacon. 

«Excess» is the height of placement. 

«Frequency» is the operating frequency. 

«Note» is the text of the note for the directional radio beacon. 

Button «Channel» – serves to select the channel of a military or civilian landing system. The choice 

of channel is accompanied by a change in the frequencies of the course and glide path beacons.  

 

 

Figure 69 -   Channel selection dialog of the landing navigation system 

At the top of the dialog, one of the predefined systems is selected, and if the frequencies do not 

match, the frequency response is set. By default, ILS and PRMG-5 systems are available. Frequencies are 

calculated by dividing the range by the number of channels and rounding to 50 kHz.  

When choosing the arbitrary type of system «another system», the fields «Localizer (LOC) range 

from», «Glide Slope (G/S) range from» and «to», as well as «total channels» – become available for 

editing. The fields indicate the ranges of the desired system and the number of channels. The button 

«Recalculation» calculates the operating frequency for the channels that are displayed in the table. The 

button «Select» is used to select the desired channel and transfer the calculated frequencies to Localizer 

and Glide Slope. 
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Tab sheet «Location systems» 

It allows you to complete and change the characteristics of location systems landing airport. For 

military aerodromes, information is entered on the radar landing system RPL-5E, RSP-10. Sheet is 

conditionally divided into three parts: 

 

 

Figure 70 -   Input landing location systems 

The upper part contains a list of all radar landing systems (hereinafter referred to as radar), which 

are located at the aerodrome. 

Only functional and backup radar stations are entered into the database. Entering radar stations is 

carried out by controls located at the bottom of the list. 

To the right there are the general characteristics of the system. 

«Name» is the text name displayed on the map. 

«Code» is the three-letter call sign for the landing system. 

«Channel» is a location channel. Information on channel frequencies is not open and is not 

published in the document. 

«Category» is the category of the landing system. 

«Radar Type» is the type of system. According to this category, the radar landing system is divided 

into military and civilian. The difference between the systems is that the work takes place on different 

channels, the equipment includes various active response complexes. In addition, the military radar 

landing system is operated in conjunction with the surveillance dispatch radar. 

«Note» is the text of the note. 

Sheet «Course locator parameters» is designed to create and edit the characteristics of the locator 

course survey landing. 

«TLC» is the true landing course, to which it is directed «0» of the diagram for the directional 

antenna on the indicator. 

«MLC» is the magnetic landing course. 

«Sector of review» is the active course of the antenna in the horizontal direction relative to the zero 

mark. As a rule, the sector ranges from -15 to +15 degrees. 
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«Work with the reverse course» is a sign of the possibility of working with the reverse course. The 

ability to work with both courses is structurally built into military systems. 

«Position» indicates the location of the center for the antenna-feeder device. 

«Excess» is the height of placement. 

«Note» is the text of the note for the directional radio beacon. 

Sheet «Parameters of the glide path locator» is intended for creating and editing the characteristics 

of the vertical survey locator. 

«Position» is a field indicating the location of the center for the antenna-feeder device of the 

directional radio beacon. 

«Excess» is the height of placement. 

«Tilt angle of the antenna on the glide» – consists of three parameters: 

«Basic» – the basic installation angle «0» of the direction diagram for antenna glide path on the 

indicator. 

«Minimum» – the minimum vertical viewing angle, usually 0..- 5 degrees. 

«Antenna travel» – the active antenna travel in the vertical plane relative to the zero mark. As a rule, 

there are ranges from -5 to +15 degrees. 

«Note» is the text of the note. 

 

Tab sheet «Non-directional (radio) beacon (NDB)» 

It serves to fill in the basic and additional characteristics of distant, near and individual non-

directional (radio) beacons at the aerodrome. The non-directional (radio) beacon in the database AI is the 

main point that can be published in AIP and on the aeronautical charts. As a rule, non-directional (radio) 

beacons are the points of routes for local airlines, but it can also be published on the charts of the lower 

and upper airspace as points of transit and internal routes of ATS. 

The dialog is used to enter additional parameters of the non-directional (radio) beacon, as well as to 

calculate its exact geographical position in accordance with the location at the airport according to the 

passport or the instructions for the runway. 

On the left side of the dialog, there is a list of airports in the selected region. To the right, there is a 

list of non-directional (radio) beacons that are created for the current airfield. When creating a new non-

directional (radio) beacon, the button «Create» is used to bind to the selected airfield. The binding of the 

non-directional (radio) beacon to the airfield can be done in the form of maintaining a base of key points 

(see the section for maintaining a base of key points). The «Delete» button is used to delete the drive and 

the main point. 

The right part of the form is used to enter the parameters of the point, the non-directional (radio) 

beacon and the marker beacon, and it consists of the following fields: 

«Status of point» is used to control the publication of an object in AI documents. 

«Date of publication» is used to set the date of publication. When creating a new point, today's 

publication date is set. 

«Published position» is intended to enter the metric of the main point, which will be applied to 

charts, published in AI documents and exported to ARINC. This position may differ from the center 

position of the antenna for the non-directional (radio) beacon, which is entered or calculated at the very 

bottom. 
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Figure 71 -   Input non-directional (radio) beacons to database 

«Name of the non-directional (radio) beacons» is used to enter the main and alternative names of the 

main point published in the documents AI. 

«Characteristic of a non-directional (radio) beacon» – a field that contains detailed attributes of the 

non-directional (radio) beacon. 

«Call Sign and Frequency» – published information about one / two or three-letter Morse code 

emitted at the specified frequency. 

«Landing course» – the field is used to link the non-directional (radio) beacon and the main point to 

the landing course of the airfield and it is used to calculate the exact position of the center for the antenna 

on the map. 

«Excess» – the elevation of the terrain in the center of the antenna, it is used to calculate safe 

altitudes in the task «Designing of the airfield routes». 

«Range from DER» – the distance of the center for the antenna from the landing threshold. 

Information is filled in from the aerodrome runway instructions or from the technical report. 

The button «Calculate position» is active at the selected threshold of the runway and the set range 

and it is used to calculate the position of the drive. The published drive position can be rounded or 

deepened. 

Below there is a table «Source of Information» with a correction button, which it is used to enter 

sources of information on the drive. The filling process is described in the section for maintaining the base 

of main points. 

 

Sheet «Radio Direction Finder» 

It serves to maintain the base of direction finders. Radio direction finder is a radio engineering tool 

that serves to calculate and inform the crew about the reverse bearing of an aircraft. The direction finder is 

located in the center of the runway, as a rule, together with the radar landing system (RLS) or on the long-

distance drive at one of the landing courses and it serves to provide flights in the area of the airfield or in 

the near area, or in terminal airspace. 
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Fields for maintaining the base of radio direction finders are located on the right side of the form. 

The list of «radio direction finders» with navigation buttons is located below and it serves to create 

deletion and editing of the radio direction finders at the current airfield. 

 

 

Figure 72 -   Entering the characteristics of radio direction finders 

The radio direction finder characteristics are filled in the following fields. 

«Name» is used to enter the text name of the radio system. The name of the radio direction finder is 

not published anywhere and it serves as secondary reference information. 

«Operator» is the organization responsible for the operation of the radio direction finder. 

«Call Sign» and «Frequency» – the call sign of the radio direction finder and the frequency of the 

relay signal in kilohertz. The call sign can be in Russian or in English. In military aviation, the word 

«bearing» is added to the call sign, for example, «Angara-bearing». 

«Antenna position» is the coordinate of the position for the radio direction finder. As a rule, the 

position coincides with the antenna. 

«Radio direction finding to» – the distance over which successful direction finding of an aircraft is 

performed within the specified error in degrees in the field «Error °». 

«Excess» is the excess of the position for the radio direction finder. 

Flag «broadcast to aircraft» is used to set the sign of presence for an automatic repeater to aircraft. 

Under the main characteristics of the radio direction finder, there is a field for publishing the radio 

direction finder as a separate main point. In contrast to the non-directional (radio) beacon, in the vast 

majority of cases, the radio direction finder is not published in AI documents. The flag «Publish» allows 

you to create the base point tied to the radio direction finder that can be published. Setting the flag creates 

an entry in the table of main points with the sign «predefined point», which will be available in the form 

of maintaining the base of points. 

«Status of Point» is used to set the publication flag. 
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«Date of publication» is used to set the date of publication. When creating a new radio direction 

finder and clicking on the flag «Publish», the current date is set. 

«Published position» is intended to enter the metric of the published point. The position may differ 

from the position of the radio direction finder.  

«Point name» is used to enter name of point, which will be published in the documents of AI. 

«Designation» is a five-letter designation of the point. 

«Type» is the type of the predefined point. As a rule, the radio direction finder has type «terminal 

point», but it can be installed with the sign «ICAO point». 

Table «Source of Information» contains a correction button, which is used to enter information 

sources for the drive. Filling process is described in section for maintaining base of points.  

 

Sheet «Navaid» 

Serves to maintain a list of radio engineering and radio navigation aids of the aerodrome. The list is 

automatically formed based on the data entered using the «Enter basic points» dialog for the selected 

airfield and point types VOR, DME, VOR/DME. 

 

 

Figure 73 -  The input form of significant points. Field «Aerodrome» 

The «Type» field is used to filter the data by the type of the significant points. 

For additional filtering of the list of navaid, there is a special line (under the heading) where the user 

can enter text into the cells. Or click on the small black triangles located on the right side of the special 

line to get a list of possible text to search. Filtering data is carried out by pressing the «Enter» button. 
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Figure 74 -  Formation of the list Navaid 

The button  is used to add an entry to the list. 

At the top there is a filter that allows you to select points by code name and type in the specified 

region. At the center of the dialog there is a list of main (key) points. When the dialog is opened, all points 

are displayed without reference to the region and date in the task settings. Points whose period has ended 

as of the date set in the task settings are also highlighted in red. 

 

 

Figure 75 -  Dialog for choosing significant points 
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When selecting a point that belonged to another aerodrome, a request is issued for permission to 

edit it and add it to the navaid list. 

To remove a point from the navaid list, use the button . When deleting a point, the link to the 

airfield will be deleted. 

 

3.3.12 Input lighting equipment to database 

The airport’s lighting equipment base is intended for storing lighting planting systems facilities 

deployed at the airport. In the absence of a detailed lighting system, the base for such airport is not 

maintained. 

The information that is entered into the database must comply with the requirements of Doc 9157 

«Aerodrome Design Manual». Part 4. «Visual Aids», and Part 5. «Electrical Systems». 

Information is entered in five tabs. The first four tabs are systems of lights for the various 

illuminated objects of the airport. The last fifth tab is intended for maintaining the base of airport light 

beacons.  

 

 

Figure 76 -   Input form of the lighting equipment 

In the lower left part of the form, there is a button «Scheme of Lighting Equipment», which serves 

to create a standard scheme of lighting equipment on the landing course. The button becomes active when 

you go to Sheet «Courses of runway ». Creating a scheme is accompanied by the removal all subsystems 

of lights attached to the selected course. 
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Section «RWY» 

It serves to maintain a base of lighting equipment for runways of the airfield. The system of lights is 

filled in accordance with the deployment schemes of lighting systems specified in the document GOST 

26121-8»Systems of aircraft instrumental approach for landing beacon». 

Examples of typical schemes for deploying lighting equipment at the aerodrome are described in 

Annex 10. Information on the composition and size of groups for lights is shown in the table at the end of 

the section. 

 

 

Figure 77 -   Input of the lighting equipment for runway 

The contents of the form are divided into two parts. The upper part of the form is identical for the 

tabs: «Runway», «Runway courses», «Taxiway» and «Stands». 

The upper part is divided into a list of runways and a window for maintaining the base of the 

runway lighting system. The runway list is not editable. 

«Type of system» – types of the system for lighting runway. 

«Name» is a conditional text name. 

«Power supply description» is a brief description of the connection point and emergency power 

sources. 

«Note» – text notes for the specific system. 

The lower part of the form allows you to create groups of lights for the particular system. 
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Figure 78 -   Input the groups of lights for the lighting system  

The group of lights in the system differs from another group in color, glow intensity and geometric 

characteristics. If the entire system of lights has the same color, intensity of illumination and constant 

relative positioning, then such system can be introduced in the form of one group. For example: the 

approach system of landing lights. 

The input field is divided into two parts. On the left side there is a table with controls for creating a 

list of groups, on the right side there are group parameters.  

 

 
a) lights metric 

 
b) lights symmetry 

Figure 79 -   Information about a group of lights 

«Position» is the starting position of the group of lights. In this position is the first lantern of the 

group or the beginning of the center line, the blue dot in part a). 

«Brightness of lanterns» is a code of the intensity for the glow of the group of lights. 

«Symmetry» is the flag of symmetry for the lights along the axis 

«Lantern color» – the color of the lantern glow. 

«Power light» – lamp luminous intensity. 

 

Section «Number of lights in the group» contains the following fields: 

 «Along the runway» – the number of lights in the group along the axis of the runway; 

 «In one row» – the number of lanterns (lamps) within one row.  

 

Section «Distances between lights» contains the following fields: 

 «Along the runway» – the distance between the lights along the axis of the runway. If the group 

contains one row, the filled value is «0»; 

 «In a row between lights» – the distance between two adjacent lanterns within the same row. If 

the group has one column of lights, the value to be filled is «0».  
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Note. For the unambiguity of applying lighting equipment on the map, the line directed from the 

course with a lower number to the course with a higher number is adopted as the axis for the groups of 

lighting equipment for the runway. 

 

Section «Runway Courses» 

Sheet is used to maintain a base of lighting equipment for landing courses of runways for the 

airfield. 

The upper part of the form is divided into a list of landing courses and a window for maintaining the 

base of the runway lighting system. The list of landing courses is not editable and it contains the course 

number and magnetic landing angle. 

 

 

Figure 80 -   Input the lighting equipment of landing courses for runway 

«Type of system» – types of landing system lights. 

«Name» is a conditional text name. 

«Power supply description» – a brief description of the connection point and emergency power 

sources. 

«Note» – text notes for the specific system. 

 

 

Figure 81 -   Input groups of lights of the lighting system for landing courses 
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The lower part of the form is divided into two tabs. 

 

Section «Group of lights for the runway course» 

The group of lights for the runway course is entered similarly to the group of lights for the runway. 

On the left side there is a table for creating a list of groups, on the right side there is parameters of the 

group. 

«Position» is the initial position of the group of lights. 

«Brightness of lanterns» is a code of the intensity for the glow of the group of lights. 

«Symmetry» is a flag of symmetry of lights along the axis of the landing course. 

«Lantern color» – the color of the lantern glow.  

 

Sheet «Number of lights in the group» contains the following fields: 

 «Along RWY» – the number of lights in the group along the axis of the landing course; 

 «In row» – the number of lanterns (lamps) within one row.  

 

Sheet «Distances between lights» contains the following fields: 

 «Along RWY» – the distance between the lights along the axis of the landing course; 

 «on traverse» – the distance between two adjacent lights in a row. 

 

Note. The axis of the landing course is the line directed from the threshold to the side opposite the 

center of the runway. Lighting equipment of courses is located between the threshold of the runway and 

the short-range drive along the extension of the runway axis. Lanterns in groups are directed in the 

direction opposite to the direction of landing. 

 

Section «Lights of the approach runway» 

It allows you to enter information about the lights approaching the runway. These lights are not 

marked on the map, and the information is for reference only in the database. Lights of the approach 

runway unfold in areas with ambiguous visual orientation or mountainous areas and they are located at a 

considerable distance from the runway. The lights serve as visual guidelines for guiding the aircraft to the 

landing course or to the area of the aerodrome.  

 

 

Figure 82 -   Input the groups of lights for the runway approach 
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On the left side, there is a list of lights, on the right – the characteristics of the group. 

«Type» – type of lights approaching the runway. 

«Brightness of lanterns» is a code of the intensity fot the glow of a group of lights. 

«Flashing» – the flag of the flashing for the spotlights. 

«Length» is the distance from the runway. 

«Description» and «Note» contain a textual narrative of the lights system and notes. 

 

 

Figure 83 -   Message about replacing the old Lighting Equipment 

In the lower left part of the form, the button «Scheme of Lighting Equipment» becomes available, 

which brings up a dialog for selecting the standard scheme of lighting equipment. If there are subsystems 

of lights on the selected course, the message is displayed about further work with the dialog. 

On the left side of the dialog, there are shown schemes of lighting equipment. Schemes are not 

subject to correction and they are loaded by the administrator at the stage of updating the database. 

In the central part of the dialog, all groups of scheme lights with characteristics and metrics are 

shown. Information about the threshold shift and the distance between the lights in the group is specified 

in meters. Parameters marked with (*) are calculated depending on the size of the chosen runway and may 

differ for different aerodromes. 

 

 

Figure 84 -   Dialog for selection of Standard lighting schemes 

When the button «Select» is pressed, all lighting equipment of the selected landing course will be 

deleted, and a new scheme will be calculated instead. The base point of the calculation is the coordinate of 

the threshold, and the base axis of the coordinate system is the proposal of the runway axis and it is equal 

to the inverse landing course. 
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Sheet «Taxiways» 

It serves for maintaining the base of lighting equipment for taxiways. The system of lights is filled 

in accordance with the deployment schemes of lighting systems specified in the document GOST 26121-8 

«Systems of instrumental approach of aircraft for landing beacon».  

 

 

Figure 85 -   Input the lighting equipment of taxiways  

The upper part contains a list of taxiways on the left side and a window for maintaining the base of 

the taxiway lights system. The system of lights is entered into the table using controls. 

«Type of system» – type of taxiway lights system. 

«Name» is a conditional text name. 

«Power supply description» – a brief description of the connection point and emergency power 

sources. 

«Note» – text notes for the specific system. 

 

 

Figure 86 -   Input the groups of lights of the lighting system in taxiway 

The lower part of the form allows you to create groups of lights for the currently selected taxiway 

lights system. The input field is divided into two parts. 
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On the left side there is a table with controls for creating a list of groups, on the right side there are 

group parameters. 

«Position» is the initial closest position of the group. 

«Brightness» is a code of the intensity for the glow of a group of lights. 

«Symmetry» – a flag of symmetry for lights along the axis of the taxiway. 

«Colour» – the color of the lantern glow.  

 

Sheet «Count lamps in a group» contains the following fields: 

 «along TWY» – the number of lantern (lamps) in the group along the taxiway axis; 

 «in row» – the number of lantern (lamps) within one row. 

 

Sheet «Distances between lights» contains the following fields: 

 «along TWY » – the distance between the lights along the axis of the taxiway; 

 «on traverse» – the distance between two adjacent lights in a row.  

 

 

Figure 87 -   Procedure for applying lights along taxiways 

Unlike groups of runway lights and courses, taxiway lights are placed along the taxiway parallel to 

its axis at a distance indicated in the field «between rows». The output algorithm sets the «Position» point 

(red dot) as the position of the first lamp. The next point will be at the point with the shortest distance on 

the line parallel to the taxiway axis. The distance of parallel line is indicated in the field «between rows». 

 

Sheet «Stands»  

It serves to maintain a base of lighting equipment for stands of the airfield and aprons. Stands and 

aprons, as a rule, are not equipped with lighting equipment, but may contain separate groups of lights to 

indicate taxiing places at night. 

 

 

Figure 88 -   Input the lighting equipment of aprons and stands 
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The upper part of the form contains a list of aprons and stands on the left side and a window for 

maintaining the base of the taxiway lights system. The system of lights is entered into the table using 

controls. 

«Type of system» – type of apron system of lights. Aprons and stands do not have their own lighting 

equipment systems, so they are equipped with runway types of lights. 

«Name» – the conditional textual name. 

«Power Supply Description» – a brief description of connection point and emergency power sources. 

«Note» – text notes for the specific system. 

 

 

Figure 89 -   Input the groups of apron lightings 

The lower part of the form allows you to create groups of lights. 

«Position» is the starting position of the group for lights. 

«Brightness of lanterns» is a code of the intensity for the glow of a group of lights. 

«Symmetry» – a flag of symmetry for lights along an axis directed from the position to the center of 

the apron. 

«Lantern color» – the color of the lantern glow. 

Sheet «Number of lights in the group» contains the following fields: 

 «Along» – the number of lights in the group; 

 «In row» – the number of lights within one row.  

 

Sheet «Distances between lights» contains the following fields: 

 «Along» – the distance between the lights. If the group contains one row, the filled value is «0»; 

 «on traverse» – the distance between two adjacent lights within the same row. If the group has 

one column of lights, the value to be filled is «0».  

 

Sheet «Light beacons» 

Light beacons are the main element of night air line equipment. The input form of the light beacons 

is shown in the figure below. 

On the left side, there is a list of light beacons, on the right – characteristics. 

«Type of beacon» – one of the types for the light beacon described above. 

«Name» – the name displayed on the map. 

«Identifier» – the code Morse that emits the beacon. If the beacon emits a constant light or flashes at 

regular intervals, field is not filled. 

«Runway Course» – belonging to the landing course. 
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Figure 90 -   Input the light beacons 

«Position» – location coordinates of the light beacon. 

«Height» – excess at the installation point. 

«Characteristic» – a brief description of the purpose and location of the light beacon. 

«Note» – contains a textual descriptive part for the system of lights and notes. 

 

The following types of light beacons exist: 

 airport light beacon; 

 a linear beacon located on the way and serving to indicate its direction; 

 intermediate beacon, which is located between the linear beacons; 

 light beacon marking the track, which serves to indicate to the pilot his exact position on the 

night track. The first light beacons from the airport are called outing ones. 

 

The average distance between light beacons, based on average meteorological conditions and 

continuous visibility from the light beacon to the light beacon, is assumed to be 30 km. Outing light 

beacons are installed at a distance of 15-20 km from the airport. 

Intermediate beacons are located on sections of the track prone to fog, or when the distance between 

the linear beacons exceeds half the optical range of their visibility. 

Linear beacons are usually located at intermediate alternate aerodromes. In areas with a rugged 

topography, the distance between the light beacons is determined from the condition of continuous 

visibility of the lights of the light beacon at a flight altitude of 600 m. In some cases, the light beacon can 

be carried to the elevation closest to the route. The location of airport light beacons should be coordinated 

with the decision of the general plan for the entire airport as a whole, while maintaining the conditions of 

freedom for approach from the air and taking into account the prevailing wind directions. Typically, 

beacons are located at the border of the approach strip. When arranging linear and intermediate light 

beacons, the location of airports, alternate aerodromes, radio beacons and markers, settlements, local 

power stations, roads, water sources, as well as meteorological conditions and terrain, should be taken 

into account. 

 

3.3.13 Input airport obstacle to database 

The airport obstacle base is designed to store artificial and natural surface obstacles in the area of 

the airfield that affect flights. The obstacle base section includes an interface for maintaining the base of 

MSA (Minimum Safe Altitude) in the area of the aerodrome and the minimum safe altitudes for flying 

obstacles at landing courses. 
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The information that is entered into the database must comply with the requirements of Doc 9137, 

«Airport Services Manual. Part 6. Control of Obstacles», Doc 8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation 

Services Aircraft Operations. Volume II (Construction of Visual and Instrument Flight Procedures)». 

Information is entered on the basis of integrity. The first tab allows you to enter obstacles in the 

airport area, on the basis of which the minimum safe heights in the sectors, which are entered in the 

second tab, are calculated. The third and fourth tabs operate with obstacles in the landing sectors and the 

minimum flight heights of the same obstacles. Information from the first and second tabs is intended for 

creating class B obstacle maps, with the third and fourth – for class A obstacle maps. 

 

Sheet «Aerodrome area» 

Sheet interface is designed to link the base of obstacles to the control point of the airport. The 

formation of the airport obstacle base should be preceded by the procedure for filling the obstacle base. 

Information about obstacles comes in the form of a technical report on geodetic measurements at the 

airport. Another source of information may be flight operations and instructions at the airport. Entered 

obstacles are displayed as a static list on the left side of the form. 

 

 

Figure 91 -   Formation of the airport obstacle base 

At the top of the list there is a filter «List of all obstacles (filter)», in which you can select objects by 

name and type. 

When entering obstacle information, it is recommended that you enter a specific symbol in the name 

for a specific airport or airport landing course. This will facilitate the ability to quickly select the desired 

piece of data. 

At the bottom of the list, there is the current position of the obstacle, its absolute and relative height. 
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The button «<< Add» connects the obstacle to the airport, creating entries in a special linked table in 

the database. The linked table contains the fields «Azimuth» and «Distance from the control point of the 

airport», which can be calculated during the transfer. The calculation will be carried out if the flag 

«Calculate azimuth / range» is set at the bottom of the obstacle list. 

The left part of the window allows you to manually enter the azimuth and range values for each 

obstacle. 

At the bottom there are recording controls. The controls do not allow adding new entries to the 

airport obstacle table. Functions are available for editing, removing updates and canceling editing. 

 

Sheet «MSA, TAA» 

The interface is designed to maintain a base of minimally safe obstacle flight heights in sectors of 

airport facilities. Information is calculated according to the generated class «B» map and entered manually 

for each radio equipment of the airport and the control point. 

The entry form for minimally safe heights is conditionally divided into three parts. 

 

 

Figure 92 -   Input form the sectors of MSA for airport facilities 

The left part contains a complete list of radio navigation and radar landing equipment, all radio-

technical route and navigation aids of the airport and the control point. 

Each object can correspond to a single circle of MSA. Based on these considerations, the upper part 

contains controls for a single record – editing, deleting, updating and saving. 

Field «Circle type» – serves to set the type of azimuth circle. 

Field «Type of Azimuth» allows the vector of circle reference MSA. If set to the point, then the BIE 

circle is used for approach and landing routes and contains heading angles to the base point. If indicated 
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«from the point», the angles of the circle MSA are azimuths. As a rule, the mode «from point» is used in 

dispatch control systems, and the mode «to point» is used in navigation systems on board the aircraft. 

«Countdown» – countdown of the angle. It is applied the countdown from magnetic north, true 

north and conditional north. 

«Note» – the brief descriptive information about the circle MSA. 

 

  

Figure 93 -   Examples of MSA and SMAA sectors 

In the field of MSA Sector, there are generated the records of sectors. Sectors start in the north and 

fill in clockwise. 

«External radius» – the radius from the base point to which obstacles are analyzed in calculating the 

safe height. According to the requirements of Doc 8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services Aircraft 

Operations. Volume II», the outer radius is 54 km (30 NM) with the buffer and 46 km (25 NM) without 

the buffer. 

«Inner radius» – the inner radius from which obstacles in the sector are analyzed. Depending on the 

circle, MSA can be filled with a value or equal to zero. In the second case, obstacles are counted from the 

base point. 

«Azimuth initial» and «Azimuth final» – angles that limit the sector. 

«MSA value» – the value of the height for the flight of obstacles with the indication of the reference 

system and unit of measurement. The minimum safe height of the obstacle span is calculated as the 

absolute height of the maximum obstacle in the sector plus 300 meters for flat terrain and 600 meters for 

mountainous terrain. 

«Note» – a textual note to the sector. 

 

Sheet «Landing sectors»  

Sheet interface is designed to link the base of obstacles with the thresholds of the airport. The 

formation of the airport obstacle base should be preceded by the procedure for filling the obstacle base 

(see paragraph 3.5.5 of this manual). Sources of information about obstacles to landing courses are 

described in the flight operations instructions for the airport area. Entered obstacles are displayed as a 

static list on the left side of the form. 

At the top of the list there is a filter «List of all obstacles (filter)», in which you can select objects by 

name and type. 

At the bottom of the list, there is the current position of the obstacle, its absolute and relative height. 

The button «<< Add» associates an obstacle with the selected landing course, creating the entry in 

the course obstacle table. 
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Figure 94 -   Formation the obstacle base of the runway thresholds 

The communication table contains two pairs of relative coordinates from the runway threshold in 

the polar system – azimuth / range and in Cartesian – the distance along the axis and along the beam. 

When transferring the azimuth and distance from the threshold can be calculated. The calculation is made 

if the flag «Calculate azimuth / range» is set at the bottom of the obstacle list. 

The left part of the window contains a list of all runway courses. The starting point for the course is 

the runway threshold. Below there is a list of runway threshold related obstacles. 

Below the lists there is a field for the ability to manually enter the value of the position for obstacles 

in Cartesian and the polar coordinate system relative to the runway threshold for each obstacle in the field 

«Position from threshold (DER)». 

«Azimuth» and «Range» – the true azimuth and distance to the obstacle from the threshold. 

«To Traverse DER» and «to the runway axis» are Cartesian coordinates in the local system relative 

to the threshold of the runway. 

«Note» – a textual note to the obstruction. This note is not an obstacle note and it is stored in the 

communication table. 

 

 

Figure 95 -   Coordinates in Cartesian coordinate system of the threshold 
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At the bottom of the form, there are the controls. The controls do not allow adding new entries to 

the airport obstacle table. Functions are available for editing, removing updates and canceling editing. 

 

Sheet «OCA/OCH» 

The interface is designed to maintain a database of relative and absolute heights of obstacles in the 

airport landing courses. 

Information is calculated on the basis of a class A obstacle map and entered manually for each 

landing route. 

The entry form for minimally safe heights is conditionally divided into two parts. 

The upper part of Sheet contains linked lists of runway courses and landing routes for selected 

courses. This part of the form is not editable. 

The lower part of Sheet contains a list of minimally safe altitude obstacles for different categories of 

aircraft. Below there are the list controls OCA/OCH for the particular landing route. The right part of 

Sheet contains the characteristics of the heights of OCA/OCH for the specific category of aircraft on the 

particular landing route. Information is displayed in landing maps in the form of a table. 

The field «Aircraft Category» allows you to select the category(s) of the aircraft for which there are 

entered altitude values. 

 

 

Figure 96 -   Input form of MSA sectors for airport facilities 

«Landing type» is the type of the final stage of the approach. 

«OSA Altitude» and «OSA Altitude» are the absolute and relative altitude of the flight for obstacles 

at the final stage of the landing route. 

«Reference point» is the base point relative to which the relative height of the obstacles is 

considered. This is usually the threshold of the runway. If there is no information about the coordinates 

and the threshold is exceeded, the control point of the aerodrome is used as the base altitude. 

«Note» is the brief descriptive information. 

 

3.3.14 Input meteorological minimums of airport in database 

The airport’s meteorological minimum database is intended for storing information on the range, 

visibility and altitude of decision-making during departure and landing on runways. 

The information that is entered into the database must comply with the requirements of documents 

Doc 8896 «Manual of Aeronautical Meteorological Practice. Chapter 2, Section 2.4. Special reports», 
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«Federal Aviation Rules «Preparation and execution of flights in the civil aviation of the Russian 

Federation». Approved by order Transport Ministry of Russia dated July 31, 2009.  No. 128. Amendments 

and additions. January 1, 2012».  

Sources of information can be AI documents, collections, catalogs or instructions for the production 

of aircraft flights in the area of the aerodrome. Information can be calculated by appropriate specialists in 

accordance with the order of Transport Ministry of the Russian Federation dated December 28, 1993 No. 

DV-160 «Establishment of categories for civil aviation aircraft of the Russian Federation in accordance 

with ICAO rules and on the implementation of the methodology for determining aerodrome minima for 

visual approach landing». 

 

Sheet «Departure minimum» 

Sheet interface is designed to enter the values of meteorological minimums for departure by 

courses. The form is divided into three parts: 

 

 

Figure 97 -   Input the meteorological minimum of departure 

On the left side, there is a list of airports, to the right there is a list of departure rates, with the 

indication of the runway code, magnetic threshold marking and runway size. 

On the right side of the form there is a tab for entering meteorological minimums for departure for 

aircraft of various categories. 

The upper part of Sheet contains a complete list of all entered meteorological minimums for a 

specific course. 

Below there is a table control panel that allows you to navigate the table, add, delete and edit 

records. 

The description of the meteorological minimum contains the following fields: 

«Aircraft category» – selection the category or categories of aircraft for which a meteorological 

minimum is established. If within one course the pair «Aircraft category» and «Condition» (type of 

meteorological minimum) is re-entered then the value, entered last, will be taken into account. 

«Condition» – the condition for setting the meteorological minimum of departure. If within one 

course the pair «Aircraft category» and «Condition» are re-entered then the value, entered last, will be 

taken into account. 

«Range» – the visibility range of the runway upon departure for an aircraft of the specified category. 
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«Note» – a text field containing text notes. 

 

Sheet «Landing minimum» 

Sheet interface is designed to enter the values of meteorological minimums of landing by courses. 

The form is divided into three parts: 

 

 

Figure 98 -   Input the meteorological minimum of landing 

On the left side there is a list of airports, to the right there is a list of landing courses, with the 

indication of the runway code, the designation of the magnetic course threshold and the size of the 

runway. 

On the right side of the form there is a tab for entering meteorological minimums for landing for 

aircraft of various categories. 

The upper part of Sheet contains a complete list of all entered meteorological minimums for a 

specific course. 

Below there is a table control panel that allows you to move, add, delete and edit records. 

The description of the meteorological minimum contains the following fields: 

«Aircraft category» – selection the category or categories of aircraft for which a meteorological 

minimum of landing is established. 

«Condition» – the condition for setting the meteorological minimum of landing. The landing 

conditions are the type of landing system, the operability of tools and lighting equipment. If within the 

same course the pair «Aircraft category» and «Condition» is re-entered, the database, already existing, will 

take into account the value that was entered last. 

«Altitude» and «Range» – the minimum decision-making altitude at the landing range visibility 

range. 

«Note» – a text field containing text notes. 

 

3.3.15 Input special navigation systems to database 

The base of special navigation systems is designed to store information about long-range and 

satellite navigation stations, which is processed by special air radio navigation aids. Special radio systems 
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include long-range radio navigation systems «Alpha» and long-range «Chaika», «Tropic», satellite 

systems «GLONASS», location-based navigation systems «KRABIK-3», accurate time systems «Beta». 

Foreign analogues are the systems «Omega», «Loran». 

 

 

Figure 99 -   Input of the special radio navigation systems 

The base of special radio navigation systems can be filled with data on satellite navigation systems, 

new navigation systems, which have no analogues at the time of entry, as well as being tested or received 

for industrial use. 

Information on the technical characteristics of special radio navigation systems is filled in 

accordance with GOST R 54025-2010 and foreign regulatory documents on radio navigation systems – 

analogues. 

The input interface is divided into three parts. 

The left part contains a list of radio navigation systems with a filter and a navigator. The filter in the 

upper part allows you to select systems by a special code name or by full text name. The navigator at the 

bottom allows you to add, delete and edit radio navigation systems. 

The right part of the window is designed to enter system data and is divided into two parts. 

At the top, the parameters of the current system selected in the left part of the form are edited: 

«System name» – field for the full textual name of the system. 

«System code» and «Type» – a text code and the conditional (factory) name of the system. 

«Affiliation space» – the organization responsible for the operation of the system. 

The lower part is used to enter information about the navigation stations of the system. 

The left part contains a list of navigation stations that are part of the current system. Editing the list 

is carried out by the navigator at the bottom. 

The right part is used to enter information about the current station. 

Navigation systems are divided into phase and impulse. 
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Phase special navigation systems operate in a specific frequency range. For such systems, a 

transmitter frequency input field is provided in the form. 

Pulsed special navigation systems operate at the same frequency and differ in the type of pulse 

signal. For this type of system, delay fields are provided. If necessary, you can fill in both fields. 

«Name» – is intended to enter the text name of the station in system. As a rule, the nearest 

settlement, island, cape or other geographical object where the station is located is recorded in this field. 

«Station type» – takes two values: master or slave. For systems that do not have priorities, all values 

are set to «slave».  

«Power» – the power of the transmitting device. 

«Frequency» with a frequency unit – for phase navigation systems is filled with the frequency of the 

transmitter. 

«Localization» – belongs to the ICAO region. 

«Position» – the position of the transmitting antenna of the station. Long-range navigation stations 

along with antenna fields occupy vast territories. The position of the stations is considered to be the 

geometric center of the antenna field, which has the shape of a square. 

«Elevation» – the elevation of the antenna field above sea level. The antenna fields of special 

navigation stations are always located on a flat surface. 

«Working hours» – the work schedule of the stations.  

«Note» – is a text field containing text notes. 

The Delays field is used in pulse systems: 

«Radiation (μs)» – the start time of the broadcast of a certain code sequence in relation to the master 

station. The master station cannot set this parameter to any value other than zero or an empty value. 

«Code» – constant (code) time delay of the slave station. The code delay eliminates the ambiguity in 

determining the position line arising from the simultaneous emission of signals by the master and slave 

stations when two position lines correspond to the same time difference. 

 

3.4 Creating procedure legs 

Instrument flight routes consist of segments. The task identifies the leg by code and creates a 

segment object on the map in accordance with the description in Doc 9368 «Instrument Flight Procedures 

Construction Manual» (hereinafter - Doc 9368). 

Preliminary preparation and calculation of legs is carried out by circuit designers according to the 

techniques recommended by Doc 9368 and the mathematical models described in Doc 8168 Pans-Ops. 

«Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations». Part 2. (hereinafter - Doc 8168). The 

scheme is agreed with the airport management and sent to the publication. 

The terminology of legs has been supplemented or changed due to the use of domestic radio-

technical means in air radio navigation in the territory of the Russian Federation and the CIS countries. 

The term «radial» is supplemented by Radio Bearing (the heading angle of the radio station), which 

serves as a vector line from the drive radio beacon. The heading angle of the radio station is determined 

by the air radio compass (ARC). 

The term «DME range» is replaced by «range from REM». The replacement is due to the fact that 

many aircraft of local airlines are equipped with radio navigation means for measuring ranges on land 

REM other than DME. Examples of aircraft air range finders SD-75M (according to TACAN), VND-94 

and SD-67A (according to DME). 

The list of legs by which aerodrome routes are built is defined in Doc 9368 and the ARINC 424-18 

specification. A graphical view, code and a brief description are specified in table 1. 
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Table 1 -  Table list of instrument flight legs 

Leg Code Example Path Detailed description of leg 

 

Constant DME Arc to 

a Fix 

Arc to a Fix or AF Leg. Defines a track over ground at 

specified constant distance from a database DME Navaid. 

 

Course to an Altitude  

 

Course to an Altitude or CA Leg. Defines a specified 

course to a specific altitude at an unspecified position. 

 

Course to a DME 

Distance  

 

Course to a DME Distance or CD Leg. Defines a specified 

course to a specific DME Distance which is from a 

specific database DME Navaid. 

 

Course to a Fix  

 

Course to a Fix or CF Leg. Defines a specified course to a 

specific database fix. Sequencing, for other uses of the DF 

Leg. 

 

Course to a Next Leg 

Intercept  

Course to an Intercept or CI Leg. Defines a specified 

course to intercept a subsequent leg. 

 
Course to a Radial 

Termination  

 

Course to a Radial termination or CR Leg. Defines a 

course to a specified Radial from a specific database VOR 

Navaid. 

 

Direct to a Fix  Direct to a Fix or DF Leg. Defines an unspecified track 

starting from an undefined position to a specific database 

fix. 

 

Course from a Fix to 

an Altitude  

Fix to an Altitude or FA Leg. Defines a specified track 

over ground from a database fix to a specified altitude at 

an unspecified position. 

 

Course from a Fix to 

an Along Track 

Distance  

Track from a Fix for a Distance or FC Leg. Defines a 

specified track over ground from a database fix for a 

specific distance. 

 

Course form a Fix to 

a DME Distance  

Track from a Fix to a DME Distance or FD Leg. 

Defines a specified track over ground from a database fix 

to a specific DME Distance which is from a specific 

database DME Navaid. 

 

Course from a Fix to 

a Manual Termination  

From a Fix to a Manual termination or FM Leg. Defines a 

specified track over ground from a database fix until 

Manual termination of the leg. 

 

Hold to an Altitude Hold to Altitude – is provided for a climb in the holding 

pattern. On reaching the terminating altitude, the system 

will cross the holding fix then sequence legs to proceed on 

course to the next waypoint in the flight plan. 

 

Hold to a Fix  Hold to a fix – will result in one orbit of the hold. It will 

sequence legs and exit after one circuit. This type of hold 

is frequently used in an approach where a holding pattern 

is used in lieu of a procedure turn. 

 

Hold to a Manual 

Termination 

Hold to a manual termination does exactly as the name 

implies. Leg sequencing requires pilot’s intervention. 

 
Initial Fix Initial Fix or IF Leg. Defines a database fix as a point in 

space. 
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Leg Code Example Path Detailed description of leg 

 

Procedure Turn to 

Intercept  

045/180 Procedure Turn or PI Leg. Defines a course 

reversal starting at a specific database fix, includes 

Outbound Leg followed by a left or right turn and 180 

degree course reversal to intercept the next leg. 

A Maximum excursion Time or Distance is included as a 

data field. (see I-4-3-6 Doc 8168 Volume II). 

 

Constant Radius Arc 

or RF Leg  

Constant Radius Arc or RF Leg. Defines a constant radius 

turn between two database fixes, lines tangent to the arc 

and a center fix. Note: While the arc initial point, arc 

ending point and arc centerpoint are all available as 

database fixes, implementation of this leg type may not 

require them to be available as fixes. 

 

Tracking Between 

Two Fixes  

Track to a Fix or TF Leg. Defines a great circle track over 

ground between two known databases fixes. 

 

Heading to Altitude 

 

Heading to an Altitude termination or VA Leg. Defines a 

specified heading to a specific Altitude termination at an 

unspecified position. 

 

Heading to a DME 

Distance 

 

Heading to a DME Distance termination or VD Leg. 

Defines a specified heading terminating at a specified 

DME Distance from a specific database DME Navaid. 

 

Heading to a Next 

Leg Intercept 

 

Heading to an Intercept or VI Leg. Defines a specified 

heading to intercept the subsequent leg at an unspecified 

position. 

 

Heading to a Manual 

Termination 

Heading to a Manual termination or VM Leg. Defines a 

specified heading until a Manual termination. 

 

Heading to a Radial 

Termination  

 

Heading to a Radial termination or VR Leg. Defines a 

specified heading to a specified radial from a specific 

database VOR Navaid. 

 

The legs are performed with certain flight parameters, the location and condition of the aircraft, and 

the availability of radio navigation aids. The list of permissible parameters for legs is described in Annex 

5 of the document «Specification ARINC 424». Each parameter for a particular leg may be mandatory, 

possible and unacceptable. The list of parameters for legs is described in table 2. 

 

Table 2 -  Table Leg data fields Table 

Code 
Way 

Point 

OVR 

FLY 

Basic navaid OBD 

MAG 

CRS 

TM/ 

DST 

ALT 

ONE 

ALT 

TWO 
Tangage 

RMD 

NAV 

THET 

A 
RHO 

AF + + o o o R  o o  

CA  o    C  >H  + 

CD  o +   C dst o o  

CF + o + + + C L o o o 

CI  o o   C  o o  
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Code 
Way 

Point 

OVR 

FLY 

Basic navaid OBD 

MAG 

CRS 

TM/ 

DST 

ALT 

ONE 

ALT 

TWO 
Tangage 

RMD 

NAV 

THET 

A 
RHO 

CR  o o o  C  o o  

DF + o + + o   o o  

FA + o + + + C  >H  + 

FC + o + + + C L o o  

FD + o + + + C o o o  

FM + o + + + C  o   

HA + + o o o C + +  + 

HF + + o o o C + o   

HM + + o o o C + o   

IF +       o o  

PI + + + + + C L >H   

RF + + o o  TA dst o o o 

TF + o o o o C o o o o 

VA  o    TA  >H  + 

VD  o +   TA dst o o o 

VI  o o   TA  o o  

VM o o    TA  o   

VR  o + +  TA  o o  

 

The following abbreviations are given in the table: 

«+» – required parameter 

«o» – optional parameter  

 
 – invalid parameter 

 

R – radial 

TA – track angle 

C – course 

dst – distance 

L – length 

>H – H - at or above 

 

Full name of the parameters: 

 «Way Point» – a significant point; 

 «OVR FLY» – over flight aircraft at point; 

 «Basic navaid » – the basic of radio means (equipment). In addition to the parameter «Navaid», 

«Theta» and «Rho» can be present; 

 «OBD/MAG/CRS » – the directional angle or course of the aircraft; 

 «TM/DST » – flight time or distance; 

 «ALT ONE» – the height of the span of the end point of the leg; 

 «ALT TWO» – used in case of flight within the height range; 

 «Tangage» – in the context of a leg, means the vertical angle of an aircraft. Tangage appears in 

all legs associated with climbing. 
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In addition to the described parameters, all legs without exception can contain general parameters: a 

fixed true speed of aircraft, roll in presence of a turn, and minimally dangerous height of flight obstacles. 

Editing route legs is available in each tab for maintaining the route database at the bottom of the 

dialog: 

 

 

Figure 100 -   Panel of legs for the route with a navigator 

There are 4 buttons on the left side:  

 – adding a new leg to the list. In the list, you can change the number of the leg. Changing the leg 

number will violate the sequence of legs, which in turn are interconnected by parameters. Pressing the 

button brings up a leg selection dialog with a list from the database directory (see Figure 101). 

 

 

Figure 101 -   Dialog of the legs selection 

 – editing leg parameters. Each leg opens its own set of parameters. A detailed description of the 

dialogs and correction features is described in paragraphs 3.4.1 - 3.4.23 of this manual. 
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 – replacement type leg. It is used, if necessary to change the type of erroneous leg in the list. 

When the button is pressed, a replacement form for the current leg is called up. 

 

 

Figure 102 -   Dialog of replacing the current leg 

The upper part of the form shows the graphic view and name of the current leg. Below there is a list 

of possible replacement options. Depending on the previous leg, the list of options may vary according to 

the scheme indicated in the table below. 

 – delete the current leg. In contrast to the removal of elements for aeronautical charts, legs are 

physically removed and cannot be restored. 

The calculation of the coordinates for the leg is carried out according to the principle of placing the 

previous position on the stack at the end of the leg, and using this information in the next leg. The 

connection of routes by parameters is controlled by a specialist. 

At the top of the leg parameters dialog, there are general and optional parameters for all routes. The 

following field colors were set when filling in the parameters: required – white, optional – yellow. 

Parameters that are not applied in the leg are absent in the dialog. 

 

 

Figure 103 -  Unique combination of leg parameters 
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Figure 104 -   General parameters of all legs 

Common parameters include: leg number, leg phase, and speed. Additional common parameters are 

altitudes. Entering altitudes for each leg is specific (see the table «List of parameters when calculating 

legs» column «Altitude»). Entering speed means calculating a leg for the specific value. The absence of 

the parameter «speed» implies the substitution of the average speed for the indicated class of aircraft for 

which the route is calculated. Average speeds depend on the type of route and phase of flight. Speeds are 

defined in Doc 8168 Volume II, paragraph 1.3.5, for routes IAP of the table I-4-1-1, I-4-1-2. 

 

Warning. Maintaining the base of legs is recommended to be carried out by the circuit designer or 

navigator, in some cases, by a specially trained operator. Developers are not responsible for the incorrect 

calculation of the leg metric, if the leg parameters are entered incorrectly or erroneously. 

 

Table 3 -  Table Options for possible sequences of two legs 

P
re

v
io

u
s 

le
g
 

Next leg 

 
& – used at the beginning of the route when setting the course. 

* – possible, provided that the altitudes are different 
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3.4.1 Constant DME Arc to a Fix (AF) 

Flying at a fixed distance from the radio equipment between the two radials. The leg is also called 

«arc of DME» («DME orbit flight»). Leg parameters are shown in the figure below. 

The segment «arc of DME – control point» (AF) is a curved section of the route that can begin at 

any undefined point along the arc, but it ends at a specified control point. 

 

 

Figure 105 -   Dialog of leg parameters (AF) 

The navigation facility should be at the beginning of the arc and the minimum radius of 4.5 nautical 

miles should be indicated. The accuracy of the arc radius is 0.1 sea mile. The end indicator is determined 

by the end radial drawn from the reference VOR (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

The algorithm for calculating the leg metric searches for the points of intersection for the circle of 

the radius indicated in the field «range» from the radio equipment «Basic REM» with radials «start» and 

«end». The metric of the arc between the points to the side indicated in the field «Turn» is calculated. 

From the initial position, a linear section is completed to the point of intersection with «initial» one. The 

metric is supplemented by the calculated arc. 

The fields «altitudes» are set to the final calculation point. If there is a linear section from the 

starting point to the point of intersection for the initial radius, section is filled with leg parameters on map. 

 

3.4.2 Course to an Altitude (CA) 

The leg involves gaining a predetermined altitude while maintaining a fixed course. The section 

«course-absolute altitude» is a section of a route with a climb that begins at an unspecified location and 

ends at an unspecified location when a given absolute altitude is reached (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

 

 

Figure 106 -   Dialog of leg parameters (CA) 

The algorithm forms a segment from the current position at the heading (course) indicated in the 

field «Course» until the aircraft reaches the altitude indicated in the field «Altitude» with tangage from the 

field «Tangage ». If the side and roll of turn are indicated, then turn will be calculated from the current 

rate until the altitude or the specified rate in the parameters is reached (which is faster). If, upon reaching 

the resulting course, the altitude is not gained, the route will be drawn to the missing distance along the 

course. 

Parameter errors: missing or zero tangage set and zero difference between current and set altitude. 
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3.4.3 Course to a DME Distance (CD) 

The leg involves flying at the specified course to the point at which a given distance from the radio 

equipment will be reached. The section «course-range» (CD) is a section of the route that begins at an 

undefined point and ends at a distance from the navigation aid (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

The algorithm creates a segment at the rate indicated in the field «Course» from the current position 

until the distance «Distance» from the means specified in the field «Basic REM» is reached. If the side 

and roll of the turn are indicated, the turn will be calculated from the current rate to the specified one. 

 

 

Figure 107 -  Dialog of leg parameters (CD) 

Parameter errors: lack of basic REM, zero, negative or empty «Range» field. If the course is not 

set, then it is considered that the aircraft legs to the true north. If it is impossible to reach the specified 

distance from REM at the heading (course), the leg is considered with erroneous parameters and it is not 

calculated. 

 

3.4.4 Course to a Fix (CF) 

The leg involves achieving a given course or direction to the control point. The segment «course – 

control point» defines the course on the line of the path for approach to the specified location. The route is 

defined as a geodesic trajectory that ends at the location that can be specified by latitude and longitude. 

The course along the line of approach to the final control point is issued by the navigation data base 

(Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

The calculation is performed with the parameters «Turn» and «Roll» (tilt) for the course specified in 

the field «End course». If the object «End point» is specified, the calculation of the turn is carried out with 

the course to the point «Name» without taking into account the parameter «End course». 

 

 

Figure 108 -  Dialog of leg parameters (CF) 

The algorithm calculates a turn from the current position to the course indicated in the field 

«Course» or the control point specified in the field «End point». If both parameters are indicated, the turn 

is calculated according to the priority of the course. 

Parameter errors: simultaneous absence of a point and course or absence of a reversal side. 

Calculation errors: Inability to calculate the course per point when indicating the position of the 

point inside or on the headland (the circle of turn). 
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3.4.5 Course to a next leg Intercept (CI) 

The leg involves flying with the specified course until reaching the point of intersection for the path 

line and the segment. There are three modes for providing a segment. 

In the mode «RR-point», the inscribing section starts in the radio navigation facility «Basic RR» and 

it ends at the point «Point of segment». 

In the mode «Radial from RR», the entry area starts in the radio navigation facility «Basic RR» and 

it is a beam directed along the true (for VOR) and magnetic (for NDB) azimuth from the station. 

In the mode «Course», the inscribing section starts at the current position and represents a beam 

directed at the specified course. 

Depending on the way a segment is presented, leg is calculated according to different algorithms 

and it has a different graphical appearance. Mandatory for leg are parameters: speed, roll and side of turn. 

 

 

Figure 109 -  Dialog of leg parameters (CI) 

Mode «Navaid-point» 

Parameters – the basic RR and Point of the segment, which determine the final section.  

 

 

Figure 110 -  Setting a segment in the leg (CI) in the mode «Navaid-point» 

The algorithm builds a turn from the current position and course to the course specified in the 

parameters. Next, the beam is constructed and the intersection with the segment «Navaid-point» is 

checked. If there is the intersection, the flight is performed with fitting into the segment (see the figure 

below). 

 

 

Figure 111 -  The example of a graphical view of the leg (CI) in the mode «Navaid-point» 

Mode «Radial (BRG)» 

Parameters: basic navaid and radial (azimuth) determining the final section.  
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Figure 112 -  Setting a segment in the leg (CI) in the mode «Radial from navaid»  

The algorithm builds a reversal from the current position to the course specified in the parameters. 

Next, the beam is built and the intersection with the segment from navaid to the second beam directed 

along the specified radius (azimuth) is checked. If there is the intersection, the flight is performed with 

fitting into the segment (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 113 -  The example of a graphical view of the leg (CI) in the mode «Radial from navaid» 

Mode «Course» 

Parameters: none. In this mode, a double turn is performed from the current position (Fly-Over). 

The final course is set in the parameter of aircraft. 

 

 

Figure 114 -  Setting a segment in the leg (CI) in the mode «Course» 

The algorithm builds turn from the current position to the course specified in the parameters plus 30 

degrees (see Doc816building turn Fly-Over). Next, the beam is built and the intersection with a segment 

from the current position at the specified rate is checked. If there is the intersection, a flight is performed 

with inscription in the segment with the reverse side of the headland – turn (see the figure below). The 

construction of turn Fly-Over is carried out exclusively with a difference in courses of more than 30 

degrees. If the difference is less, the usual course reversal is built.  

 

 

Figure 115 -  The example of fitting with the double turn 
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Parameter errors: the simultaneous absence of a control point and a radial, the absence of a control 

point or basic REM in the presentation mode of the segment «Navaid-point». 

Calculation errors: It is impossible to cross the final section with the special course. 

 

3.4.6 Course to a Radial Termination (CR) 

The leg involves flying at the specified course until reaching the point of intersection for the track 

line and the specified course angle of the radio station. 

The section «course-radial» (CR) is the portion of the route that ends at the intersection of the radial, 

where the intersection point of the instruments is not defined (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

 

 

Figure 116 -  Dialog of leg parameters (CR) 

The algorithm creates a segment at the rate specified in the field «Course» from the current position, 

until the radial «radial (bearing)» from the means specified in the field «basic REM» is crossed. In the 

case of indicating the reversal and roll side, the reversal is calculated from the current rate until the 

specified rate is reached. Then the line will be built to the intersection with the radial. 

Parameter errors: lack of basic REM. If the course and «radial» are not set, it is considered that the 

aircraft legs to true north or the radial (bearing) is zero. 

Calculation errors: there is no intersection with the specified radial on the course. 

 

3.4.7 Direct to a Fix (DF) 

It is setting the fixed course or track angle for the aircraft. The segment «directly to the control 

point» represents a geodesic trajectory that starts from the current location of the aircraft (at the moment 

of entering the straight segment carried out by the pilot) or the undefined location of the aircraft on the 

current path and goes directly to the given control point (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

The leg does not have a graphical appearance; it is used to set the initial course at a point on the 

route. It is intended for correcting the initial track angle at the beginning of the route or during the 

transition from approach to landing at the point IAF as one of the initial parameters. 

 

3.4.8 Course from a Fix to an Altitude (FA) 

The leg involves flying from a point at the specified course until reaching a given altitude. The 

course «reference (control) point – absolute altitude» is used to determine the portion of the climb route 

(geodetic path) that begins at the reference point and it ends at the point at which the aircraft reaches the 

specified absolute altitude (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

 

 

Figure 117 -  Dialog of leg parameters (FA) 
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The algorithm generates a segment from the point indicated in the field «starting point», at the 

course indicated in the field «Course», until the aircraft reaches the altitude indicated in the field 

«Altitude» with tangage from the field «Tangage». If you specify the side and roll of the turn, the 

calculation of the turn from the current rate will be performed until the altitude or the specified course is 

reached (which is faster). If, upon reaching the resulting course, the altitude is not gained, the route will be 

drawn to the missing distance along the course. 

Parameter errors: no point, empty tangage, and zero difference between current and set altitude. 

 

3.4.9 Course from a Fix to an along track distance (FC) 

The leg involves flying from a reference (control) point at a course to a given distance. The line 

«course from the control point distance» (FC) is a portion of the route from the control point to the 

specified distance with an undefined location. DME breakpoint is not necessary. This distance is 

calculated so that the starting point could be any reference point or waypoint (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

 

 

Figure 118 -  Dialog of leg parameters (FC) 

The starting position must be set to one of the main points of the database, otherwise the calculation 

is made from the last calculated position. 

The algorithm creates a segment at the course indicated in the field «Course», from the current 

position to the distance from the field «Range». In the case of indicating the side and roll of the Turn, the 

Turn will be calculated. At the end of the calculation for the leg, the total length of the segment will be 

equal to the value of the field «Range». 

Parameter errors: zero, negative or empty field «Range». 

 

3.4.10 Course form a Fix to a DME distance (FD) 

The leg involves flying from a reference (control) point at the specified course until the specified 

distance from the radio equipment is reached. 

The section «course from the control point – removal» is a portion of the route that begins at the 

control point and ends at a certain distance from the navigation facility, which does not provide guidance 

on the course (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

 

 

Figure 119 -  Dialog of leg parameters (FD) 
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The algorithm creates a segment from the point indicated in the field «Starting point», at the course 

indicated in the field «Course», until reaching the distance «Distance» from the means specified in the 

field «Basic REM». If you specify the side and roll of turn, the leg is calculated and applied with turn. 

Parameter errors: absence of a starting point or basic DME, zero, negative or empty field 

«Range». If course is not specified, the algorithm considers that the aircraft is flying to true north. 

Calculation errors: If it is impossible to reach the specified distance from DME along the course, 

the leg is considered with erroneous parameters and it is not calculated.  

 

3.4.11 Course from a Fix to a Manual termination (FM) 

The leg «course from the control point – manual termination» is used in cases where it is assumed 

that the route section should end by using radar guidance vectors (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

The leg is performed when switching to manual control, at the final stage of approach, when 

switching to radar guidance mode or flying to the final destination of the route. 

 

 

Figure 120 -  Dialog of leg parameters (FM) 

Note. The final destination for the departure route is the point or section of the route ATS. For the 

arrival route, the final point is the start point of the initial approach (IAF), for the landing route – the 

touchdown point – the runway or the decision point MAPt. 

In the case of setting the parameters for the turn, the algorithm calculates the turn from the initial 

course to the final point from the current position. If turn parameters are not specified, a line segment is 

created between the starting and ending points of the route. 

Parameter errors: lack of course. 

 

3.4.12 Hold to an Altitude (HA) 

It is the leg of flight in the holding area until reaching the predetermined altitude. The segment 

«holding – absolute altitude» is provided for climb when executing the holding scheme. When the 

absolute altitude of completion is reached, the system FMS will provide guidance from the control point 

of holding, then on subsequent segments in order to continue flying along the course to the next waypoint 

provided in the flight plan (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

It is used in places where there is a dense stream of aircraft, where the reduction / climb to / from 

high altitudes is carried out in a spiral in special holding areas. 

The function creates a series of flight legs along a racetrack-type route (see I-4-3-7 Doc 8168). The 

leg occurs in the following sequence: 

 the initial position is set to the base point specified in the field «Name», regardless of the 

previous point. The initial course is taken from the previous leg; 

 Turn to the course indicated in the field «to the course», to the side indicated in the field «Turn». 

The position of the aircraft is set to the right or left beam from the base point; 

 flight in a straight line with the course indicated in the field «on course», at a distance or time 

indicated in the field «Range» or «Time». If the range is set, the time is ignored; 

 turn to the base point; 

 flight to the base point. 
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Figure 121 -  Dialog of leg parameters (HA) 

After calculating the leg, the altitude set in the field «Altitude» is set to the final position. It is 

believed that reaching of the specified altitude occurred in one turn in the holding area. The next section 

will follow from the base point, starting from the altitude specified in the leg. 

Parameter errors: no course, no base point, no turn parameters, no altitude set, both parameters 

«Range» and «Time» not specified. 

 

3.4.13 Hold to a Fix (HF) 

Leg of flight in the holding area until the fourth Turn. The vast majority is used in approach and 

landing schemes when calculating the turn for the landing course. The leg can be used to turn on a given 

course in the zone. 

The algorithm creates a series of flight legs along a racetrack-type route (see I-4-3-7 Doc 8168). 

The leg occurs in the following sequence: 

 the initial position is set to the base point specified in the field «Name», regardless of the 

previous point. The initial course is taken from the previous leg; 

 Turn to the course indicated in the field «to the course», to the side indicated in the field «Turn». 

The position of the aircraft is set to the right or left beam from the base point; 

 direct flight with the course indicated in the field «on the course» for a distance or time specified 

in the field «Range» or «Time», respectively. If the range is specified, time is ignored; 

 turn to the base point.  

 

 

Figure 122 -  Dialog of leg parameters (HF) 

After the calculation, the course specified in the field «to course» is set. The next section will follow 

with the initial course set in this leg. 

Parameter errors: no course, no base point, no turn parameters, no altitude set, both parameters 

«Range» and «Time» are not specified. 
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3.4.14 Hold to a Manual Termination (HM) 

It is the leg of flight in the holding area with the transition for landing. The segment «holding - 

manual completion» exactly matches its name. Sequential passage of segments requires intervention by 

the pilot (Annex 5, Doc 9368). The leg is used only in landing routes. 

 

 

Figure 123 -  Dialog of leg parameters (HM) 

The algorithm creates a series of flight legs along a racetrack-type route (see I-4-3-7 Doc 8168). 

The leg occurs in the following sequence: 

 the initial position is set to the base point specified in the field «Name», regardless of the 

previous point. The initial course is taken from the previous leg; 

 Turn to the course indicated in the field «to the course», to the side indicated in the field «Turn». 

The position of the aircraft is set to the right or left beam from the base point; 

 flight in a straight line with the course indicated in the field «on course», at a distance or time 

indicated in the field «Range» or «Time». If the range is set, the time is ignored; 

 turn to the base point; 

 creating a segment to the end point of the route. 

 

Parameter errors: no course, no base point, no turn parameters, no altitude set, both parameters 

«Range» and «Time» are not specified. 

 

3.4.15 Initial Fix (IF) 

The leg is used to set the starting position at a point and does not have a graphical appearance. The 

segment «starting control point» defines the point where the flight path begins. The segment IF is not a 

segment of the route and such does not define the desired path line. It is used in conjunction with 

segments of other types, such as the segment TF, to determine the beginning of the desired route (Annex 

5, Doc 9368). 

 

3.4.16 Procedure Turn to Intercept (PI) 

Standard Turn 45 to 180. (see I-4-3-6 Doc 8168 Volume II). The segment «Standard Turn 

Intersection» provides a change in the course of the flight to the return course on the instrument approach 

scheme (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

The leg is one of the varieties for sections of the final and intermediate stages of approach. 
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Figure 124 -  Dialog of leg parameters (PI) 

The graphic view of creation algorithm is carried out in the following sequence: 

 installation at the starting point «Leg starting point»; 

 drawing a straight line at the course indicated in the field «Course»;  

 a rotation at an angle of 45° relative to the direction of flight to the side indicated in the field 

«Turn» with a roll of «Roll»;  

 flight in time «Time to the 3rd» with the specified speed; 

 180° turn; 

 flight to the intersection of the axis from the starting position along the azimuth «Course». 

 

At the end of the leg, the altitude is set (specified) in the field «Altitude». 

Parameter errors: none of the parameters. All leg parameters are responsible for one of its parts. 

The absence of any will lead to a distortion or error in the construction of the leg. 

Calculation errors: no distance or time is specified, which will lead to zero sections and leg 

distortion. The task of a short flight time to the 3rd turn, which will lead to the impossibility of ending the 

third turn. 

 

3.4.17 Constant Radius Arc or RF Leg (RF) 

Constant Radius Arc or RF leg (RF) leg is a segment of the precise arc. It is mainly used for 

schemes with curved paths. It provides an arc radius resolution of up to 0.001 nautical miles. It does not 

require a navigation aid at the beginning of the arc. In the specification ARINC 424 for the on-board 

navigation database, this segment type is described with a margin to provide some inherent error checking 

capability. Typically, the segment RF will be preceded and followed by the segments TF tangent to the arc 

(Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

The leg is called «Flight along arc DME» and it involves flying in the arc of equal distance from the 

radio equipment, between two points. 

 

 

Figure 125 -  Dialog of leg parameters (RF) 
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The algorithm looks for the points of intersection for the path line with the initial course with a 

circle of radius indicated in the field «Arc radius» from the path point «REM or point». It draws the arc 

between the points in the direction indicated in the field «Turn». From the initial position, a linear section 

is completed to the point of intersection with «initial» one. The direction of flight after the calculation is 

set to the value of «End Course». 

 

3.4.18 Tracking between Two Fixes (TF) 

The leg involves flying to a position, which may be waypoint or radio equipment. 

The segment «path line – control point» forms a path representing a path line on the arc of a large 

circle between two defined points on the path. Since the course is calculated based on the latitude and 

longitude values of certain waypoints, the result will be true, not magnetic, courses (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

In case of setting the parameters for the turn, the function calculates the turn from the initial course 

to the point indicated in the field «Name» from the current position. After the turn, a straight line is drawn 

to the end point and the course is adjusted. If the pivot parameters are not specified, a line segment is 

created between the starting and ending points. 

 

 

Figure 126 -  Dialog of leg parameters (TF) 

Parameter errors: lack of the end point. 

 

3.4.19 Heading to Altitude (VA) 

Reaching the set altitude with maintaining the track angle *. The leg is carried out and built 

according to the leg algorithm «Reaching the set altitude at the heading» (CA) taking into account the drift 

angle. 

The segment «direction - absolute height» is a section of the departure route where the direction was 

indicated instead of the path line for climb (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

Note. The drift angle is the angle between the longitudinal axis of the aircraft and the direction of 

its movement relative to the Earth's surface. In horizontal flight without slipping, drift is caused by a 

crosswind. 

 

3.4.20 Heading to a DME distance (VD) 

There is reaching the distance from the radio equipment with maintaining the specified direction 

angle. The leg is performed and built according to the leg algorithm «Reaching the distance from DME at 

the course» (CD) taking into account the drift angle. 

The segment «direction – removal» is a section of the departure or departure route to the second 

circle, on which the direction was indicated instead of the line for climbing (Annex 5, Doc 9368).  
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3.4.21 Heading to a Next Leg Intercept (VI) 

There is the flight with maintaining the specified path angle until reaching the point of intersection 

for the track line and the segment. The leg is performed and constructed according to the leg «fit into 

segment» (CI) taking into account the drift angle. 

The segment «direction – the intersection of the next segment» (VI) ends by crossing the next 

segment along which it is necessary to perform a flight, in the typical case representing the radial VOR. 

As with all «direction-trajectory» segments, the end indicator is the indefinite place, since this segment 

does not determine the path line of the aircraft. 

 

3.4.22 Heading to a Manual Termination (VM) 

There is the flight to the final destination of the route with maintaining the track angle *. It is used 

on the landing line from MAPt. The leg is performed and constructed according to the leg «Flight to the 

final destination of the route» (FM) taking into account the drift angle. 

The route section «direction – manual termination» is very widely used to establish areas of 

maintaining direction in the development of schemes. Typically, these areas are determined when ATS 

units plan to use radar guidance (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

 

3.4.23 Heading to a Radial Termination (VR) 

Reaching the intersection with the heading angle of the radio station at a given direction angle. The 

leg is carried out and built according to the leg «Radial reaching (Radio Bearing) to REM at the course» 

(CR) taking into account the drift angle. 

Maintaining the track angle is the manual control of the aircraft, aimed at reaching the set course for 

instruments. A graphical representation of the track line with maintaining the track angle is the 

orthodrome. 

The segment «direction – radial» is a section of the route that ends at the intersection of the radial 

where the intersection point has not been determined (Annex 5, Doc 9368). 

 

3.5 Interface for displaying aeronautical information 

The data AI output buttons are used to activate the forms of applying information to aeronautical 

charts and exporting from the database to the format ARINC by category. The buttons call up the forms of 

drawing and export: 

 - draw significant point; 

 - draw enroutes; 

 - draw ATC airspaces; 

 - draw danger. prohibited and restricted zones; 

 - draw airport and heliports; 

 - draw obstacles; 

 - draw standard instrument departures; 
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 - draw standard arrival routes; 

 - draw instrument approach procedures; 

 - draw airport infrastructures; 

 - draw lighting equipment; 

 - draw restricted and airspaces in NOTAM. 

 

Formation of sheets of the collection AI and out-of-the-map design of maps are allocated in a 

separate panel. 

 - create AIP sheets; 

 - create out-of-band design of aeronautical charts; 

 - listening AFTN (AMHS) channels and parsing messages. 

 

Map objects are compared with database objects using a unique identifier – id of the table, which 

has continuous global numbering in the entire database for the route points of zones and airports. The 

numbering is connected by a common sequence with the increment step of 1. The unique number is 

transferred to special semantics and is «label» for establishing a connection between map objects and 

objects on the map. A map is a derivative product with respect to the database, so there may be other 

objects on it that do not have a database connection. Search and updating are carried out only in relation 

to objects that have a connection according to the semantics of «Id in the database» (see the specification 

of the air navigation classifier). 

Algorithm for the formation of objects: 

 information is read from the database of the object; 

 search is made for all map objects that have semantics equal to the identifier value in the 

database («label»); 

 information from the database and from the map is compared by the main parameters. 

 

The main parameters are the metric and all the semantics that are displayed in the captions and the 

sign itself in the classifier. The remaining information is recommended and is not subject to comparison. 

If the information in the database and on the map matches, then the next object is analyzed, otherwise the 

object is updated. For the updated object, the semantics of the object status (code 99) is set to «changed». 

Depending on the semantics value, the type of an object changes for the categories «Main points», 

«Routes» and «Airports». The appearance of the elements for the airspace does not change due to the 

abundant color scheme used in the coloring of the types in the series. If the object is not on the map, it is 

applied with the status code «New». 

Some interface features are the same for some tabs. At the top of the form there is a map selection 

panel for the selected category. The selected map is duplicated with the drop-down list of the same name 

in the settings panel. If there is an active map by double-clicking on a row in the table, the object is 

positioned in the center of the map with highlighting. Positioning is relevant when there is an object and 

the identifier in semantics coincides with the identifier in the database. Positioning on objects created 
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from other databases with non-identical identifiers, on objects created manually, as well as on objects 

created during import from the format ARINC, it is not performed. 

Positioning records on the map object is carried out by a unique identifier (key) in the database, 

which is global for all objects on the aeronautical chart (map). 

The output process can be limited to the selected object. The object is selected in random order after 

pressing the button «Apply» with the flag set «by object». The main form is hidden, the message appears 

in the lower left part of the window: 

 

 

Figure 127 -  Status panel when selecting a restrictive object 

The object is selected by double-clicking on the areal or closed linear object on the map. If the 

object is selected, the message «Object selected, continue operation?» will be displayed. If the answer is 

yes, objects will be created in accordance with the category that fall metric into the selected object. 

Restriction of objects is relevant for creating district maps or route maps for a specific region when 

streaming information. The restriction does not apply when applying a separate object. 

The output of objects is made in Russian and in English for the main and alternative names and 

codes. The upper part of the output forms for points, routes, ATS areas and airfields contains the panel 

with flags that regulate information on the map. 

 

 

Figure 128 -  Panel for selecting the output language 

The flag «Transliteration to output» is used to display in semantics and captions for objects of 

textual information in a non-standard form. When the flag is set, a field with a drop-down list is activated. 

In the drop-down list, the following modes for displaying text names and codes from tables of points, 

zones, routes and aerodromes of names and codes on the map are set: 

 «main (rus) => English», transliterates Russian text from the main names into English analog 

with the entry in the main semantics and captions. 

 «alternative without transliteration», performs the output of text from alternative names to the 

main semantics and captions. The mode is used when it is necessary to create a map using 

alternative (English) names. 

 «alternative (English) => Russian», transliterates English text from alternative names into the 

Russian analog and records it to the main semantics and captions. The mode allows you to apply 

information in the absence of the main (Russian) names in the database, for example, during 

initial import from the format ARINC without transliteration enabled. 

 

The flag «Include planned» serves for the possibility of plotting planned objects on the map. The 

flag is active when the display mode of projected and planned records is on. The mode is set in the form 

«Settings». The flag is intended to be included in the output process of records with the status «Planned». 

Some filter elements are supplemented with a button , which serves to enable multiple selection 

of the specific filter parameter. The button activates a drop-down list with flags by filter category. The 

appearance of the button changes to . The figure below shows the example of selecting the type of 

points in the filter of «Basic (main) points». 
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Figure 129 -  Multiple selection of point types 

All items of the drop-down list are transferred to the window with flags. The operator can specify 

one or more parameter values, which allows one piece of data to be sampled. Pressing the right mouse 

button on the field with flags brings up a drop-down menu: 

 

 

Figure 130 -  Multiple selection with a drop-down menu 

There are two items in the menu: «select all» and «clear all». After selecting the parameters, the 

operator remembers the selection with the button .  

 

 

Figure 131 -  Result of selection 

The selected parameter values are supplemented in the drop-down list «+», and the category «= ALL 

=» changes to «= There are selected value1, value2 =». Cleaning of the selected parameters is performed 

automatically when you close the form or through the selection of the menu item «clear all». 

It should be remembered that the multiple filter only works if «= SELECTED ... =» is selected in the 

drop-down list. In other cases, data is selected with the parameter value that is displayed in the drop-down 

list. 

 

3.5.1 Output significant points 

The formation and updating of route points, terminal points, and radio equipment should be 

preceded by the setting of the correspondence for the user map and the category of «Basic points». Basic 

points can be applied to any aeronautical user chart (map). The main user map for displaying points is the 

map «System ATS». 
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At the top there is a filter that allows you to select database records for the specified date, type (s) of 

the basic (main) point and name. The button  near the field «type» activates the possibility of multiple 

selection by point types. 

The data fragment as of the date is selected in the field «Valid on». The filter includes the ability to 

select points by belonging to one or more ICAO regions in the field «Region». 

At the bottom of the form there are output limiters. With the set item «by filter» on the map, all 

objects are updated in accordance with the set parameters of filters and limiters. When the mode «Apply 

(draw) current point» is set, only the current record on the map is updated. The additional filter allows you 

to select points that are included or not included in the composition of routes. 

 

 

Figure 132 -  Output significant points 

The button «Apply» (drawing) will be active if there is at least one entry in the table. 

The «Update» button is used to partially update the semantics of a point. If a point from the database 

does not appear on the map, it will be created. By default, the button works according to the same 

algorithm as the «Apply» button, but without updating the metrics of objects. The operator can select one 

or several semantics to update from the drop-down list: 

 

 

Figure 133 -  List of pivot point semantics that can be updated 

Flag «Recalculate coordinates» is intended for the formation of western longitude with the addition 

of up to 360 degrees. For example, when creating a feature, the longitude value of 170°00'00"W will be 

changed to 190°00'00"E. Redrawing points (for the purpose of updating) must be done with the 

recalculation flag.  

If the points are created with the coordinate recalculation option set, then drawing routes using the 

«Output routes» dialog must also be performed with the recalculation flag. 
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The button «Exit» closes the form. 

The button «Help» opens this help section. The result of plotting points on the map is shown in the 

following figure. 

The process of applying and updating the basic (maim) points involves changing the metric 

(position of the point) and / or changing semantic characteristics. Metric restriction occurs when the 

property «by object» is enabled and it allows you to limit the output within the area of the selected map 

object (see paragraph 3.5). 

Before updating the object on the map, all semantics displayed in the caption are compared – their 

own name (point code) and coordinates, for radio equipment – frequency, call sign, channel and altitude. 

If there are changes, the point and its caption are updated or created, while the altitude metric is not 

updated. The output to the map of the same point with the flag «Alternative names» turned on and off, it is 

perceived as the output to the map of changes. The object will be marked as modified.  

 

 

Figure 134 -  Sample of significant points in map 

3.5.2 Output en-routes 

The formation and updating of ATS routes, military MRT routes, and visual flight routes should be 

preceded by setting the correspondence of the user map and the category «Routes». When displaying route 

points in the drawing mode, the correspondence of the user map with the category «Basic (main) points» 

must be configured. The main user map for displaying routes is the map «System ATS». 

At the top of the form there is a filter that allows you to select a fragment DB for the specified date 

in the field «Valid date». 

The field «Code» is used to select a route by code fragment. 

The field «Route type» is used to select according to route affiliation to international, internal or 

military routes, as well as to zonal navigation routes. The button  allows you to select several types of 

routes. 

The field «Space type» is used to select route segments by type of airspace. 

The field «Region» is used to select routes crossing the specified region or regions. The route gets 

into the filter, which crosses at least one segment of the selected region or regions. The entire route is 

plotted on the map. 

The flag «Restrict by region» is used to display segments of the route for which any point falls into 

the specified region. 

At the bottom of the form are output limiters. If the item «Current route» is set, all sections of the 

current route are updated, when the flag is cleared, all routes are updated according to the installed filters. 

When the mode «Current route» is set, the flag «Segment» will be available for changing, when you install 

it, only the section of the route on which the pointer stands is updated. The flag «Exclude empty seg» 
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serves to exclude sites in the areas of the FRA (DCT) and eliminates the connection of routes with the 

same designator in different global regions. 

The field «Levels (m)» field (in the «Routes» list) contains the values in meters of the lower 

minimum level and the upper maximum level of the route segments. 

For additional filtering of the list of routes, there is a special line (under the heading) where the user 

can enter text into the cells. Or click on the small black triangles located on the right side of the special 

line to get a list of possible text to search. Filtering data is carried out by pressing the «Enter» button. 

 

 

Figure 135 -  Form of output en-routes 

The panel «Cut segments by» contains a switch. By default, the switch is set to mode «use» with the 

mark «all segment». When transferred to the mode «by space», when applied to a map, the filter cuts off 

all areas along the vertical boundaries set for the type of airspace. For example, a site at levels FL100-

FL660 was selected, and the upper airspace boundary - FL270 was established. If the airspace type is set 

to the value «Lower airspace» in the figure below, the area will be plotted with the upper boundary cut off 

to FL270. Otherwise, the site will be mapped with the original altitudes, regardless of their entry into the 

specified airspace. 

Note. Airspace is divided into: 

 uncontrolled airspace of class G, which is divided into the lower layer from the Earth's surface 

and to altitude of 1,500 m and the upper layer (above 20,400 m); 

 lower airspace from 1500 to 8100 meters inclusive (270 level); 

 upper airspace from 8100 to 20400 meters (660 level). 

 

The field «Name separator» – serves to indicate a sign separating the names of routes on map 

segments. Default symbol – «/». 

When the «Points» flag is set, the «Draw Holding Routes in enroutes» mode is available. The list of 

holding routes on the airways must be preliminarily formed using the «Input holding routes» dialog for 

points included in route sections. 

The cut-off mode for «using» is focused on the feature of separation in the airspace of the Russian 

Federation. Depending on the type of use, only the areas where such use is used will be drawn on the map. 
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Sections are displayed in the right part of the form. The field «Usage» contains symbols that 

indicate: 

M – «RU: Local airlines» levels FL060-FL090; 

I – «RU: Internal flow» FL120-FL150; 

G – «RU: General flow» FL160-FL300; 

C – «RU: Control ATS» FL410-FL660. 

 

If it is necessary to output only that part of the routes that are used in LAL (local airlines), the mode 

«LAL (FL60-90)» is selected. The map will display all sections of the route for which the use of LAL is 

set (letter L). In the example of the following figure, part of the routes from the point BANIP to OKMOR 

will be cut off by the filter when applied to the map. 

The flag «Waypoints» allows you to simultaneously apply waypoints to the user map set for the 

category «Basic (main) points». 

The «Apply» button (drawing) will be active, if there is at least one entry in the table. 

The «Exit» button closes the form. 

The «Help» button opens this help section. 

The «Update» button is used to partially update the semantics of ATS route segments. The operator 

can select one or several semantics for updating route segments from the drop-down list: 

 

 

Figure 136 -  List of semantics of route sections that can be updated 

Flag «Recalculate coordinates» is intended for the formation of western longitude with the addition 

of up to 360 degrees. For example, when creating a feature, the longitude value of 170°00'00"W will be 

changed to 190°00'00"E. Redrawing routes, segments, points (for the purpose of updating) must be done 

with the recalculation flag.  

If the routes are created with the coordinate recalculation option set, then plotting the main points 

using the «Output basic points» dialog must also be performed with the recalculation flag. 

Flags «Numbering» – is used to enable the process of creating a table of restrictions on ATS routes.  

Flags «Continuously» – is not used when displaying route restrictions. When the flag is on, a table 

of restrictions on ATS routes is created and numbered in the order of display on the map. In addition to 

creating a table of restrictions on routes, when the flag is on, a number in red is entered into the restriction 

sign, (see the figure below). 
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Figure 137 -  Example of ATS route restrictions table  

The process of applying and updating routes involves changing the metrics and semantic 

characteristics of route sections, creating or updating additional signs in the event of a change in the 

restriction on a route section. The metric is limited by the value of the flag «by object». The set value 

allows you to limit the output to the selected map object (see paragraph 3.5). 

The route section in the classifier is presented in the form of two series with a view of a complex 

customizable custom sign. A detailed description of the sign is given in the specification of the classifier. 

The sign displays the basic semantics of the section on the map: route code, section length in 

kilometers, vertical borders and magnetic track angles at the beginning and end of the section. If the route 

is one-way, then the reverse magnetic track angle is not displayed and not analyzed, but it is entered into 

the semantics. The result of plotting routes on a map along with route points is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 138 -   Sample of en-routes in map 
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The limitations of CDR1, 2, 3 apply if they apply to the entire plot vertically. In this case, the color 

of the route will be changed depending on the set color gamut for a certain type of restriction. If the 

restriction applies to a part of the levels, the route is applied in the usual color, and the restrictions are 

applied as separate objects «CDR type» and «CDR altitude». Both objects are vector ones, and display the 

corresponding semantics values – type and altitude of constraint. Routes of complex structure are not 

mapped, but are manually encoded by means of those places on the map where there is such a need. 

 

3.5.3 Output of ATS regions 

The formation and updating of flight information areas, districts, sectors and zones of ATS should 

be preceded by the setting of the correspondence for the user map and the category «ATS areas». The 

main user map for displaying routes is the map «System of ATS». 

According to the specification of the database format ARINC, airspace structure elements 

representing closed areas, zones, regions, and sectors, regardless of the type of activity and purpose, are 

stored in the table of airspace elements. Separation of airspace elements into ATS areas and restricted 

areas is conditional, and it is used exclusively in the preparation of cartographic material. In accordance 

with this feature, the output of the ATS areas and restricted areas, and flight restriction zones (paragraph 

3.5.4) is carried out according to the same scheme. 

At the top of the form, there is a filter that allows you to select objects for a specified date in the 

field «Valid for». The filter includes the ability to select the area ATS by belonging to a region or several 

ICAO regions in the field «Region». 

The field «Type space ATS» is used to select areas by type. The button  allows you to select 

several types of areas. The drop-down list contains all types of airspace elements in the database, but only 

the main types of ATS areas are plotted: 

 flight information regions (FIR); 

 dispatch areas (CTA); 

 terminal dispatch zones (TMA); 

 dispatching areas (CTR); 

 aerodrome information zones (ADIZ). 

 

Fields «Name» / «Code» allow filtering by text name or ICAO code set for the area ATS. 
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Figure 139 -  Form of output for ATS areas 

The field «Airspace Class» allows you to select areas by airspace class. The button  allows you to 

select ATS areas belonging to several classes of airspace. The field «Airspace affiliation» allows you to 

filter ATS areas according to their type of airspace. The button  allows you to make multiple selections 

on this parameter. When plotted on a map, unlike ATS routes, ATS areas do not cut off along the vertical 

boundaries of airspace. 

The «Update» button is used to partially update the semantics of the ATS areas. If there is no region 

on the map, it will be created. The operator can select one or several semantics for updating the ATS areas 

from the drop-down list. 

 

 

Figure 140 -  List of ATS regions semantics that can be updated  

Flags «Numbering» – serves to enable the process of creating a table of ATS areas.  

Flags «Continuous» – serves to control the numbering process. If the flag is set, all ATS areas will 

be lined up in the order accepted for the AIP and numbered with continuous numbering. Otherwise, the 

ATS areas will be numbered taking into account the types by which they will be sorted. 
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Figure 141 -  Example of ATS areas table 

The button «Draw» is intended for applying ATS areas according to the filter. 

The button «Draw Current» is intended for applying the current ATS area. The buttons «Apply» and 

«Draw Current» will be active, if there is one or more entries in the list. 

The button «Exit» closes the form. 

The button «Help» brings up a help topic. 

For the filtering the records of dataset use the special line (under heading), where the user can enter 

the text into cells. Or to press the small black triangles located in the right part of a special line, for 

reception of the list of the possible text for search. The user should press ENTER for application of the 

filter. 

The process of applying and updating ATS areas involves changing the metric and semantic 

characteristics of the corresponding objects on the map. When the property «by object» is enabled, the 

output is limited by the area of the selected map object (see paragraph 3.5). The ATS area itself and its 

caption are being updated or created. Caption of metric is not updated.  
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Figure 142 -  Sample of ATS airspaces in map 

3.5.4 Output of prohibited, danger and restriction zones 

The formation and updating of prohibited, dangerous and restricted flight areas must be preceded by 

the setting of the correspondence for the user map and the category «Forbidden areas». The main user map 

for displaying routes is the map «Areas of flight restriction». 

 

 

Figure 143 -  Form of output the prohibited, danger and restriction zones 

At the top of the form, there is a filter that allows you to select objects for a specified date in the 

field «Valid on». In the field «Region», a selection of restricted areas by belonging to one or more ICAO 

regions is set. 

The fields «Name» and «Code» are used to select zones by code fragment or zone name. 
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The field «Affiliation of the airspace» allows you to filter forbidden and dangerous areas according 

to their type of airspace. The button  allows you to make multiple selections on this parameter. When 

applied to restricted areas, they are not cut off along the vertical boundaries of the airspace. 

The field «Zone type» is used to select zones by type. The button  allows you to select several 

types of restricted areas. The drop-down list contains all types of prohibited and dangerous areas in the 

database, but only the dangerous areas (D-areas), forbidden – restricted areas (R-areas), restricted flight 

zones - prohibited areas (P-areas), temporarily reserved TSA zones and training zones (T-areas). 

The flag «Generate full name» is used to map the full name of a zone consisting of the region code, 

type of zone and number. For example, danger area number 200 in the region «Primorye» (UL code) will 

be encoded as UL-P200. There are at the bottom of the form: 

«Update» button is used to partially update the semantics of the flight restriction zones. If there is no 

object on the map that is being updated, it will be created and numbered.  

Operator can select one or several semantics to update from the drop-down list 

 

 

Figure 144 -  List of semantics of flight restriction zones that can be updated  

The button « Draw » is intended for applying zones according to the filter. 

The button «Draw current» is intended for applying the current zone and it is active when there is 

one or more entries in the list. 

Continuous flag – serves to control the numbering process. If the flag is set, all flight restrictions 

will be lined up in the order accepted for the AIP and numbered continuously. Otherwise, the flight 

restriction zones will be numbered according to their types, by which they will be pre-sorted. 

 

 

Figure 145 -  Example of a table of flight restriction zones 
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The button «Exit» closes the form. 

The button «Help» brings up a help topic. 

For the filtering the records of dataset use the special line (under heading), where the user can enter 

the text into cells. Or to press the small black triangles located in the right part of a special line, for 

reception of the list of the possible text for search. The user should press ENTER for application of the 

filter. 

 

 

Figure 146 -   Sample of prohibited, danger and restriction zones in map 

3.5.5 Output of airports and heliports 

The formation and updating of airports and heliports should be preceded by setting the 

correspondence of the user map and the category «Airports». The main user map for displaying routes is 

the map «Airports». 

According to the specification of the database AICM, airports are divided into categories. 

Categories by affiliation include: civilian, military, special military (closed or commandant's office) and 

sharing. Composition categories include: only an aerodrome, an aerodrome with helipads, a helipad or 

heliport, and a landing pad. The landing surface is indicated for the runway, which defines the airfield in 

one of the following categories: capital, unpaved, hydro-aero or mobile. 

Fragmentation of the airport database by date is missing. The airport itself and its caption are being 

updated or created; the caption metric is not updated. 

In the upper part of the form there is a filter that allows you to select airports by ICAO name or 

four-letter code, composition and type for the established region or regions of ICAO. 

Field «Composition» is used to select airfields with the specified composition. Button  , allows 

you to make multiple selections on the composition. According to this parameter, airfields differ into 

«airfield», «helipad (heliport)», «landing pad» and «mixed airfield». 

The field «Type» is used to select airfields with the specified type. Button , allows you to 

perform multiple selections by type. The following types of airfields are distinguished: «civilian», «state», 

«military», «experimental» and «sharing». 

The field «Class» is used to select airfields along the length of the largest runway. Button , 

allows you to perform multiple selections by class. If the length is not specified or the runway table for the 

aerodrome is not completed, the classification is performed according to the field «aerodrome class 

according to the National Aeronautical Aeronautics and Aeronautics» If this field is also not filled, then 

the aerodrome will not be selected by filter by class. The field is also filled in the task «Assessment of the 

airworthiness standards for the operation of airfields».  
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Figure 147 -  Form of output for airports and heliports 

The field «Status» is used to select airfields according to their current status.  

The button  allows you to make multiple selections by status. The status of an aerodrome refers 

to its current activity or inaccessibility for some reason. 

The heading of the table contains: the code ICAO of the airport, name, type, composition, condition 

for the reception and release of aircraft, the coordinates of the control point for the airfield and the height 

of the airfield in meters. The height of the airfield is the highest point on the airfield territory. 

The button «Draw» is intended for applying airports according to the filter. 

The button «Draw Current» is for applying the current airport. The buttons «Draw» and «Draw 

Current» will be active, if there is one or more entries in the list. 

The «Update» button is used to partially update the semantics of the aerodrome. If there is no 

airfield on the map, it will be created. The operator can select one or several semantics of the aerodrome 

from the drop-down list: 

 

 

Figure 148 -  List of aerodrome semantics that can be updated 

The button «Print» - is intended for the formation of the pages of the aeronautical passport of the 

aerodrome (heliport, landing site) of civil aviation in accordance with the requirements of the Order of the 

Ministry of Transport of Russia dated November 05, 2020 No. 449.  

After pressing the «Print» button, the template file selection dialog is activated.  

Templates for generating passports are included in the installation package and are located in the 

folder (\\Ani.dot\ANP\). Documents are created using Microsoft Word (*.dotx). If necessary, the template 

can be divided into separate pages. The document template consists of a descriptive part and key fields. 
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Key fields in the process of creating a document are automatically replaced with values from the database. 

Key fields (cannot be edited) are a set of capital letters enclosed between "#" characters. 

The button «Exit» completes the dialog. 

The button «Help» opens this help section. 

For the filtering the records of dataset use the special line (under heading), where the user can enter 

the text into cells. Or to press the small black triangles located in the right part of a special line, for 

reception of the list of the possible text for search. The user should press ENTER for application of the 

filter. 

When the property «by object» is enabled, the output is limited by the area of the selected map 

object (see paragraph 3.5). All airfields that do not fall into the object are cut off, regardless of the 

installed filters. 

When the flag «Alternative names» is enabled, the filter is switched to the selection mode by the 

fields specified as alternative. The alternative name and ICAO code will be output in semantics that affect 

the type of captions, and the main name will be recorded in alternative semantics. 

The result of drawing airports on the map is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 149 -  Sample of airports in map 

3.5.6 Output of obstacles 

The formation and updating of obstacles on aeronautical charts should be preceded by the 

adjustment of the correspondence between the user map and the category «Obstacles». The main user 

aeronautical map is not provided. 

Obstacles are applied to special aeronautical charts of obstacles for class A, B and C. Obstacles can 

be applied to other aeronautical charts to analyze the minimum altitude of obstacles or inform the pilot. 

Obstacle map objects include a caption of relative and absolute height. Only obstacles with the 

metric «Point» are plotted on the map. Linear and area obstacles are reserved for the formation of 

aerodrome landing schemes and they are not used as part of the task. 

In the upper part of the form there is a filter that allows you to select objects by name and code of 

the object as of the date specified in the field «Active» in the specified region or regions in the field 

«Region». 

The selected data fragment is additionally filtered by setting flags in the upper right part of the form 

according to group membership, lighting or type of flags «Group», «Natural» and «Lighting», respectively. 

When the matrix of heights is connected to the set, the flag «Calculate object height» is available, 

which is used to recalculate the height of an obstacle by the absolute height in the database and the height 

of the surface at the location of the obstacle. 
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Figure 150 -  Output form of the obstacles  

The flag «Set H relative by» allows you to apply the same obstacles to different maps with different 

relative heights. The relative height is filled into semantics number 1 and calculated as the difference 

between the absolute height in the database and the value in the field «H relative (m) =». 

The button «Draw» is designed to apply obstacles according to the filter. 

The button «Draw current» is intended for drawing the current zone. 

The buttons «Draw» and «Draw current» will be active, if there is one or more entries in the list. 

The «Update» button is used to partially update the semantics of the obstacle. If there is no obstacle 

on the map, it will be created. The operator can select one or several semantics from the drop-down list to 

update. 

 

 

Figure 151 -  List of obstacle semantics that can be updated 

The button «Print» - is intended for the formation of the document «List of artificial obstacles» in 

accordance with the general provisions for the submission of data on artificial obstacles to the Branch 

«CAI» of the Federal State Unitary Enterprise «State ATM Corporation».  

After pressing the «Print» button, the template file selection dialog is activated.  

The obstacle table template is included in the installation package and is located in the folder 

(\\Ani.dot\ANP\ListObstacles.xltx).  

The Table «List of artificial obstacles» is created using Microsoft Excel (*.xltx). The document 

template contains the «Begin» key field, which indicates the start position of filling the table with data 

from the database. 

The button «Exit» closes the form. 

The button «Help» opens this help section. 

When the property «by object» is enabled, the output is limited by the area of the selected map 

object (see paragraph 3.5). 

file://///Ani.dot/ANP/ListObstacles.xltx/
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The result of obstructing the map is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 152 -  Sample of obstacles in map 

3.5.7 Output Standard Instrument Departure (SID) in map 

The main map for displaying standard departure routes is the user map «EXIT XX», which is part of 

the standard navigation routes for instrumentation air navigation map. 

 

 

Figure 153 -  Output SID dialog 

The list of aerodromes and the filter is placed on the left side of the form, which allows you to select 

the aerodrome by name or ICAO code. To the right is a list of runway courses and departure routes. There 

is a checkbox opposite each route. Checking the box means that the route will be plotted on the currently 

selected map. By right-clicking on the routes window, a drop-down menu is called up. 
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Figure 154 -   Menu of routes selection 

«Select» – selects all routes in the current course. 

«Undo» – clears all flags and makes the «Apply» button inactive. 

«Inverted» – replaces set flags with unset ones and vice versa. 

Warning. Before you apply routes, make sure that the flags are set only for the runway course that 

you want to display. 

The list of legs is indicated for the route. The information has been decoded and filed in a form 

close to the official description of the routes in the documents AI. 

After pressing the button «Apply», all the legs of the old route will be replaced, all the legs that are 

deleted in the database will not be modified and they must be manually deleted with preliminary analysis. 

The flag «Apply points» allows you to regulate the process of creating and updating terminal and 

settlement points and their captions. If the flag is cleared, only legs are applied. 

The application process clears the route selection flags in all tabs within the same airport. All flags 

are remembered within the same airport for various runway courses. 

The button «Exit» closes the form. 

The button «Help» opens a help section. 

The result of applying the standard descending scheme for devices to the map is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 155 -  Fragment of SID map 

To the right, there are the buttons for selecting the export mode. If the flag «all» is set, the routes of 

all airports selected by the filter on the left side of the form are exported. If «current» is selected, the 

routes of the current airport are exported. 
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3.5.8 Output STandard Arrivals Route and Instrumental Approach Procedures in map 

The creation of the standard arrivals map for devices should be preceded by the setting of the 

correspondence of the user map and the category «Approach routes». Creating the standard instrument 

approach map or visual approach map is a custom map in the category «Map of landing». 

The main map for displaying standard arrival routes is the user map «System ATS», which is the 

part of navigation map «Standard instrument approach routes» or «Visual landing», depending on the type 

of maps being generated. 

On the left side of the form there is a list of aerodromes with a filter that allows you to quickly find 

an aerodrome by name or ICAO code. To the right, there is a list of runway courses and arrival (landing) 

routes. From the list of all routes of standard arrival, those that are determined by the designers in the 

scheme are applied to the aeronautical chart. Each individual scheme is a combination of routes, 

combined according to the requirements according to (Doc 9368 «Instrument Flight Procedures 

Construction Manual»). Routes for the scheme are selected by flags, which are set opposite each route. 

Setting the flag means that the route will be included in the scheme and after clicking on the button 

«Apply» it will be mapped. 

On the right side of the form, under the list of approach (landing) routes, the holding routes window 

is located. Holding routes are not applied to individual maps, but they are part of the approach and landing 

schemes. 

 

 

Figure 156 -  Output STAR dialog 

By setting the flags in the list of routes, expectations are added to the current scheme in expanded 

form or in the form of a sign. The choice of applying the holding route is selected by the flag «Apply in 

expanded form», which is not set by default. If the holding route cannot be marked in the form of a mark, 

it will be skipped when drawing the diagram (scheme). The reason for skipping the holding route is the 

non-standard structure or description of the route in separate legs. Drawing in the form of a sign is 

performed, if there are «HA» or «HM» legs in the holding route. 
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By right-clicking on the routes window, a drop-down menu is called up. 

 

 

Figure 157 -  Drop-down menu of routes 

«Select» – selects all routes in the current course. 

«Undo» – clears all flags and makes the «Apply» button inactive. 

«Inverted» – replaces set flags with unset ones and vice versa. 

Warning. Before applying routes, make sure that the flags of the routes are set only for the course 

of the runway that you want to display on the map. 

The selected flags for holding routes and approach routes are delimited. Clearing, inverting, or 

setting flags in one category does not apply to another category. 

Below in the form, there is a list of legs for a particular landing route. Holding route legs are not 

displayed in the output form. 

 

 

Figure 158 -  Output Holding and IAP dialog 

After pressing the button «Apply», all the legs of the old route will be replaced. All the legs that are 

deleted in the database will not be modified and they must be manually deleted with preliminary analysis. 
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The flag «Apply points» allows you to regulate the process of creating and updating terminal and 

settlement points and their captions. If the flag is cleared, only legs will be applied. Base (main) points 

and radio navigation aids of holding routes are applied only in the mode «Apply in expanded form». 

The button «Exit» closes the form. 

The button «Help» opens a help section. 

 

 

Figure 159 -  Fragment of STAR map 

 

Figure 160 -  Fragment of IAP map 
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The result of plotting the standard instrument arrival chart and the instrumental approach chart is 

shown in the figures. 

3.5.9 Output airport surface elements (ground infrastructure) in map 

Displaying the information of the airport infrastructure should be preceded by the process of filling 

in the elements for the airport ground infrastructure in accordance with paragraphs 3.3.10, 3.3.11 and 

3.3.13 of this manual. 

The information output form is shown in the figure below and it is divided into three parts: 

 

 

Figure 161 -  Output form of the airport infrastructure 

Work map – designed to select a map based on the air navigation classifier. By default, the output is 

carried out on a map of the category «Aerodromes». 

The left part of the form contains a list of airports with the filter by name and code. 

The central part of the form contains the boundaries of all airport facilities entered in Sheet 

«Borders» of paragraph 3.3.10 of this manual. Borders reflect the actual configuration of the airport and 

they are applied to various maps of the airfield. 

Borders can be included or excluded from processing with the flags «on». By right-clicking on the 

window, a menu is called up. 

 

 

Figure 162 -  Drop-down menu of the object boundaries 
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Work map - designed to select a map based on the air navigation classifier. By default, the output is 

carried out on a map of the category «Aerodromes». 

The left part of the form contains a list of airports with the filter by name and code. 

The central part of the form contains the boundaries of all airport facilities entered in Sheet 

«Borders» of paragraph 3.3.10 of this manual. Borders reflect the actual configuration of the airport and 

they are applied to various maps of the airfield. 

Borders can be included or excluded from processing with the flags «on». By right-clicking on the 

window, the menu is called up. 

 

 

Figure 163 -  Configuring the map composition 

«Draw all runways» – allows you to adjust the process of applying the mark of the runway. 

«Sign ARP» – adjustment the caption of material and runway lengths. 

«Sign RWY direct THR» – adjusts the creation of course icons, coordinates and threshold elevations 

of the runway. 

«Draw marking» – output for marking the surface elements. 

«Meteorological minimums» – governs the creation of a table for meteorological minimums of the 

airport. The table of meteorological minimums is created at a specified distance south of Airport 

Reference Point (ARP). 

If the table of meteorological minimums is output without creating obstacle maps the type «A», the 

table will be placed at the distance indicated in the field « to south ARP », south of ARP. 

The central part regulates the process of applying various airport infrastructure objects. 

«Naviaids» – radio equipment of the airport (VOR, DME, TACAN), which have the current airfield 

as the airfield of deployment. 

«Taxiing routes» – adjusting the application of ground airfield traffic routes when preparing the map 

of the same name. 

«Stands» – adjustment of the application for stands and aprons. When the flag «Stands» is set, the 

field «create the table stands» is activated, which allows you to map the names of stands and coordinates 

in the form of a table. The table is created east of the airport map. 
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«ILS / MLS» – adjustment of the output elements for instrumental and radar landing systems. The 

following elements are applied to the map: 

 course and glide path beacons of systems for landing-beacon groups and instrumental landing 

systems; 

 landing position radar of radar systems. 

 

«TLOF» – output to aeronautical chart touchdown & lift-off areas. 

«Obstacles» – adjustment of the application for airfield and course obstacles. Obstacles are inflicted 

on all types of aerodrome maps. 

«In radius» – restriction of outputs for obstacles to the specified radius from ARP. It is used to apply 

major obstacles to aerodrome maps within the radius of deployment for major structures. The main 

application of the filter is the formation of the class «B» obstacle map to identify sectors of MSA. 

«Height > =» restriction of outputs for obstacles along the height of the object. Obstacles are filtered 

by their own height, not absolute height. 

«At landing courses» – adjustment of course obstacles. It is used for analysis of OSA / OCH, 

approach maps, exit and landing. The main application is the formation of class A for obstacle maps. 

 

The filter of caption contains the fields: 

«Taxiways» – drawing of taxiway captions. It is applied to the central point of the metric. 

«Aprons» – the caption of aprons and stands. 

«Apply» – draws current information on the map. 

«Draw» – puts current information on the map.  

«Draw Current» – puts information on the map according to the filter. 

«Exit» – return to the panel. 

«Help» – the call of help. 

The result of applying the infrastructure to the map may be the aerodrome map, the ground 

aerodrome traffic map and the stands or the map of obstacles for class A or B, all types of maps in 

annexes 6-9 of this manual. 

 

3.5.10 Output airport lighting equipment 

Displaying of information for the airport lighting equipment should be preceded by the process of 

filling information in accordance with paragraph 3.3.12 of this manual. 

The information output form is shown in the following figure and is conditionally divided into three 

parts: 

Work map – the upper part of the form is used to select a map based on the air navigation classifier. 

By default, the output is carried out on a map of the category «Airfields». 

There is the central main part of the form. 

On the left, there is a list of airports with a filter by name and code. 

On the right side, there is a list of all airport lighting systems with the type and name of the object 

for which the system is created. 
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Figure 164 -  Output form of the airport lighting equipment 

The bottom panel contains the following buttons: 

«Draw» – puts current information on the map.  

«Draw Current» – puts information on the map according to the filter. 

«Exit» – return to the panel. The form closes. 

«Help» – the call to get help. 

 

Lighting systems can be included or excluded from processing flags «on». By right-clicking on the 

window, the menu is called up. 

 

 

Figure 165 -  Drop-down menu of the lighting systems  

«Select» – selects all elements. 

«Undo» – clears all flags. 

«Inverted» – inverted flags status. 

 

Below there is the panel «Additional Information» with the flag of applying beacons. The flag 

governs the mapping of aerodrome lighting beacons on a map. 
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3.6 Maintaining common catalogs 

The complex provides the ability to maintain reference information, which is used to plan aircraft 

flights and activities using airspace. In addition to thematic catalogs, the ability to correct a category 

catalog has been added. Catalogs are the same for all applied tasks that make up the complex. 

 

3.6.1 Maintaining aircraft catalog 

The aircraft database maintenance dialog is called by click button  on main panel. Information 

is filled in according to requirements document - ICAO Annex 6 «Operation of Aircraft» Part 1,2. 

 

 

Figure 166 -  Input form of aircraft parameters 

The database contains information on the main characteristics of aircraft. The database includes 

landing characteristics and possible combinations of types and types of flights, restrictions on landing and 

use of airports for a particular type of aircraft. Directory information is used to process planning 

information on aeronautical data stored in a database in air traffic control and monitoring systems. The 

information is for reference and it is classified as «Directories». 

The formation and maintenance of the aircraft base is carried out through the input form indicated 

below. 

The left part contains a panel consisting of the editable list of aircraft with a navigator at the bottom 

and a filter at the top. The filter selects aircraft by type, ICAO code and model name.  

On the right side, there is a panel for entering information on a specific type of aircraft. The panel is 

divided into three parts: 

The first part is the introduction of the basic parameters for the aircraft. 
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The options panel contains the fields: 

«Name» – to enter the full name of the aircraft, for example, «IL-62». 

«ICAO code» means code of an aircraft according to the classification ICAO, for example, «IL62». 

«Manufacturer» means the aircraft manufacturing organization. The organization is selected from 

the number entered in the database. If the organization is unknown, the field is not filled. 

«Type of aircraft» – type of aircraft. For example: a two-winged aircraft, a helicopter, a hydroplane, 

an amphibious aircraft and the like ones. 

«Category» – aircraft category by speed and weight (Aircraft Approach Category ICAO). According 

to ICAO standards (Doc.8168 Volume I «Aircraft Flight Operations»), all aircraft are divided by speed 

into 5 categories. Based on this distinction, the aircraft landing minimum and approach parameters are 

determined. 

«Engine Type», «Engine Code», «Quantity» – three fields designed to store information about 

aircraft engines. 

«Navigation equipment» is the type of navigation equipment used on an aircraft. 

«Chassis pressure» – the load on the chassis or one pair of wheels (suspension) in a static position in 

the stand. 

«Turbulence» is a trace of aircraft turbulence. 

Field «Seating» – contains two parameters: «Crew» and «Number of passengers». 

Field «Aircraft dimensions» – contains three parameters: «Length», «Height» and «Wingspan». 

Parameters are used to assess the use of covered hangars. 

Field «Flight parameters» – contains the initial information for the calculation of flights. 

«Cruising speed» – the speed of flight for an aircraft over long distances over a network of routes. 

«Speed in a circle» – aircraft speed at the initial or intermediate stage of landing or in the landing 

holding area. 

«Ceiling (max. Weight)» – the maximum flight height of the aircraft with maximum load. 

«Maximum range» – the maximum distance covered by an aircraft without refueling. 

The field «Fuel» contains two parameters: «Refueling» - maximum fuel weight at full refueling, 

«Consumption (hour)» – fuel consumption for one hour of uniform flight. 

The field «Lengths» contains parameters for evaluating a runway suitable for an aircraft: «take-off» 

is the take-off run for take-off (tearing off the landing gear), «run» is the run length after landing and 

before switching to internal engines or steering. 

«Note» – arbitrary text information about the aircraft. 

 

The second part is the entry of aircraft classification numbers and established flight rules. 

Aircraft Classification Number (ACN) – a parameter of the International Civil Aviation 

Organization (ICAO) that expresses the relative effect of an aircraft on the artificial surface for the 

aerodrome runway used in conjunction with a classification number of coverage. ACN classification 

numbers are calculated in accordance with ACN determination methodology given in DOC 9157-AN/901 

Part 3, ICAO and there are indicated by aircraft manufacturers in the flight manual. 
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Figure 167 -  Input form of the classification number 

The calculation result is entered in the table at the top of the form. 

«Code ACN» is the method of aircraft exposure to coverage. 

«Weight of aircraft» – the maximum weight of the aircraft for the type of impact. 

The classification numbers are grouped into two quartets: for hard and non-hard coating A – high 

strength, B – medium strength, C – low strength, D – very low strength. 

The table «Established Flight Rules for Aircraft» contains information on a combination of flight 

rules, types, statuses and flight classes applicable to an aircraft. In the absence of established rules, it is 

considered that the aircraft can fly according to any combination of rules. 

«Class» – airflow class (GAT, OAT). 

«Code» – code of flight rules (visual, instrumental, mixed). 

«Status» – the status of the flight (medical, letter, general, internal, etc.). 

«Type» – type of flight (civil or military). 

«Localization» – the place of flight (national, international). 

«Flight» – type of flight (working, testing, training, not planned). 

 

The third part is the entry of information on the permission of the aerodrome. The table contains 

four columns: 

«Airport» – indicates the airport for which the limit is set for the board. 

«Runway use» – restriction on the use of the runway. Four standard restrictions are established: 

«landing impossibility», «landing with a limited cargo weight», «landing empty» and «landing without 

restrictions». 

If the mode «landing with limited weight» is indicated in the field «Weight», the maximum weight 

of the cargo is set (excluding the weight of the aircraft). 
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Figure 168 -  Input form of the airfield permissions 

When calculating the strength, the classification numbers of the aircraft and the runway coating 

strength are analyzed. 

The fourth part is the introduction of meteorological minimum aircraft. 

The description of the meteorological minimum is entered in the following fields: 

«Condition» – contains condition of meteorological minimum when landing in a certain mode. 

«Altitude» and «Range» – minimum decision-making altitude at the landing range visibility range. 

«Note» is a text field containing text notes. 

Aircraft registration numbers are maintained at aviation organizations that regulate state aviation 

activities. As a rule, this is a federal or state service. Information about registration numbers comes in the 

form of text files or in format xls (MS Excel). 

 

The database of aircraft registration numbers is updated and exported in a simple text format: 

REGION; NUMBER; CODE; DATE 

Where 

REGION – ISO code of the region. For example, the Russian Federation has a code – «RU»; 

NUMBER – aircraft registration number; 

CODE – ICAO code of the aircraft. For example, in our case, QWER and QWEE; 

DATE – date of registration for the aircraft in the state register. 
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Figure 169 -  Input form for meteorological minimums of the aircraft  

The buttons «Import» and «Export», in the lower left part of the form, import and export 

information from text files. When importing, the entire database of registration data is unloaded, 

exporting creates new records or updates existing ones.  

 

3.6.2 Maintaining the catalog of aviation organizations 

The maintenance form of the base for aviation organizations is called by click button  on main 

panel. The base consists of two tabs – «General Information» and «Aircraft Park». The following 

information is entered into the general information base of organizations: 

 aviation companies; 

 aircraft repair plants, aircraft manufacturing plants; 

 service and air traffic control enterprises; 

 state enterprises and companies using airspace; 

 private pilots and aviation societies; 

 enterprises and subscription companies of the fixed aviation telegraph communication AFTN; 

 aeronautical and aeronautical information services; 

 international aviation organizations. 
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Figure 170 -  Input form for organizations 

Information about the organization is entered into the form (see the figure below). The form is 

divided into two parts. 

On the left side of the form is a complete list of organizations with a filter at the top. Editable fields 

are located at the bottom: 

«Name» is the full name of the organization. 

«Subordinate» – organization – senior chief. The field is a drop-down list with organizations, 

contains the organization whose subordinate is the current one. If there is no hierarchy of subordination, 

the field remains empty. 

«Code» – the four-letter ICAO code assigned to the organization. The code may be missing. 

«Country» is the state to which the organization belongs. If the field is empty, the organization is 

international. 

«Type» – type of organization according to aviation classification. 

«Schedule» – the schedule of the organization. Organizational units have their own work schedules, 

which may vary. 

«Remark» – an arbitrary textual description of the organization. 

The right side contains a brief structure and address of the organization. 

At the top of the form, there is a list of organizational units that are directly involved in aviation 

activities. 

The table contains two columns: «Code» with the eight-letter code of the unit and «Name» 

containing the full or abbreviated name of the unit. 

Pressing the edit button or double-clicking on a record activates the advanced unit of editing dialog. 
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Figure 171 -  Editing form for units within organizations 

Field «Name», which is duplicated in the table. 

Field «Type» is the type of organization. 

Field «Category» – category of organization according to ICAO. 

Field «Airfield» is the airfield on which the organization is based. On this basis, the pages AIP for 

the specified airport are filled. 

Field «Position» – the geographical location of the organization. For ATS units, the location of the 

radar or transceiver antenna is indicated. 

Field «Schedule» – the hours of the unit. Information from this field is displayed in sheet 1 of 

section AD2 of the collection AI. 

The button «Save» records changes to the database, the button «Exit» closes the form without 

changes. 

 

Below there is the table «Officers (individuals)». The table contains information about an individual 

participant in aviation activities that has its own eight-letter code. 

The address table is filled in accordance with paragraph 3.3.10 section «Maintenance». 

Sheet «Aircraft fleet» is filled in for organizations that own or lease an aircraft. 

At the bottom of the main form, there is a table of restrictions for the organization’s aircraft. 

The table contains the prohibitions and permissions of state or international regulatory bodies that 

apply to the organization. 

At the bottom of the table there are edit fields for the prohibition type. The right field indicates 

which regulatory authority issued the condition, and the right field indicates the type of condition. The 

conditions can include: 

 flight ban; 

 flight restrictions, including certain areas and routes; 

 permission of state aviation services; 

 permissions and prohibitions of the air navigation charges service; 

 permits and prohibitions of the border service, power ministries and departments. 

 

The list of prohibitions and restrictions is established in each state. 
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Figure 172 -  Input form for the organizations of aircraft fleet 

Adding and editing the list of aircraft is carried out from the aircraft registration form. 

At the top of the form there is a filter of registered aircraft. The bottom part contains the start and 

end dates of registration of the aircraft for the current organization. A remark is needed for a textual 

description of the process or registration features. 

 

 

Figure 173 -  The form of aircraft registration 
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3.6.3 Maintaining the categories catalog 

The form for maintaining the catalog of directories is called up by a button  on the main panel. 

The catalog of directories is a fundamental source of information for all applied tasks of the complex. All 

information in the directory is divided into three groups: not editable, adjustable and freely editable. 

 

 

Figure 174 -  Editing the category catalog 

The division into groups was performed in order to prevent the correction of the values for the basic 

categories that are used in the algorithms of the complex. For example, all units of measure are locked 

from recording due to the fact that a conversion factor is attached to each unit within the task. The group 

of adjustable characteristics allows you to change the short and full names of the category elements. 

Freely editable feature has no restrictions and it is used as a link in the code. 

On the left side of the form there is a complete list of database categories. 

The first field symbolizes the type of access:  

 – adjustable category;  

 – category with free access; 

 – not editable category. 

 

On the left side, there is the area for editing category values. 

At the top, there is a value code. The value code is available only in full correction mode. 

«Name» – the short name (abbreviation) of the category value. 

«Full Name» is the full extended description of the category’s meaning. 

The list of values allowed for the current category is specified in the table on the right. Adding new 

values is permissible only in the full correction mode. 
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Note. After making changes to the categories directory, it is necessary to restart the task or 

disconnect from the database and reconnect. 

Correction of read-only categories is performed by the system programmer through the utility 

PgAdmin III. 

 

3.6.4 Transliteration table 

Transliteration tables are used to convert text from the main source of information to the alternative 

view and vice versa. 

Tables with the main categories of AI objects consist of text fields with the main names, 

descriptions or annotations and their alternative analogues. Alternative fields repeat the names of the main 

fields and end with the end of «_alt» (see the document «Database specification»). For example, the text 

name of the aerodrome in the table ad_hp it is called txt_name, and its alternative counterpart is 

txt_name_alt. 

In the main fields, it is recommended to store the text description in Russian, in the alternative field 

– in one of the international languages, usually in English. The input form is equipped with a mode for 

generating alternative analogues of the main names. The input form is equipped with a mode for applying 

alternative names to documents of aeronautical information. 

The form for maintaining transliteration tables is called up by a button  on the main panel. The 

form is divided into two parts (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 175 -  Editing the transliteration table (letters) 

On the left side of the form, there is a table of transliteration for characters and phrases from one 

language to another. In the central upper part of the form, the source and resulting transliteration 

languages are selected. The button  is used to switch the source and the resulting language in the 

reverse order. When transliteration languages change, the contents of the table for characters and phrases 

changes. 
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The table filter is located in the upper left part. 

In the field «Filter», a part of the phrase to search in the table is entered. The phrase is searched in 

the source text, starting with the first character. 

The checkbox «Remove characters» is used to exclude the transliteration of alphabet characters 

from the displayed table. 

On the right side of the flag «Remove characters» is a drop-down list that allows you to select 

phrases and characters according to whether they are uppercase or lowercase. By default, all characters 

and phrases are displayed. 

At the bottom of the table, there are the buttons «Add» and «Delete», which are used to add or 

remove a character or phrase. 

In the central part there are fields for editing a phrase or symbol. If the initial and resulting phrase is 

a single letter, it is considered an element of the alphabet and such phrase cannot be changed (see the 

figure above). Phrases of several characters can be adjusted (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 176 -  Editing transliteration table (phrases) 

In the field «Source», enter the original phrase or letter. In the field «Resulting», enter its analogue 

in the resulting language. The buttons «Convert >>» and «<< Convert» are used for direct and reverse 

conversion of the phrase. The conversion is performed in accordance with the standard ICAO conversion 

table and it can be manually adjusted at the discretion of the operator. 

The button «Create reverse match» serves to create a reverse record for the phrase. When creating 

new phrases, it is recommended to create their analogs for the possibility of reverse transliteration. 

The button «Create in small letters» is used to create the analog in lower case. In the database, it is 

recommended to fill in all text fields with uppercase (lowercase) letters. If it is necessary, analogs from 

capital letters can be created. 

 

Transliteration function work 

The transliteration function performs conversions from Russian into English and in the reverse 

order. By default, the table is populated with the phonetic alphabet ICAO in the direct and reverse form 

(see Annex 12 of this document). When connected to the database, the English-Russian and Russian-

English tables are loaded into memory along with phrases. When the function is called, the source text is 

checked among the phrases in the table. Phrases are searched word by word and character by case 

sensitive. A word is a text with spaces. If the word is found in the table, the result phrase is replaced. The 

second step is to check complex letters with multi-character counterparts, for example, «Ш – SH». The 

third step is to check the individual characters alphabetically. 

Special characters, spaces, numbers, signs and letters, which do not correspond in the table, there 

are not subject to conversion. By default, a standard ICAO symbol telegraph table is entered into the 

database, as well as complex letters of Russian and Ukrainian alphabet. 

Warning! It is recommended that you carefully fill out the transliteration tables without missing the 

letters of the alphabet, and also do not use the transliteration function as a dictionary.  
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3.7 Created sheets for AIP 

The task includes the possibility of forming sheets for the collection of aeronautical information 

(hereinafter AIP). A detailed section structure is described in the specification «Specimen AIP incl. 

Amdt.2». 

 

 
 

Figure 177 -  General structure of the collection AI 

The compilation of collection pages is carried out on the basis of templates in the format RTF. The 

templates are prepared according to a specific algorithm described in «Administrator guide». The scheme 

for the formation of the finished sheet AIP is presented in the figure below. 
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Figure 178 -  Scheme of AIP sheet formation 

The formation of the margin design (outboard design) for aeronautical charts is carried out on the 

basis of custom storage maps in SITX format. Objects on template maps are marked with special codes 

that the kit recognizes. All codes and the mechanism for forming the finished out-of-frame design are 

described in «Administrator guide». The scheme for the formation of the sheet for the margin design 

(outboard design) of the aeronautical chart is presented in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 179 -  Formation of the margin design for the aeronautical chart  

The complex includes templates for the textual part of the sections GEN, ENR and AD2 in Russian 

and in bilingual versions. English-language text part templates are not included in the package. 

Templates for outfitting aeronautical charts are provided in Russian and in English. Bilingual border 

templates are not included in the package. 

Aeronautical maps of areas for aerodromes and aerodromes are published in section AD2, and route 

maps in section ENR2.6. 
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3.7.1 Structure of the general section «GEN» 

The general section contains a lot of textual and descriptive information that is not stored in the 

database and cannot be published. Textual and descriptive information is recommended to be created via 

text editors. 

According to the specifications of the aeronautical information collection, the section «GEN» 

consists of the subsections indicated in the table below.  

 

Table 4 -  Table Structure of the section «GEN» 

Number 
Type of 

information Description and composition 
Created by 

complex 

GEN 1 NATIONAL REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

GEN 1.1 textual Designated authorities not created 

GEN 1.2 textual Arrival, transit and departure of aircraft not created 

GEN 1.3 textual Arrival, transit and departure of passengers and crew not created 

GEN 1.4 textual Import, transit and export of goods (cargo) not created 

GEN 1.5 textual Instruments, equipment and flight documents of the aircraft not created 

GEN 1.6 textual Summary of national regulations and international 

agreements / conventions 

not created 

GEN 1.7 textual Differences from standards and recommended ICAO 

practices 

not created 

GEN 2 TABLES AND CODES 

GEN 2.1 textual Measurement system, aircraft markings, holidays not created 

GEN 2.2 textual Abbreviations used in publications not created 

GEN 2.3 textual Symbols on the maps (charts) not created 

GEN 2.4 table Location indices created 

GEN 2.5 table List of radio navigation aids created 

GEN 2.6 table Tables of translation not created 

GEN 2.7 calculation Tables of Sunrise / Sunset not created 

GEN 3 SERVICES 

GEN 3.1 textual Aeronautical Information Services not created 

GEN 3.2 table List of aeronautical charts not created 

GEN 3.3 table Air traffic service created 

GEN 3.4 table Liaison units not created 

GEN 3.5 table Meteorological Services created 

GEN 3.6 textual Search and Rescue not created 

GEN 4 AIR NAVIGATION CHARGES 

GEN 4.1 textual Airfield / Heliport Charges. not created 

GEN 4.2 textual Charges for Air Navigation Services not created 

 

The vast majority of the pages and subsections of the section GEN are textual, descriptive, or 

reference information and they are not compiled from the air navigation database. From this section, the 

task forms sheets GEN2.4, GEN2.5, GEN3.3, and GEN3.5. 

 

3.7.2 Structure of section «ENR». ATS airspace 

The section «Airspace ATS» is divided into 5 subsections and a special sixth section with route 

charts (maps). Route charts are completed for the region for which a collection of aeronautical 

information has been published. AI collections are combined into a set. Sets are issued for territories that 

include several ICAO regions.  
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The sheets of subsection ENR1 «General rules and procedures» contain descriptive and reference 

information of a textual nature that are not formed by the task. The sheets of the remaining subsections are 

the main information material and it is formed by the task. 

According to the specifications of the aeronautical information collection, the section «ENR» 

consists of the subsections indicated in the table below.  

 

Table 5 -  Table Structure of the section «ENR» 

Number 
Type of 

information Description and composition 
Created by 

complex 

ENR1 GENERAL RULES AND PROCEDURES 

ENR1.1  textual General rules not created 

ENR1.2  textual Visual flight rules not created 

ENR1.3  textual Instrument flight rules not created 

ENR1.4  textual Classification of airspace ATS not created 

ENR1.5  textual Holding, approach and departure patterns. not created 

ENR1.6  textual Surveillance services and ATC procedures not created 

ENR1.7  textual Altimeter Installation Procedure not created 

ENR1.8  textual Regional Supplementary Procedures (Doc 7030) not created 

ENR1.9  textual Air traffic flow management (ATFM) not created 

ENR1.10  textual Flight planning not created 

ENR1.11  textual Addresses of air traffic planning services not created 

ENR1.12  textual Civil Aircraft Interception Procedure not created 

ENR1.13  textual Unlawful interference not created 

ENR1.14  textual Investigation of air transport incidents not created 

ENR2 ATS AIRSPACE 

ENR2.1  table Areas of flight information FIR, CTA, TMA created 

ENR2.2  table Other regulated airspace created 

ENR3 ATS ROUTES 

ENR3.1  table Routes ATS lower airspace created 

ENR3.2  table Routes ATS upper airspace created 

ENR3.3  table Routes of Area Navigation (RNAV) not created 

ENR3.4  table Helicopter routes not created 

ENR3.5  table Other routes not created 

ENR3.6  table Holding routes created 

ENR4 RADIO NAVIGATION MEANS (FACILITIES) AND SYSTEMS 

ENR4.1  table Radio navigation aids on the route created 

ENR4.2  table Special navigation systems created 

ENR4.3  table Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) not created 

ENR4.4  table The code names of the main points created 

ENR4.5  table Route aviation ground lights not created 

ENR5 NAVIGATION WARNINGS 

ENR5.1  table Flight restriction areas, restricted and dangerous areas created 

ENR5.2  table Training areas, training ranges and air defense zones  created 

ENR5.3  table Other hazardous areas not created 

ENR5.4  table Aeronautical obstacles not created 

ENR5.5  table Air sports and other recreational activities not created 

ENR5.6  table Migration of birds and areas with sensitive fauna not created 
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Number 
Type of 

information Description and composition 
Created by 

complex 

ENR6 ROUTE AIR NAVIGATION CHARTS 

 charts The complex forms all types of route charts (maps), along with out-of-

bound (margin) design and explanatory captions 

 

The complex does not form a single sheet of the subsection «ENR1». From the contents of this 

subsection, the complex forms sheets ENR2.1, ENR3.1, ENR3.2, ENR3.6, ENR4.1, ENR4.2, ENR4.4, 

ENR5.1, ENR5.2. 

 

3.7.3 Structure of section «AD» - aerodromes 

Information on the list of airports in a certain territory (region or state) is combined in the collection 

AI in the section «AD». Information about the airport is selected from the database and exported to 

subsections and aeronautical charts. The numbering of subsections and aeronautical charts is 

supplemented by the four-letter code of the airport ICAO. The section is arranged alphabetically by 

airports. 

The description is divided into the textual part and a set of aeronautical charts. The table shows the 

structure of the section AD. The column «sheet» contains the number of the template-sheet AIP processed 

by the complex.  

 

Table 6 -  Table Structure of the section «AD» 

Number Description and composition sheet 
Filling in from the 

database 

AD 1.1 Provision of airfields / heliports - not performed 

AD 1.2 Rescue and fire service and the plan in case of snowfall - not performed 

AD 1.3 List of airfields and heliports - not performed 

AD 1.4 Status of aerodromes certification - not performed 

 AERODROMES 

AD 2.1 General description, location, name, and codes 

1 

obligatorily 

AD 2.2 Geographical and administrative data obligatorily 

AD 2.3 Schedule of administration and aerodrome services obligatorily 

AD 2.4 Schedule of aircraft maintenance services 

2 

obligatorily 

AD 2.5 Schedule of passenger services obligatorily 

AD 2.6 Description of rescue and fire services obligatorily 

AD 2.7 Description of rescue equipment 

3 

obligatorily 

AD 2.8 Aprons, taxiways, and checkpoints  obligatorily 

AD 2.9 Ground aerodrome traffic and marking obligatorily 

AD 2.10 Aerodrome obstacle table 4 not obligatorily 

AD 2.11 Meteorological information services 

5 

obligatorily 

AD 2.12 Physical characteristics of the runway obligatorily 

AD 2.13 Declared distances obligatorily 

AD 2.14 Approach and runway lights 

6 

obligatorily 

AD 2.15 Other lights, redundant power supply obligatorily 

AD 2.16 Availability of helicopter pads not obligatorily 

AD 2.17 Airport ATS airspace 

7 

obligatorily 

AD 2.18 ATS communication facilities obligatorily 

AD 2.19 Radio Navigation and Landing Aids in the presence 
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Number Description and composition sheet 
Filling in from the 

database 

AD 2.20 Aerodrome traffic regulations - not obligatorily 

AD 2.21  Noise reduction techniques - not obligatorily 

AD 2.22 Aerodrome Flight Rules - obligatorily 

AD 2.23 Additional information - not obligatorily 

AD 2.24 Aeronautical and special maps (pages AD 2-18)  

 aerodrome map obligatorily 

 map of aircraft stands obligatorily 

 map of ground airfield traffic obligatorily 

 aerodrome obstacle maps, type A *** not obligatorily 

 maps* terrain for precise approach not obligatorily 

 aerodrome area map obligatorily 

 map of standard instrument departure (SID) obligatorily 

 standard arrival map by instrument (STAR) obligatorily 

 overview map of minimum ATS altitudes not obligatorily 

 maps* instrument approach (IAP) obligatorily** 

 * visual approach maps obligatorily** 

 map of bird migration in the vicinity of the aerodrome not obligatorily 

 

Notes: 

* A map is published for each threshold. Several maps can be published for a single threshold with 

different types of routes. 

** in the absence of the possibility of instrumental landing, only a visual approach map is 

published, otherwise, depending on the nature of the flights. If it is necessary, both sets of maps are 

published. 

*** Published for runway. If there are two or more runways, several maps may be published. 

 

3.7.4 Procedure of preparing data for creating AIP sheets 

The complex allows you to create sheets of all three volumes of the collection AI - GEN, ENR, AD. 

Due to the fact that most sheets of the section AD contain descriptive textual information, only pages in 

the section AD2 are formed by the complex. 

Data preparation for the correct and complete filling with information for the pages of the 

aeronautical information collection is described in the database filling technologies. Technologies are 

contained in the document «Methodology of preparing for publication of the collection for aeronautical 

information», which is included in the package of the complex. 

 

3.7.5 Interface for creating AIP sheets 

Preparation of AIP sheets is the import of aeronautical data from the database into a text view of the 

format RTF. 

Export to the section GEN is done from various airport infrastructure tables to the section AD. 

Export to the section ENR is performed from the table of the main points, routes, ATS areas, special 

navigation systems, holding routes and the table of organizations. 

The form for preparing AIP sheets is called up from the panel with the button . The form is 

shown in the figure below and it is divided into two parts. 
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Figure 180 -  Form for creating text part of section AD2 for the collection AI 

The left part of the form contains a list of airports with a filter by name and code at the top. This 

part of the form is active, if Sheet «Volume AD» is selected in the lower right part of the form. 

The right (operational) part of the form is designed to configure the composition for the generated 

sheets, the source of the templates, and the resulting storage. It is divided into three parts. 

The upper part of «Data location» contains elements for configuring the initial sources of 

information (templates) and the folder for the storage of created sheets. 

«Path to directories» is a field and a button for selecting and displaying the path to rtf templates. 

After selecting a directory, the task scans files with the extension RTF and it identifies them by 

sheet number, language, and belonging to the section AIP. All files that are identified as templates of the 

complex AI are loaded into three lists according to sections. Identification is performed according to the 

scheme described in «Administrator guide». 

«Directory for AIP» is a field and a button for selecting and displaying the resulting folder for 

sheets. 

The choice of the path to the templates and to the information store is performed from the general 

directory selection dialog. You can enter from the keyboard in the field «Path» (see the figure below). 
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Figure 181 -  Form for selecting the catalog of AIP templates 

When the flag «Automatically replace files» is set, the file of the same name in the resulting folder 

will be replaced without question of replacement. 

File name format of the resulting file: 

 

SECTION CODE..list where: 

CODE – four-letter ICAO airport code. 

SECTION – section of the collection AI in capital letters. For example, AD2, ENR2 

.list – sheet number or empty if the template is a summary. 

Example: «UIII_AD2.1.rtf» – a file formed according to the template of the partition AD2, 

containing the first sheet with subsections AD2.1-AD2.3 (see table above). 

 

In the field «General Information», information is published on the pages AIP in the page headers 

and footers: 

«Region (Russian)» – the name of the region in Russian. If the field is empty, then when it is 

reopened, it is automatically filled with the value «Region» from the form «Settings». 

«Region (English)» – the name of the region in English. The field is not automatically populated. 

«Author AIP (Russian)» – the organization that publishes AIP in Russian. 

«Author AIP (English)» Is an organization publishing AIP in English. 

«Date of publication»« – the date on which the sheets AIP are formed. Automatically transferred 

from the field «Current date» of the form «Task Settings». 

On the right side is the cycle AIRAC, which is automatically calculated by the entered date and 

published in the lower right part of each AIP sheet. 

The information line indicates the selected region for which information is generated in the pages of 

the collection AI. 

Three tabs are placed under the information line – by the number of sections for the collection AI. 

Each of them has a window with a marked list of «Available Templates». 

The AIP sheets that need to be formed for the aerodrome are marked with flags. Templates are 

formed by separate sheets (see table above), as well as summary for the whole section. The designation of 

the sheets in the list has the format 

SECTION sheet (type), where: 

SECTION – section of the collection AI in capital letters. For example, AD2, ENR2. 

 

sheet – sheet number or «common» if the template is a summary. 
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(type) – template type: (biling.) – bilingual, (Russian) – Russian, (English) – English version. 

Example: «AD2 sheet 3 (Russian)» – the section template AD2, the third sheet containing 

information from the AD2.7-AD2.9 subsections (see table above) in Russian. 

The bottom panel of the form contains buttons: 

«Create» – forms the sheets AIP according to the templates set by the checkboxes in the «Available 

Templates» window, for the aerodrome – established on the left side of the form. 

«Exit» – return to the panel. 

«Help» – the call to get help. 

 

3.7.6 Interface for formation of marginal (out border) design and maps of section AD 

The preparation form for marginal (out border) design of aeronautical charts is an interface for 

setting up, creating and filling in a special load of a custom map.  

 

  

Figure 182 -  Form for creating marginal (out border) design and maps in section AD2 

The complex allows you to fully generate aeronautical class «A» obstacle maps and a landing 

surface map. 

The form is called from the panel with a button  and it is divided into three parts. 

The left part of the form contains a list of airports with a filter by name and code at the top. 

The upper part of the form contains a map selection panel. It is used in the drawing mode on the 

current map (see below for text). 

The right part (operational) – is intended to configure the list of generated out-of-frame maps. The 

upper part contains a button for selecting the path (directory) to the map templates AI. 
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Figure 183 -  Catalog selection form with map templates AIP 

After selecting a directory, all files with the extension «sitx» are read. Opening maps one by one, 

their identification is performed. The templates that are identified are supplemented in the list «Outline 

Templates». The list is located at the bottom of the form. Identification of template maps is performed 

according to the scheme described in «Administrator guide». 

Below there are general information published in an marginal (out-of-box) format. 

Group «Region»: 

(Russian) – the name of the region in Russian. If the field is empty, when it is reopened, it is 

automatically filled in from the form «Settings» with the value «Region». 

(English) – the name of the region in English. The field is not automatically populated. 

Group «Author»: 

(Russian) – the organization publishing AIP in Russian. 

(English) – the organization publishing AIP in English. 

«Date of publication» – date of publication. Automatically transferred from the field «Current date» 

of the form «Task settings». 

On the right side, there is the loop AIRAC, which is automatically calculated by the publication 

date. 

«Outline templates» – a list to fill out when choosing a path. The frames of the aeronautical charts 

that need to be formed for the aerodrome are marked with flags. The designation of the sheets in the list is 

performed according to the format. 

Name (type), where: 

Name – the abbreviated name of the aeronautical chart for which the current template is applied. 

(type) – type of template. (biling.) – bilingual, (rus.) – Russian, (eng.) – English version. 

Example: «Instrument Landing (Eng.)» - the template of the air navigation chart of the instrumental 

approach in English. 

To the right is the setup window for the resulting map. 

The lower part contains the offset of the resulting frame to the north and east relative to the center of 

the resulting pattern and the control point of the airfield (see «Administrator guide»). If it is necessary to 

shift to the opposite side, a value with a sign «–».is entered. 

The lower part of the configuration window contains three flags: 

«Apply to current map» – the template is applied to the current map. The map is selected at the top 

of the form. The mode is used, if there is a ready-made custom map with out-of-bound design. When 

disabled, a new map is created. 
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Note. It is recommended to put one type of frame on an open map. 

«Carry out the graph drawing of the frame» – is intended for topographic air navigation drawing of 

the working area of the map. 

«Turn north» – this option orients the resulting map to the true north of the projection for the current 

map.  

The area highlighted with blue hatching in the figure takes a different look depending on the settings 

of the current out-of-frame design template:  

 when generating templates for maps of the district, airfield, ground airfield traffic and aircraft 

parking areas, the field is empty. 

 during the formation of instrumental approach, standard departure and arrival card templates, the 

field takes the form shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 184 -  Setting the marginal (out border) design of departure, approach and landing maps 

«Type of scheme» – a textual description of the type for scheme. It is added in the upper right part in 

the field with the name of the landing course. 

«Table of courses» – a list of all courses at the current airport for which the map can be generated. 

The map is formed for the current course. 

«Route table» is the information table. All route names in this table will be mapped in a list. 

 when forming a class «A» obstacle map, the field takes the form: 

 

 

Figure 185 -  Configuring the class «A» obstacle map 
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«Runway table» – a list of all runways of the current airport for which a map can be generated. 

 when forming a map of the landing surface, the field takes the form: 

 

 

Figure 186 -  Setting the landing surface map 

«Table of courses» – a list of all courses at the current airport for which the map can be generated. 

The map is formed for the current course. At the bottom there is an informational message about the 

elevation matrix. 

 

 

Figure 187 -  Example of the instrument landing map with marginal (out border) design 

The map of the landing surface is built on an open elevation matrix. If the matrix is not created or 

not open, information about the profile on the landing course, relative excesses of lighting equipment and 

radio equipment will not be displayed correctly. For the correct formation of the landing profile, close the 
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output form, while not closing the task. Open or create the elevation matrix at landing courses with the 

accuracy of no more than 20 meters. Reopen the form and try again. 

The bottom panel of the form contains buttons: 

«Create» – generates custom maps according to the templates set by the checkboxes in the 

«Available Templates» window, for the airdrome – installed on the left side of the form. Custom maps are 

included in the current set. The result of the work is shown in the figure below. 

«Exit» – return to the panel. 

«Help» – the call to get help. 

 

3.8 Task settings 

Task settings dialog is activated by a button  and it is shown in the figure below. The form 

consists of three parts: common parameters, compliance maps, additionally. 

 

 

Figure 188 -  Task settings dialog 

The panel «Configuring the correspondence of maps to categories for objects in the database» panel 

is displayed as a two-column list. On the left side, there is a list of categories for objects provided by the 

database specification AICM. 

Categories of objects correspond to the information from the following database tables (see the 

document «Database specification»): 

«Main (key) points» – entries from the table significant_point; 

«Route segments» – entries from tables en_route_rte and rte_seg; 

«ATS districts» – records from the airspace table with types FIR, CTA, TMA, training zone (T-

area), CTR and AFIZ; 

«Dangerous and forbidden zones» – entries from the airspace table with types R, P, D area and 

temporary reserved zone TSA; 

«Airports, heliports» – entries from the table ad_hp; 

«Obstacles» – entries from the table obstacle; 

«Exit routes» – entries from tables sid and procedure_leg; 

«Approach routes» – entries from the tables star, holding_procedure and procedure_leg; 

«Landing routes» – entries from the tables iap, holding_procedure and procedure_leg. 

«Coordinate accuracy» – a panel with settings for the accuracy of input and output of coordinates for 

each category of objects. 

The panel «Configure parameters for Input / Output» (Configure I / O parameters) contains the 

fields: 

«Actual date» – the date which the date of the start for putting into operation of objects in the 

database is formed. 
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«Current region» – the region ICAO, which is specified in the field «Belonging to the country 

(region)» when creating objects by default. 

The choice of region is carried out by a button in the field «Current region» and it is accompanied 

by the opening of a dialog. 

 

 

Figure 189 -  Region selection dialog 

At the top there is a filter that allows you to select a region by name, ISO code and ICAO code. At 

the bottom of the dialog, there are buttons «Select», «Exit» and «Help». When you click on the button 

«Select», the region where positioning is performed becomes current. If there are no entries, the region 

does not change. 

The field group «Airspace Boundaries» contains three fields. Fields are filled with altitudes in 

meters and they indicate the boundary between the lower and upper airspace and the limit of uncontrolled 

airspace. 

The flag «Display planned and projected records» is intended for drawing calculated or planned 

objects on the map. The calculated data is formed by the task «Designing the landing routes», the planned 

objects are entered in the input forms. 

Field «Data update period» – the interval for automatic updating of data in the user’s form, provided 

that another user has made changes to the displayed data in the database. 

Field «Actions when applied to the map» contains special operations with objects when applied 

from the database. 

 

The panel «Map cleaning action»: 

The flag «Delete objects» is intended to control the status cleaning process when applying 

information to aeronautical charts. The status is cleared and reset for all active aeronautical user maps 

with the button «Clear status». Processing for the status of objects is performed only when the object is 

created from the database and it has an identifier assigned to it in the semantics «Record identifier in the 

database» (semantics code 32900). Objects drawn manually or created during import from the format 

ARINC cannot be processed. 

The flag «Reset status» is intended for setting the status of objects to «active». Status change is 

made for all objects except those marked as «deleted». The processing process consists in searching for 

objects on the map for which the semantics value 99 is not equal to «effective» one. If the status of the 

object is «new» or «changed», then the semantics value changes to the value «effective». If the status is 
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«deleted» when the flag «Delete objects during cleaning» is set, then the object is deleted, otherwise it is 

not processed. Resetting the status to «active» removes the color of the segments of routes, points and 

airports corresponding to the status of the object (see the description of the classifier). 

The flag «Apply new objects as active» is intended to create a new map without taking into account 

the status of the «new» object. The status of the «new» object displays all objects with a green background 

for the possibility of visual identification of new objects in the amendment. 

 

The panel «Parameters for applying a new caption» contains the following fields: 

The fields «Position» and «Distance from the object (km)» are interrelated fields that are used to 

select the location of captions for points and airports relative to objects. The default position is «at the 

point of application», which corresponds to the inactive field «Distance from the object in (km)». The 

caption is inserted at the specified position when creating a new object on the map. The object for which 

the caption is created does not change the metric. 

The flag «Transliteration upon import» is intended to activate and deactivate the transliteration 

function when importing into the database from exchange formats. The flag activates the drop-down box. 

Selecting «source English» sets the import converters to the mode of English names, call signs, 

codes and symbols. In this mode, all information is imported into alternative fields and semantics. The 

converted information is recorded in the main fields. In the case of direct import to a map without a 

connected base, transliteration is performed according to the tables of the ICAO alphabet. (see Annex 12 

of this document). 

Selecting the value «source Russian» sets the converter to the mode of Russian names, call signs, 

codes and symbols. Information is entered in the main fields and semantics, and in the alternative fields 

and semantics the converted analog in English is recorded. The mode does not apply to the converter 

ARINC, but it is used in the converter AIXM. 

The panel «Round semantic values when placing obstacles on the map» contains two options: 

«Absolute height (up to integers with increase)» and «Relative height (up to integers with increase)». 

When the flags are set, obstacles are plotted on the chart with semantics rounded to the nearest (upward) 

meter or foot (according to paragraphs 11.10.2.3 and 11.10.2.3 of ICAO Doc 8697 «Manual of 

Aeronautical Charts»). Obstacles created when importing from the ARINC format are not processed. To 

display the semantics in the required format, it is possible to use the «Semantic calculation» mode of the 

GIS Map Editor. 

The panel «Information input units (default)» is intended for setting the input of constant units of 

measurement for the duration of the session. When entering information from various sources, the system 

of measures may differ. In the Western sources of information of AI, the English system is the main unit 

of measure, in the countries of Eastern Europe – the international system of metric measures «SI». 

Setting default units allows you to automatically enter units into the database, making it easy to 

enter data. When entering, the following units are provided by default: 

«Length» – units for measurement of distances and distances in the horizontal plane. When entering 

routes, it is recommended to indicate kilometers or nautical miles, while entering information about the 

airport infrastructure, aircraft characteristics and the like information - meters. 

«Excess» – units for measurement of excess objects. It is used when indicating the absolute and 

relative heights of objects. Feet and meters are applied depending on the source of information. 

«Time» – units of time. It is used when maintaining a database of legs for approach, exit and landing 

routes. 

«Speed» – units of speed. It is used in many forms, most often in the form of editing legs for 

approach, exit and landing routes. 

«Altitude» – units of measurement for height. The parameter is not recommended to be used due to 

the fact that flight heights in vertical planes can be set in levels and meters within the same route. It is 

used if the information entered has the same unit of measurement for height, for example, dangerous and 

forbidden zones of class «G». 
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«Hemisphere» is the default hemisphere in which information is entered. If a hemisphere is set, each 

newly entered coordinate is automatically recorded to the database with characters corresponding to the 

default hemispheres. For example, if the value «N.W.» is set, then latitude will be interpreted as north (the 

sign «+»), and longitude as western (the sign «–»). 

 

The panel «Enter Heights» contains the following fields: 

The field «Geoid EGM2008» is intended for selecting a matrix of corrections. The choice is made 

by the button «...». The file should contain a matrix of corrections between the level of the geoid and the 

ellipsoid WGS-84. The file selection is remembered in the application's INI file and it does not require re-

opening at a new application launch. The geoid model is not part of the complex. The corrections matrix 

is available in the folder with the installed GIS. 

Flag «Recalculate the height through the geoid» - allows you to recalculate the height when applied 

to the map. Recalculation of heights is carried out when connecting a geoid model to the aeronautical map 

in cases of updating information in the database with ARINC format files. When importing data from the 

exchange format ARINC directly to the map. 

 

The panel «Magnetic declination» contains the following fields: 

The field «Declination Matrix» is used to select the magnetic declination matrix. The selection is 

made by the button «...». 

The magnetic declination matrix is not part of the complex. The matrix is created from a map of 

isogons and a point cloud created on the basis of aerodromes with known magnetic declination to the 

territory by the method of transferring magnetic declination values to high-altitude semantics. The 

construction is carried out using standard GIS tools. 

The flag «Fill from matrix» is a mode that allows you to automatically fill in the magnetic 

declination fields in the tables of points and airports. It is used in calculating the magnetic track angles of 

route sections by subtracting the declination from the true track angles. 

The flag «Calculate by WMM model» – is used to automatically calculate the magnetic declination 

when entering aeronautical data. 

The magnetic declination calculation algorithm allows you to calculate approximate values of the 

main magnetic field for a specified location and a specified date using the models IGRF12 and WMM. 

Models are loaded into the database and are included in the kit (set) AI. The latest valid model is 

WMM2015. 

 

3.9 Base of aviation communications 

3.9.1 General 

Coordination of actions is carried out through dialogue and is designed to provide air traffic control 

services and the transfer of flight control between sequentially located ATC units and control sectors. As 

the flight proceeds, the ATC units transmit from point to point the necessary information about the flight 

plan and dispatch information. Flight plan and dispatch information is communicated in advance so that 

the receiving unit can receive, analyze the data and carry out the necessary coordination between the 

relevant authorities. Within one control unit, the exchange of relevant information on flight plans and 

control information in relation to all aircraft, the responsibility for controlling the movement of which will 

be transferred from one control tower to another, is carried out between control rooms.  

Where coordination is mandated by the appropriate ATS authority, ATS units shall ensure that 

aeronautical telecommunication stations serving the respective centers are informed of the transfer of 

communications with aircraft. Unless otherwise provided, the information to be provided includes the 

aircraft identification, flight route or destination, and the estimated or actual time of handover. 

Coordination is carried out through the transmission of formalized messages (notifications) between ATC 

units via the aeronautical fixed service channels, aeronautical fixed telecommunication networks (AFTN), 
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direct voice communication, digital data exchange between ATS units, as well as via AMHS 

communication lines. Messages are categorized according to the order in which they are used by air traffic 

services. Each message is indicated with an approximate degree of importance:  

SS – distress messages and emergency traffic;  

DD – urgent messages, including messages related to the alert stage or the stage of uncertainty;  

FF – other messages concerning known or suspected emergency situations that do not fall into the 

above categories, as well as messages about radio communication failure;  

GG – messages related to the operation of air navigation facilities, containing basic information 

about the aerodrome, meteorological information;  

KK – other messages. 

 

The format of messages circulating in the AFTN networks, described in Section 11, ICAO Doc 

4444, is a text file in single-byte ANSI or DOS encoding, depending on the type of driver at the end 

station. An example of a telegram is shown below: 

 

GG UUUUYNYX 
251603 UUUUXXZZ UUUUXXYZ 
(K7339/20 NOTAMC K7138/20 
Q)UUXX/QRRCC/IV/BO/W/000/999/5725N03326E045 
A)UUWV ULLL B)2008251600 
E)CNL.) 

 

The first line consists of a two-letter message sequence index and an 8-letter AFTN address of the 

sender of the message. The second line consists of the telegram number in the format DDHHMM (DD-

day, HH-hour MM-minute) of sending the message and the list of addressees separated by a space. The 

third and subsequent lines of the message are additional information. The name of the message file 

contains the full date and time when the message was received by the end station. The file extension is the 

channel number of the message from 1 to 999. When the number reaches 999 or the date changes (00:00 

UTC), the numbering starts from one. 

 

3.9.2 Listering and parsing messages 

Receive module listening and scans messages in folder of received messages of the AFTN station 

for the presence of files. Each file contains a separate message, which is analyzed by the module and 

written to the database. After processing the message, the file is deleted. The processing module reads the 

first two service lines of the message and the content itself from the third line to the end of the file. The 

content of the message is parsed for type.  

The types of messages are described in section 11.4 of Doc 4444. After analysis, the content is 

written into the message base with the time of receipt, the channel number of the telegram and the 

specified type. If no content type is specified, the message is written to the database with a predefined 

non-formalized message type. In a separate table, for a processed message, a record is created for each 

addressee specified in the text. 

The record contains the eight-letter addressee's address, message processing flag, manual message 

processing time and a text field for the message content changed by the subscriber. In the case of 

processing the telegram indicated above in the text, two records will be created for the subscribers 

UUUUXXZZ and UUUUXXYZ. Such an organization of storing messages allows independent work 

with the same message to different recipients for cases of manual message processing. After saving the 

message, the module analyzes and processes the content of the NOTAM type. In case of successful 

analysis and processing of the content, an existing record in the NOTAM table is created or modified. If 

there are coordinates of temporarily reserved zones or closed sections of routes, records are created in the 

zone tables or NOTAM routes, respectively. The processed message is marked for all subscribers with 
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the sign – «processed». Texts of other types of messages are not processed by the module. By default, for 

messages that are not subject to processing by the module, the flag «not processed» is set. Duplicate 

messages or messages that do not represent a payload for the current subscriber's work are archived with 

a corresponding mark. If additional action is required on the message (approval, verification, 

clarification, etc.), the message is marked with a waiting mark. Messages that carry a payload but cannot 

be processed can be tied to other messages or to entries in other tables.  

The dialog of the message queue with the module for receiving and processing messages is 

launched on the main panel of the task using the button «Message queue» – . The module works only 

with those messages that are addressed to the current subscriber (whose eight-letter address is set in the 

form of setting the complex). If no eight-letter address is assigned to the subscriber, messages for all 

recipients are displayed.  

On the left side of the dialog is a list of received messages with a filter.  

The «Author» field is used to select messages by the eight-letter index of the message sender.  

The «Type» field is used to filter messages by content type.  

The content types are described in more detail in Doc 4444, Section 11.4. The «Mark» field is for 

filtering messages by the mark of the subscriber.  

The «Urgency» field is used to filter messages by their importance (see the «General information»).  

Fields «Period» – consist of four parts: the date and time of the beginning of the appointment, the 

date and time of the end of the appointment. By default, the current day is set. The fields allow you to 

select records for any reception period. The «Context» field is for contextual search of the message 

content.  

The address portion of the message is not included in the content search.  

The right side of the dialog contains information about the index of the current API user, consisting 

of eight letters, and about the received message. 
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The message queue dialog looks like this: 

 

 

Figure 190 -  Received messages database dialog 

Processing button – for the possibility of manual processing of the message content. In the current 

version, it is possible to process only NOTAM messages.  

The button is inactive for other types of messages. The button is used to call the NOTAM text 

processing dialog. 
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Figure 191 -  Dialogue for manual NOTAM text processing  

Archive button – for archiving a record. Standby button - to set the standby mode to a message. At 

the bottom right of the dialog is the content of the message. The telegram parameters set by the current 

user do not affect the parameters of other users for the same telegram.  

The «read channel» flag is used to launch the module for analyzing and processing messages via 

the AFTN channel.  

The flag is active only if the correct message receiving path is set in the task settings form. Access 

rights to the telegram folder must be set for writing and reading. The mode of receiving and processing 

messages works in the background until the task or GIS Panorama is closed.  

When closing a dialog with a running module, the panel icon changes to – . The tooltip for the 

button indicates that messages are being received and processed. 

 

 

Figure 192 -  The mode of processing messages on the taskbar 

Processing of aviation messages via the AFTN channel is accompanied by the display of the number 

of telegrams in the current processing stage and the last message being processed.  

 

 

Figure 193 -  Monitoring message processing by a module 

«Help» button – for calling help. 
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«Exit» button – closes the dialog. 

 

3.9.3 NOTAM database 

The «Maintain NOTAM database» mode is intended for storing aviation NOTAM (SHOWTAM) 

messages. NOTAM (abbreviation from the English NOtice To AirMen) – a notification sent by 

telecommunication means containing information about the commissioning, status or change of any air 

navigation equipment, services and regulations, information about the danger that is important for 

personnel associated with the operation of flights. 

NOTAM is compiled and published immediately in cases where the information to be disseminated 

is of a temporary and short-term nature, the introduction of operationally important permanent changes or 

temporary changes that are of a long-term nature and urgently, excluding text and / or graphic material. 

The NOTAM format is described in Appendix 6, ICAO Annex 15 and consists of a number, a identifier 

string and items A to D (Eng. A-G) with a closing parenthesis. An example of a NOTAM message is 

shown below: 

 
(V2515/20 NOTAMN  
Q) UWWW/QRTCA/IV/BO /W /016/023/5646N04835E018 
A) UWWW B) 2003140600 C) 2003151700 
D) 0600-1700 
E) AIRSPACE CLSD WI 1KM EITHER SIDE OF LINE JOINING POINTS: 
564433N0483113E-564401N0482815E-564301N0482045E-564448N0481346E- 
564258N0480534E-563753N0480648E-564258N0480534E-564448N0481346E- 
564301N0482045E-564401N0482815E-564433N0483113E-564538N0483344E- 
564611N0483730E-564918N0484238E-565135N0484536E-565552N0484538E- 
565922N0484442E-565552N0484538E-565135N0484536E-564918N0484238E- 
564930N0484754E-565139N0485608E-565312N0490118E. 
F) 500M AMSL G) 700M AMSL) 

 

NOTAM message structure:  

The first line is the NOTAM numbering: Each NOTAM is assigned a number in the following 

format: Series (one letter), Number (consists of four digits), sign «/», Year (consists of two extreme digits 

of the year), word NOTAM, letter type H (N) – new, P (R) – replacing (replace), C (C) – canceling 

(cancel). If NOTAM is replacing or canceling, the number of the canceled or replaced NOTAM is added 

to the string separated by a space, for example – (K7339 / 20 NOTAMC K7138 / 20). Starting from 

January 1, the numbering for each series starts over from 0001. 

 

 

Figure 194 -  Format of first line of NOTAM 

The second line is a line of qualifiers, field Q. Qualifiers are separated by a slash «/» and consist of 

eight fields: 

1) FIR. If the subject of the message is geographically located within one FIR, the 4-letter FIR code 

is indicated, if within several FIRs - the ICAO + XX region with an indication of the FIR list in field A.  

2) NOTAM code. All groups of NOTAM codes include five letters, with the first letter always being 

the letter Q. The second and third letters identify the subject of the message, and the fourth and fifth 

letters indicate the status and conditions of the subject of the message. Two-letter codes for message 
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subjects and conditions are given in Appendix 6, Appendix 15. APP 6-3 10/11/16 PANS-ABC (Doc 

8400). For combinations of the second, third, fourth and fifth letters, see the selection criteria for NOTAM 

elements in Doc 8126. 

3) Movement. I – IFR, V – VFR, K – NOTAM is a checklist.  

4) Purpose. The target code consists of one to 3 characters:  

N – selected for immediate notification of flight crew members;  

B – of operational importance and selected for inclusion in the PIB;  

O – concerning flight operations;  

5) Scope of action. A – aerodrome, E – route, W – navigation warning, K - NOTAM is a checklist.  

6) and 7) Lower / Upper limit. If the question does not contain specific information about the 

relative height, the group «000» for the lower limit and the group «999» for the upper limit are included as 

default values.  

8) Coordinates, Radius. Latitude and Longitude, with an accuracy of one minute, and a three-digit 

distance value that defines the range in nautical miles (for example, 5646N04835E018). The coordinates 

define the approximate center of the circle, the radius of which describes the entire coverage area, if this 

NOTAM covers one FIR (UIR) or several FIR (UIR), the default radius value is «999».  

The third line – location – field A, the moment of the beginning of the action – field B, the moment 

of the end of the action – field C. Field A contains the 4-letter code of the FIR or the aerodrome to which 

the NOTAM action is applied. In cases where the NOTAM applies to several FIRs (see the description of 

the FIR in the qualifiers above), field A contains a list of all 4-letter FIR codes, separated by a space. The 

B and C fields contain the moment of the beginning and the end of the action in the format 

YYMMDDhhmm.  

Field B is required, field C may be absent for canceling NOTAMs. For permanent NOTAMs, the D 

field takes on the POST value (PERMANENT or PERM). If the end time is calculated, the EST is 

indicated at the end of the line. The next line is the field «D», the schedule of the subject NOTAM. This 

field is optional and in most cases is missing. The work schedule contains the specifying work schedule of 

the NOTAM facility (s), for example, zones, routes, special work aerodromes, etc. As a rule, the schedule 

is present for NOTAM with a long period of validity. This is followed by a mandatory field «E» – the text 

part of the NOTAM. The text part can be followed by an optional line of heights of NOTAM action, 

containing 2 fields «F» and «D». Processing of NOTAM messages is performed by the module 

automatically. A structural analysis of the text is carried out for the presence of required fields and the 

correct format for providing information in each of them. If the module detects structural errors – no 

required field, error in the qualifiers, inconsistency in the time or location format, lack of text – such a 

message is marked as unprocessed and sent for manual correction and processing to the operator. An 

error-free structured NOTAM is processed in two steps. At the first stage, general information and a work 

schedule are formed, if there is a «D» field. General information is sent to the NOTAM database. 

Processing of the NOTAM number and its identifiers is performed without regard to the language, 

messages with the NOTAM number – Ы0001 and Y0001 will be processed as one NOTAM. At the 

second stage, the textual part is analyzed for the presence of time constraints in the form of coordinates of 

zones and areas and closed sections of routes. When the coordinates of zones or zones are found, the 

information is transferred to special tables for the characteristics of the zone and coordinates separately. 

Descriptions of zones in the text should be separated by a dot or, in the case of manual processing, by the 

«#» symbol. The module automatically recognizes a simple representation of coordinates in the form of a 

polyline and a circle and can determine the description of the radius and width in the text. The module 

does not recognize the coordinates of the arc type and along the state border. Such a description of the 

metric is parsed manually by the operator.  

Route sections in the text are defined by the presence of the key phrases «ROUTE», «TRASSE», 

«ATS IN», «SEGMEN» and the mandatory presence of a colon after them, which is the beginning of the 

description of the list of sections. Route sections are sorted line by line. Each leg is mapped to one or 
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more segments in the ATS route table. The quality of the information received as a result of parsing route 

sections depends on the completeness and relevance of the filling of the route tables. 

Maintaining the NOTAM database is carried out using the input form. NOTAMs enter the table 

through automatic parsing of messages. If there is no NOTAM in the list, it is necessary to check the 

presence of the corresponding message in the database and its status. The reason for the missing NOTAM 

could be the absence of the original message or a failure in automatic processing. In the first case, it is 

necessary to request to repeat the message from the submitter, in the second case – to process the text of 

the telegram in manual mode.  

 

 

Figure 195 -  NOTAM database maintenance form 

The right side of the form contains a list of NOTAMs with a filter at the top.  

The «Number» field is intended for selection by NOTAM number. The canceled or replaced number 

is not searched.  

The field «FIR (aerodrome)» allows you to select records by the field «A» – localization. The filter 

can be used when checking the current NOTAM list for a specific FIR or aerodrome.  

The «Series» field is for selecting NOTAMs of a certain series. This filter works in accordance with 

the set language.  

The «Year» field is used to select records by year. By default, the current year is set. The filter by 

years is carried out in the range from 2000 to the next year. 

Field «Type» – allows you to select NOTAMs by type of action (new, canceling, replacing).  

Field «Text» – for contextual search by field «E». 
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The right side of the form contains information obtained from the message. In the upper part in the 

box «NOTAM content» the number, type and number of the replacing or canceling NOTAM (if any) is 

displayed.  

Field «Determinants» – contains the information of the field «U» in a disassembled form through a 

separator.  

The «Location» field indicates the localization of the NOTAM – the «A» field.  

The field «Period of validity» contains information from the moment of the beginning (field B) and 

the end of the NOTAM – (field «C»).  

The window located below contains a work schedule (field «D») and a table with disassembled 

elements. With the correct parsing of the graph, the entries in the table should correspond to the text 

description.  

In the lower right part of the form there is a field with tabs:  

 Tab «Text NOTAM» – is displayed constantly.  

 Tab «Zones / Areas in text» tab – is displayed if there are disassembled or manually created by 

the operator of the NOTAM zones and contains two tables. The upper one with the list of zones, 

the lower one with the zone coordinates, if they are set. 

 

 

Figure 196 -  Tab for displaying areas and NOTAM zones 

«Route segments» tab – displayed if there are NOTAM routes disassembled by the segment. The 

bookmark contains two tables. The left side with a disassembled list of sections that are found in the 

NOTAM text, the right side with sections of the ATS routes that are found in the ATS route database. 

 

 

Figure 197 -  The tab for displaying districts and zones NOTAM 
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Double-clicking on the table of zones in the tab with zones or on the table with a section of routes 

will display them on the map. The route is displayed along with a separately selected section (see figure 

below). 

 

    

Figure 198 -  View NOTAM zones and routes on the map 

Under the tabs there is a field «Heights», «H min» – the lower border (contains the height from the 

field «F»), «H max» – the upper limit (contains the height from the field «W»).  

«Text Analysis» button – is intended for manual processing of NOTAM text. Manual processing is 

performed in cases where the result of automatic processing is incomplete, incorrect or does not 

correspond to the NOTAM text. Calling the processing dialog is also carried out from the message 

processing form without the NOTAM list on the left. Calling the processing dialog is accompanied by 

blocking the left part of the form. Processing is carried out within one record using loaded telegram text. 

 

 

Figure 199 -  NOTAM manual parser dialog 
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The processing dialog is shown in the figure below. The text from the received message is 

transferred to the upper part of the form in the «NOTAM text» field. If the NOTAM has already been 

processed and changes have been made to the text, the field will contain the updated text. The operator 

may correct the text of the NOTAM taking into account the specification described in ICAO Appendix 

15. Recognition of the text can be performed in whole or in part. Full parsing is carried out using the 

«Parse» button with the «+ zones» and «+ routes» flags set.  

The flag «+ zones» is intended to enable the function of finding a zone in the text after parsing 

NOTAMs, the flag «+ routes» – to search and parsing sections of the route.  

Below the text field are the fields with the number, type and replaced NOTAM. If the NOTAM to 

be replaced or canceled is present in the database, the «...» button is active, which serves to display the 

text of the canceled or replaced NOTAM (see the figure below). 

 

 

Figure 200 -  Canceled or replaced NOTAM 

Identifier fields (below the number) are not editable. Changing fields is carried out by editing and 

re-parsing the message text. The «Position» field is intended for editing the localization («A» field).  

Fields «Beginning» and «End» – to edit the moment of the beginning (field «B») and end (field «C») 

of the NOTAM validity period.  

Fields «H bottom» – for editing the value of units of measurement and counting the lower limit 

(fields «F»).  

Fields «H top» – for editing the value of units of measurement and counting the upper limit (fields 

«F»). At the bottom of the form there is a field with tabs similar to those in the NOTAM dialog. All three 

tabs are active regardless of the availability of information.  

The tab «Schedule NOTAM» is intended for manual entry of the schedule of the object's action by 

NOTAM (pod «D»). 

 

 

Figure 201 -  NOTAM schedule section 
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Manual correction of the «Schedule» in the text field is allowed, for a complete analysis the button 

«Recognize» is intended. At the bottom of the tab there is an editable table of schedule entries. T 

«Region (zones)» tab is used to manually enter the zones that appear in the text. 

 

   

Figure 202 -  Airspaces restriction tab from NOTAM 

The NOTAM zone table is designed to store both temporary airspace elements and references to 

existing published airspace elements. In cases where a permanently active hazardous or restricted flight 

zone is activated in the NOTAM text, the analysis module does not create an entry in this table and 

therefore requires operator intervention. Entering new and editing existing zones is carried out in the left 

part of the tab.  

Under the table, the «H min» fields are intended for editing the values of the units of measurement 

and the counting of the lower boundary of the zone, the «H masks» fields – for the correction of the value, 

units of measure and the counting of the upper boundary of the zone.  

The «Zone» field contains two buttons «+» and «...». The «+» button allows you to add a new 

element (zone) to NOTAM. The «...» button allows you to select a VI element using the element selection 

dialog. If there are no records in the table, a new one is created, otherwise the current record will be 

replaced by the parameters of the published zone. For records to which a zone is bound in the «Zone» 

field, a detach button «-» is added. For example – . 

 

 

Figure 203 -  Selected airspace dialog 
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The dialog for selecting airspaces consists of a filter, a table of airspaces and buttons «Select», 

«Exit» and «Help». When the dialog is activated, the selection of airspace elements is carried out within 

the ICAO region specified in the first four-letter code of the «Position» field, the date of action is set from 

the «Start» field. Filtration is performed by area code, name, date of action and type.  

The «Route segments» tab is intended for manual editing of routes that appear in the text. 

 

 

Figure 204 -  Segments section 

The left part of the tab contains a list of sections in which it is allowed to edit the minimum and 

maximum flight levels (heights) in the «H minimum» and «H maximum» fields, respectively.  

The right side of the bookmark (with the found sections of the ATS routes) cannot be edited. It is 

recommended to make changes by means of partial parsing of NOTAMs with the «+ routes» mode 

enabled.  

Saving edited records is carried out using the «Save» button located on the bottom panel. 

Cancellation of saving is performed by pressing the «Exit» button. Pressing the button will return to the 

NOTAM database maintenance form and unlock the NOTAM list. 

 

3.9.4 Output NOTAM restricted to chart 

The form for applying restrictions on NOTAMs is launched on the taskbar using the button 

«Information output from NOTAMs» – . Before you can apply constraints, you need to set up a 

working map. It is desirable that the worksheet be blank, as aeronautical information drawn from 

NOTAM is of a temporary nature.  

In the upper part of the form there is a field «Working map», which allows you to select a working 

aeronautical user map from the current set. The «Clear Map» flag is designed to completely remove all 

objects before applying restrictions. As a rule, restrictions are applied for one day or for a specified period 

of time on a separate chart connected to a set of aeronautical charts with the current situation.  

Filter «NOTAM» contains:  

The «Number» field is used for selection by NOTAM number.  

The field «FIR (aerodrome)» allows you to select records by localization. The filter can be applied 

when applying the current restrictions for a specific FIR or airfield.  

Field «Series» – for selecting NOTAMs of a certain series.  

The «Year» field is used to select records by year.  

Field «Type» – allows you to select NOTAMs by type of action: new, cancel and replace. 
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Figure 205 -  NOTAM restriction form  

Flag «Period» – for selection of NOTAMs, valid during the specified period. The period is selected 

using two parameters. When the flag is set, the «Active» field is activated, which serves to select active 

NOTAMs in the specified period. 

For example, the period from 1 to 5 is specified (assuming that the first day is Monday). If the 

NOTAM is valid from 1 to 31 (but with Saturdays and Sundays) and the «Period» flag is set, the record 

will be selected, and if the «Active» is set, it will be discarded, since Saturday and Sunday are not 

included in the period from 1 to 5.  
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Figure 206 -  Result of drawing restrictions on the route map 

The «Text» field is for contextual text search.  

The NOTAM table consists of columns: number – indicating the number as in the first line of the 

NOTAM, FIR or aerodrome message – displaying the localization, the start and end validity period and 

identifiers. The end period of validity in the table can be marked with a «*» symbol, which means that the 

end moment is calculated.  

At bottom of the form is a field with graphics and text NOTAM and flags for setting the output. 

Checkbox «Create zones» – is used to enable the mode of restricting airspace by zones and closed areas. 

The flag is set by default.  

Checkbox «Create sections» – to enable the mode of drawing closed sections of routes.  

The flag is set by default. Flag «Add area» – to enable the mode of drawing the area of  NOTAM 

coverage from the identifier. An object of the «cross» type is drawn in the center, around it is a circle with 

the radius specified in the Sh field. By default, the flag is unchecked.  

The «Apply objects fill» checkbox is used to apply objects of the transparent fill type to zones.  

The flag is unchecked by default. The mode is used when it is necessary to get a general picture of 

the operating elements for the specified date on the route map. An areal translucent red object of the 

«main template buffer» type is applied along the coordinates of the zone; the same yellow object, width 

from the axis, depending on the levels, is applied on the sections of the ATS routes. If one of the echelons 

is higher than 8,200 meters, the total width is 18,500 meters, otherwise 10,000 meters.  

The figure below shows the result of applying different types of constraints to the map. The zone in 

the area of  the NELOR point is marked in red by NOTAM with the number Y7269 / 20 (see the tooltip). 

The sections of the routes of the lower airspace, in particular the A937 (FL140-FL260) are plotted with a 

width of 10 km, and the route W241 with upper echelon FL530 – with a buffer with a width of 18.5 km. 
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4 DATA EXCHANGE 

4.1 Exchange data in format ARINC 

4.1.1 General information 

The converter ARINC allows you to export AI data from the map and from the database to text files 

of the exchange format ARINC and vice versa. The generated text files comply with the specifications of 

version 424-19 and they are intended for updating on-board navigation databases. Information in the 

format ARINC meets the following conventions: 

 all distances are specified in tenth nautical miles (1 NM = 1852 m); 

 all elevations are indicated in feet (1 ft = 0.3208 m); 

 all altitudes are indicated in levels (FLXXX) or in feet; 

 the height reference is set for each object according to the specification; 

 coordinate system WGS-84; 

 all names are in English. 

 

Feature for the work of the import converter: 

The specification of the sections ERIN EP in the format ARINC (routes) does not contain the 

coordinates of the segments, but it stores the identifiers of points and radio navigation aids between which 

route segments are laid. The process of creating a metric for route sections provides for the coordinates of 

segment points. To obtain a point metric, the file with ATS routes must contain sections with points 

through which these routes are laid. 

The import of the route part is pre-loaded with a point table. Points must be present in the file 

ARINC in the form of sections EA, PC, DB, D_. When drawing routes, points are not mapped. Drawing 

points is performed by selecting the flags of the corresponding categories of objects. 

The object is updated in the database for the elements of the system ATS by a separate algorithm, 

and for the exit, approach and landing routes, separately. ATS system elements are updated in case of 

exact coincidence for the object parameter in the corresponding category, as well as if the update date or 

AIRAC cycle is older than the date of putting into operation of the object. At airports, it is checked that 

the date of the last correction in the database is less than the date of recording in the routes ARINC file. 

SID / STAR / IAP are updated when one of the categories of aerodrome routes is selected. 

Import of standard departure, approach and landing routes is carried out exclusively in the database. 

The lack of direct import to the map is due to the fact that the navigation database in the ARINC format 

does not allow storing all the parameters necessary for calculating the metric part of legs. For example, in 

the format ARINC, there is no mention of aircraft speed and roll at different stages, which makes it 

difficult to calculate the turning radius. 

 

Feature for the work of the export converter: 

Objects that do not contain useful aeronautical information, in particular: design objects, captions, 

labels, pointers, as well as those that do not correspond to the encoding of the air navigation classifier, are 

ignored by the converter. Depending on the selected mode, «All sections into one file» or «Each section 

into a separate file», the end of the export ends with the formation of one or more files.  

 

4.1.2 Types of processed data ARINC 

According to the specification, ARINC categories of objects are divided into separate sections. 

There is the internal division into sub-sections within categories. The task allows you to import and export 

data in the sections indicated in the table. The section EO of the obstacle is processed in two formats – in 

the standard format and in the format ARNAD. 
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Table 7 -   Table Processing of ARINC sections 

Section 
Points 

Airspace 

elements 

Airspace 

elements 

Routes 
Obstacl

es SID STAR IAP ATS 
Hol-

ding 

EA D DB PN UF UC UR PA PG PI PL PS PD PE PF ER EP EO 

map 
export + + + + + +          +  + 

import + + + + + +          +  + 

DB 
export + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  + 

import + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  + 

 

Data exchange with a map and data format depends on the completeness of the semantic 

characteristics for objects. It is not possible to determine the belonging of a point according to its 

functional purpose (EL EF EC sections and the number and characteristics of airport runways section PG). 

Therefore, the processing of these sections without a database is impossible. 

 

4.1.3 Exporting information from the map to the format ARINC 

The export converter is designed to generate text files of the exchange format of the specification 

ARINC from AI data stored in the database or from the map. Information from the map is exported when 

the database is disabled under the control of the dialog shown in the figure below.  

 

 

Figure 207 -  Export form to ARINC 

In the field «Input data» the processed map is selected. The drop-down list contains user maps, 

connected to the current map. They are based on the air navigation classifier. 

The field «Save to ARINC file» allows you to select the resulting file into which the export will be 

performed. Different categories of objects can be saved in one file or each category (section) in a separate 
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file. In the mode «All sections into one file», all information from one or several maps is exported to a 

single file. Recording to a file is performed sequentially in sections. 

In the mode «Each section into a separate file», as many files will be created as the number of 

categories selected in the field «Setting the composition of aeronautical information». Each file will have 

a name chosen by the user, with the addition of a serial number. For example, if the file 

«C:\XXX\xxx.txt», is selected, then the generated files will have the names «C:\XXX\xxx_1.txt», 

«C:\XXX\xxx_2.txt». 

The field «Aeronautical information composition» contains flags for selecting categories of objects 

to be exported. When you select a map in the drop-down list, the map is scanned for objects in sections. 

As a result of scanning, flags corresponding to the found category of objects become active. 

In the field «Processing status» in the upper line, the general export process is displayed. The top bar 

indicates how much categories of objects from the total number for selected categories are processed. 

The bottom line displays the total import percentage for the current category of objects. Under the 

ruler, the total number of objects for the category, the number of created objects, and the number of 

objects with errors are displayed. 

The list of errors is saved in the log, which is a text file. The log is located in the folder LOG with 

the map and has the extension «.arinc.LOG». The name of the log file corresponds to the name of the file 

ARINC to export. 

Note. The completeness and quality of the resulting information depends on the completeness for 

filling the semantics of objects when exporting from a map. The completeness of the exported 

information from the database to the files depends on from the completeness of filling the database.  

 

4.1.4 Exporting information from the database to the format ARINC 

Information from the database is exported when the database is connected. The export settings form 

is called from the panel by a button  and it is conditionally divided into three parts. 

At the top of the form, there is a button bar that serves to select the type of exported information. 

 

 

Figure 208 -  Panel for selecting the type of AI information for export to ARINC 

In the central part, there is the composition of the exported data with filters and additional settings at 

the bottom of each tab. 

There are 3 buttons at the bottom of the form: 

The flag «Add set to file» – serves to supplement the file ARINC with information from the 

database. Using the mode, the operator can generate generalized data sets for the whole ICAO region. 

The button «Export» – serves to export the selected data set. The button is active, if there is at least 

one record in the data table. 

The button «Exit» finishes working with the converter and closes the form. 

The button «Help» opens a help section in accordance with the type of exported information. 

 

4.1.5 Export significant points from database to ARINC 

The dialog for exporting main (key) points is called by the button  on the top of the form. 

In the central part, a list of the main points and radio navigation aids to be exported is displayed. 

The field «Act» is used to enable the filter by date. All the main points are exported which, at the 

time of export, entered or did not complete the action according to AI documents. 
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The field «Section» sets the filter by sections of the section ARINC. Partitioning the kit (set) allows 

you to unload radio navigation aids separately from the main points. 

The field «Region» is used to select points in the region ICAO. 

 

 

Figure 209 -  Export form of main (key) points in ARINC  

The result of exporting the main points to the exchange format ARINC is a text format file of the 

structure ARINC. The file contains one or several ARINC sections, depending on the type of exported 

points: D_ – radio navigation aids VOR, DME, TACAN in various combinations, DB – radio beacons 

NDB, EA – ICAO points included in the routes. 

 

4.1.6 Exporting routes from database to ARINC 

The route export dialog is called by the button  on the top of the form. 

The field «Active» is used to select routes by the validity date. 

The field «Region» is used to select routes in the region ICAO. A route is considered to belong to a 

region, if at least one segment crosses it. When export is limited to a region only those sections of the 

route that belong to the selected region are included in the resulting file. 
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Figure 210 -  Route export form in ARINC 

At the bottom of the form, there is the flag «Enable points». Setting the flag allows you to export the 

route part along with the points included in the routes to the shared file. Points through which several 

routes pass are exported once. 

Flag «Holding routes (EP)» – includes holding routes in the specified region. 

In the central part, a list of routes to be exported is displayed. On the right side, there is a list of 

sections for each route. 

The result of exporting routes is a text format file of the structure ARINC. The file contains the 

section ER – routes. Additionally, the section EP can be exported – holding routes. 

 

4.1.7 Exporting elements of airspace from database to ARINC 

The route export dialog is called by the button  on the top of the form. The composition of the 

exported elements of the airspace is adjusted in the filter located in the upper part of the form. 

The field «Act» – serves to enable the filter of airspace elements by date. 

The field «Section» is used to select the category of airspace elements by sections ARINC. When 

you select the section UF, it will be selected: 

 Flight information areas (FIRs) of the lower and upper airspace (FIR, UIR); 

 When choosing the section UF, the kit (set) will include: 

- Control Traffic Areas (CTA); 

- Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA); 

- Control zone (CTR); 

- Training area (T-area). 
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 When choosing the section UR, the kit (set) will include: 

- Prohibited area (P-area); 

- Flight restriction area (R-area); 

- Danger area (D-area). 

 

The field «Region» is used to select airspace elements according to their belonging to the region 

ICAO.  

 

 

Figure 211 -  Export form of airspace elements in ARINC 

In the central part, a list of airspace elements to be exported is displayed. Airspace elements are 

exported with a high-altitude component and displayed by viewing programs in the form of three-

dimensional objects. 

The result of exporting airspace elements is a file of the text format ARINC. The file contains one 

or more ARINC sections, depending on the type of ATS areas exported: UF – flight information areas, 

UC – dispatch areas CTA, TMA, CTR and training areas, UR – restricted areas and restricted flight areas. 

 

4.1.8 Export aerodromes and heliports from database to ARINC 

The export dialog of aerodromes and heliports is called up by a button  on the top of the form. 

The composition of the exported information is configured in the filter. 

The flags «Name» and «Code ICAO», together with the field, are used to select aerodromes by 

ICAO name or code, respectively. 
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The field «Region» serves to select airfields and heliports by their belonging to the region ICAO. 

Selection by region belongs to the first two letters of the code ICAO for the aerodrome, unless the code 

ICAO is not assigned to the aerodrome.  

In the central part, there is displayed a list of airfields and heliports selected for export. In this 

dialog, only the main airport settings are exported.  

 

 

Figure 212 -  Export form of airports and helipads in ARINC 

The result of export for restricted flight areas is a file of text format the structure ARINC. The file 

contains sections of RA and HA with the main parameters of the aerodrome or heliport. When the flags 

are enabled at the bottom of the form, the set is complemented by: 

Flag «runway courses» – section PG containing characteristics of landing courses; 

Flag «Stands» – section PB containing stands; 

Flag «Services» – PV section which contains the services of ground-based aerodrome traffic and air 

navigation services with call signs and frequencies; 

Flag «ILS» – PI section containing ILS landing system parameters; 

Flag «MLS» – section PL containing the parameters of the landing systems MLS; 

Flag «Sectors MSA» – by sections PS and PK containing MSA sectors. 

 

4.1.9 Exporting obstacles from database to format ARINC 

The obstacle export dialog is called by the button  on the top of the form. The composition of 

the exported information is configured in the filter: 

The field «Act» – serves to enable the filter by the current date of the status for the obstacle. 

The field «Region» is used to select obstacles for belonging to the region ICAO. 
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The flag «Limit by height» – serves as a filter of obstacles by absolute height. 

 

 

Figure 213 -  Obstacle export form in ARINC 

In the central part, it is displayed a list of obstacles selected for export. The format ARINC provides 

only point obstacle metrics, so exporting obstacles with linear and area metrics is not provided in the 

format. Obstacles that are involved in the calculation of departure and approach departure routes marked 

«planned» are exported along with existing obstacles. 

At the bottom of the form, there is the flag «Export to the set ARNAD». Setting the flag allows you 

to create a set with advanced obstacle parameters in the format of refinements from ARNAD. 

The result of export for the restricted flight areas is a file of text format the structure ARINC. The 

file contains sections AO and PO with obstacle parameters. 

 

4.1.10 Export SID/STAR/IAC from database to ARINC 

The export dialog for aerodrome routes is called up by the button  on the top of the form. The 

routes of departure, arrival, landing and holding at the airport are exported. 

On the left side of the form, there is a list of airfields with a filter by name, ICAO code and region.  
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Figure 214 -  Export form of departure routes to ARINC 

The right part of the dialog is divided into 4 parts by sections. At the bottom of the form. 

The flag «SID/STAR of the current airfield» – restricts the export to the current airfield in the list. 

The mode is used when it is necessary to unload the area of a separate aerodrome. 

The flag «Include points and courses» – adds runway courses and aerodrome route points to the set. 

The mode is used to create an independent set of data on routes. 

The result of exporting to ARINC will be a set consisting of: 

PD sections when the flag of departure routes is on; 

PE sections with the flag of approach routes enabled; 

PF sections with the flag of the landing routes. 

Point sections (D_, DB, EA, PC, HC, PP, PN, PM) – PF landing courses section – with the flag 

«Enable points and courses» enabled. 

 

4.1.11 Import from format ARINC 

The import converter is designed to process AI data in the ARINC exchange format for sorting and 

applying information to aeronautical charts and updating database records. The mapping of the category 

for objects to custom aeronautical charts is configured in the form «Task settings» and it allows you to 

organize the imported data. 

In the field «Initial data», a file in the format ARINC is selected using the button «…». After selecting 

a file, it is scanned and structure is determined. Depending on the composition, the corresponding flags 

become available in the field «Configure the composition of aeronautical information». 

The field «Setting the composition of aeronautical information» is filled with flags for selecting the 

category and subcategory of imported objects. Depending on the presence of sections in the source file 

ARINC, the corresponding flags will be active. 

The flag «Create captions» is always active and it is designed to generate captions for ICAO points, 

terminal points, all categories of radio navigation aids and aerodromes. Captions are created in one of nine 

positions relative to the insertion point. One position is at the insertion point, and eight are shifted in all 

directions of the world by the distance indicated in the adjacent field in millimeters on paper. 
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The «Create obstacles with point objects» flag is taken into account when importing obstacles and is 

designed to create all obstacles from the source file by point objects (one point object is built for each 

coordinate). 

 

 

Figure 215 -  Import form with ARINC 

Table 8 -   Table Correspondence of ARINC sections for the category of objects 

Flag on the form 
Sections 

ARINC 
Flag 

Sections 

ARINC 

ICAO points 
EA,EO, 

EF,EL 
FIR and ATS areas UF, UC 

Terminal points HC,PC Restricted areas UR 

Radio navigation aids DB, D_ Aerodromes and heliports PA HA 

Terminal of RR (RNS) PN, PM Landing courses PG 

ILS,MLS PI, PL Holding routes EP 

ATS routes EA Magnetic declination grid AV 

Obstacles  PO, EO   
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In Sheet «Import to maps», for each category of the system ATS for which the map is mapped, in 

the form «Settings», a flag is set. Point categories correspond to two categories of ARINC objects: trace 

points (sections EA, EL, EF, EC, D, DB) and terminal points (sections PC, PP, PT, PN, PM). The flag 

Points and REM is set when drawing route points on the route map, the flag «terminal points» on the map 

of airfield routes. Setting of the flag signals that the map is included in the processing for drawing objects. 

The absence of a flag corresponds to the exclusion of the user map from the processing process. 

The field «Processing status» in the upper line, it is displayed the general process of import 

processing. The percentage indicates how much categories of objects from the total number of selected 

categories are processed. The current processed category of objects is displayed in the field «Processing 

status». For example, when importing ATS routes, the text looks like «Processing status: Import ATS 

routes». 

 

 

Figure 216 -  Result of importing ARINC file 

The bottom line in the field «Processing status» displays the percentage of processed objects in the 

current category. Under the ruler, there are displayed the total number of objects for the category, the 

number of created objects, and the number of objects with errors. 

The list of errors is saved in the log, which is a text file. The log is located in the folder LOG with 

the map and it has the extension «.arinc.LOG». The name of the log file corresponds to the name of the 

file ARINC from which the import is performed. The error log contains the start date of the import 

operation, a complete list of errors with line number, text content and value. Some import errors are 

automatically corrected, for example, magnetic courses of segments, which differ by less than 160 

degrees. In order to identify the object on the map with entries in the file ARINC and the line number in 

which the error occurred, the objects on the map are supplemented with the semantics 32900 «ID in the 

database». The value ID corresponds to the line number. 

The example of importing information from the file ARINC included in the package is shown in the 

figure below. 

Note. Setting the category and the possibility of inclusion, in the processing, allows creating the 

flexible process of sectional updating for the map and the database. Sections of the exchange format file 
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ARINC corresponding to a disabled (inactive) category or a missing map are not processed by the 

converter, including the update branch in the database.  

 

4.1.12 Import from format ARINC to database 

Import of AI data from the exchange format ARINC is performed by internal functions without 

calling a standard converter. The dialog for setting up the import process is shown in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 217 -  Dialog for importing the file ARINC into the database 

In the field «Initial data», it is selected a file in the format ARINC using the button «...». Unlike the 

converter, a preliminary file scan is not performed. 

The field «Aircraft speed for SID/STAR calculation» is used to set the average speed for calculating 

the turning radii on SID/STAR schemes. ARINC data sets are imported into different types of aircraft. 

The geometrical configuration of the same leg containing Turn will differ in different on-board computers 

with the same input data. Downloading to the database involves checking for the correctness of the turns, 

for the calculation of which a speed value is necessary. 

The flag «Obstacles in ARNAD format» is used to select the format for representing obstacles in the 

specification ARINC. Starting from 2017, the old format was replaced by the format ARNAD, so the 

checkbox is turned on by default. 

The «Create obstacles with point objects» flag is taken into account when importing obstacles and is 

designed to create all obstacles from the source file by point objects (one point object is built for each 

coordinate). 

The field «Processing status» in the upper line displays the general process of import processing. 

The current processed category of objects is displayed immediately after the phrase «Processing status». In 

the counters «Total objects», «Created objects» and «Found errors», the progress of the import is 

displayed. When changing the category of objects, the import progress is considered from the total 

number of objects. 

 

4.2 Data exchange in format AIXM5.1 

4.2.1 General information 

AIXM converter allows you to import and export aeronautical data from a map or database into 

XML files in accordance with the specification AIXM 5.1. The converter can exchange information 

between cartographic WEB-servers. The generated text files correspond to the AIXM5.1 data schemas 

published at http://www.aixm.aero/gallery/content/public/schema/5.1. 
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Starting the converter without connected database exports information from open aeronautical 

charts. After authorization in the database, the converter exports information directly from the database to 

AIXM files. Due to the huge amount of information in the specification AIXM, export from the database 

is grouped into categories of API objects. 

 

AIXM converter features: 

Import to the map. The map must be created or opened on the basis of the aeronautical classifier 

dfc.rsc. Sources of information must be in XML format and encoded in AIXM5.1. The file structure 

must be correct. Tags «extension» contain additional internal information from different manufacturers 

and they are ignored by the converter. Import is performed in two passes. At the first stage, tables of 

points and airports are formed, lists of routes and combined RR (RNS) are created. At the second, main 

stage, a complete analysis of the information binding file and mapping of objects to the map is 

performed. 

Export from the map. Objects that do not contain useful aeronautical information, in particular: 

design objects, captions, labels, pointers, as well as those that do not correspond to the coding of the air 

navigation classifier, are not processed by the converter. The converter allows you to export both a 

separate user map and a set of maps to a common exchange file or in separate sets. 

Export from the database. The converter allows you to export information by categories of AI 

objects in whole or selectively, by filter. Airfield infrastructure, lighting, and airfield routes are exported 

to airfields. Batch export of infrastructures for several aerodromes is not performed. Within a single data 

set, end-to-end numbering of all objects of the specification GML is performed, and each air navigation 

subject in the set is identified by a unique UUID.  

 

4.2.2 Types of processing data AIXM 

The converter processes the cartographic aeronautical information, which contains the entire list of 

semantics necessary for the correct formation of the resulting representation of the object, as well as 

information from the database. Non-cartographic information that is stored in the database, it is exported 

in accordance with the table below.  

 

Table 9 -  Table Compliance of names for tags AIXM of the categories AI objects 

Encoding AIXM5.1 Type of aeronautical data 
on the 

map 
in DB 

Export Import 

from 

map 

from 

DB 

to the 

map 

to 

DB 

AeronauticalGroundLight Lighting existing existing  +   

AircraftGroundService Ground services no existing  +   

AircraftStand Stands existing existing  + +  

AirportClearanceService Airport ice cleaning service no existing  +   

AirportHeliport Airfields and heliports existing existing + + +  

AirportSuppliesService Airport supply service no no  +   

Airspace Airspace elements existing existing + + +  

AirTrafficControlService Air traffic control service no existing + +   

AirTrafficManagementServic

e 

Air traffic management 

service 
no existing  +   

AngleIndication* Azimuth to RR (RNS) no existing  + +  
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Encoding AIXM5.1 Type of aeronautical data 
on the 

map 
in DB 

Export Import 

from 

map 

from 

DB 

to the 

map 

to 

DB 

ApproachLightingSystem Approach lighting system existing existing  + +  

Apron Apron existing existing  + +  

ApronElement Apron element existing existing  + +  

ApronLightSystem Apron light system existing existing  + +  

ArrivalFeederLeg Approach legs existing existing  + +  

ArrivalLeg Approach route existing existing  + +  

AuthorityForAirspace Authority for airspace no existing  +   

Azimuth Heading radar (HR) no existing  + 4 +  

DepartureLeg Departure route section existing existing  + +  

DeicingArea 
The area cleaning of the 

aircraft from the ice 
existing no  + +  

DeicingAreaMarking 
Marking of the aircraft 

cleaning zone from ice 
existing no  + +  

DesignatedPoint Main (key) points existing existing + + +  

DistanceIndication Range to RR (RNS) no no  + 4 +  

DME DME range finder existing existing + + +  

Elevation Landing radar existing existing + + +  

FinalLeg Final approach section existing existing  + +  

FireFightingService Fire services no existing + +   

GeoBorder State borders existing existing +    

Glidepath Glide path beacon existing existing + + +  

GroundTrafficControlService Ground traffic control service no existing  +   

GuidanceLine Center line no existing  + +  

HoldingPattern Holding areas and zones no existing  + +  

InformationService Information service existing existing + +   

InitialLeg Initial approach existing existing  + +  

InstrumentApproachProcedure Boarding route existing existing  + +  

IntermediateLeg Intermediate approach existing existing  + +  

Localizer Localizer (Heading Beacon) existing existing + + +  

MarkerBeacon Marker beacon existing existing + + +  

MissedApproachLeg 
Landing legs (without 

division into stages) 
existing existing  + +  

Navaid Combined RR (RNS) existing existing + + +  
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Encoding AIXM5.1 Type of aeronautical data 
on the 

map 
in DB 

Export Import 

from 

map 

from 

DB 

to the 

map 

to 

DB 

NavaidEquipment Radio navigation aids existing existing + + +  

NDB Non-directional beacon existing existing + + +  

OrganisationAuthority Organisation authority no existing  +   

PassengerService Passenger service no existing  +   

ProcedureDME 5 Arc route DME existing existing     

RadioCommunicationChannel Call Signs and Frequencies  no existing  +   

Road 
Road (pavement) of 

aerodrome 
existing no  + +  

Route Route list no existing  + +  

RouteSegment Route segments existing existing + + +  

Runway Runways 
parti-

cular 1 
existing  + +  

RunwayBlastPad Side runway safety lane existing no  + +  

RunwayCentrelinePoint Centerline of the runwa no existing  + +  

RunwayDirection Runway course 
parti-

cular 2 existing  + +  

RunwayDirectionLightSyste

m 

Lighting equipment for the 

landing course 
existing existing  + +  

RunwayElement Runway element no existing  + +  

RunwayMarking Runway marking existing no  + +  

RunwayProtectArea Runway side lanes existing existing  + +  

RunwayProtectAreaLightSystem Runway lighting existing existing  +   

SDF Landing direction finder existing existing   +  

StandardLevelColumn Minimum safe height sectors no no  +   

SearchRescueService Search and rescue services no no  +   

StandardInstrumentArrival Arrival route existing existing  + +  

StandardInstrumentDeparture Departure route existing existing  + +  

StandMarking Stand marking existing no  + +  

SurveyControlPoint Survey control points existing no   +  

TACAN TACAN existing existing + + +  

TaxiHoldingPosition Taxi holding position no existing  + +  

TaxiHoldingPositionMarking 
Taxi holding position 

marking 
existing no  + +  

TaxiHoldingPositionLightSys

tem 

Taxi holding position light 

system 
existing existing  + +  

Taxiway Taxiways 
parti-

cular 3 
existing + + +  
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Encoding AIXM5.1 Type of aeronautical data 
on the 

map 
in DB 

Export Import 

from 

map 

from 

DB 

to the 

map 

to 

DB 

TaxiwayElement Taxiway element no existing  + +  

TaxiwayMarking Taxiway marking existing no  + +  

TaxiwayLightSystem Taxiway light system existing existing  + +  

TouchDownLiftOffLightSyst

em 

Landing site lighting 

equipment 
existing existing  + +  

TouchDownLiftOffSafeArea Landing (helicopter) platform existing existing  + +  

Unit Divisions and services no existing  +   

VerticalStructure Obstacle existing existing + + +  

VisualGlideSlopeIndicator Landing indicator existing no  + +  

VOR VOR existing existing + + +  

WorkArea Airdrome working area existing no  + +  

 

Notes 

particular incomplete information about the runway is applied to the map, in particular, the line 

connecting the two runway thresholds. Information about the width of the runway, the configuration of the 

airfield, the shape of the strip, the presence of shifted thresholds, the height of the profile and other 

information that is required to form a tag in format AIXM in the graphic form of the runway is not 

contained. 

particular when importing from the converter ARINC, objects – indicators of the landing course – 

are plotted on the map. Object semantics contain complete information for ARINC, but not enough for 

AIXM. There is no metric information about obstacle-free zones, a description of the location of the 

threshold, a metric of the sidebands and other important semantic information. 

particular taxiways are drawn in the form of contours for the boundaries of capital pavements and 

do not carry information about the width, center line, longitudinal and axial profiles, marking, points for 

checking equipment and navigation systems before departure and other information. 

particular exported as part of other tags. 

particular from routes of the approach do not stand out routes for DME for a separate category of 

objects. Similar separation is carried out in North America according to the methods developed by the 

service FAA. 

 

4.2.3 Import of aeronautical information from AIXM 5.1 format 

The task is to import the aeronautical information from XML files encoded in accordance with the 

specification AIXM 5.1 into datasets of aeronautical charts. 
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Figure 218 -  Form for importing data from format AIXM 

Using the button «…», in the field «Source data», select the file XML. If the fields «Output data» 

are not filled, then the aeronautical map based on the classifier dfc.rsc will be created by the name of the 

selected file.  

The field «Data composition» is filled out as a result of the preliminary analysis of the file. The field 

takes the values «route map», «airfield», «reference data», «mixed data». 

In the field «Output data», using the button «…», select «Output map» and the air navigation 

classifier. If the map already exists, it will either be cleared or supplemented, depending on the flag set 

«Supplement map». If the map file does not exist, it is proposed to create a map using: 

 standard dialog for filling in the map passport with the flag set «Optional»; 

 the default projection when the flag is set «World Map». The default projection is a cylindrical 

projection with a map type «Miller Cylindrical», which is based on the ellipsoid WGS84. 

 

The field «Settings» is used to configure the result set of data imported to the map. 

The flag «Create captions» allows you to select the position of the caption insertion and the distance 

from the object (insertion point). For airspace elements, the insertion point is the first metric point. The 

field «accuracy» is used to select the accuracy of coordinates in captions. 

The flag «Format (longitude, latitude)» is used to change the order of latitude-longitude in the 

source file. Some coordinate systems transmit coordinate values in which longitude is indicated first. This 

flag is used to correctly apply such data. 

The field «Region ICAO» is used to indicate the region ICAO in the result set. The specification 

AIXM does not imply the storage of regions in its structure, which can lead to incorrect subsequent export 

of such a data set to the format ARINC or to the database. In order to link information to the area, it is 

recommended to indicate the correct region when importing information, as well as use data when 

importing within the same region. 

The field «Processing status» displays the overall process of import processing. The percentage 

indicates how much categories of objects from the total number of selected categories are processed. 

The buttons «Run», «Exit» and «Help» are used to start import, end work and call help. When you 

click the button «Run», it becomes inactive, and the button «Interrupt» serves to stop the import process. 
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4.2.4 Exporting AI information from the map to format AIXM 5.1  

This task is intended for exporting the aeronautical information from aeronautical maps and 

generating aeronautical data in XML format in accordance with the specification AIXM 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 219 -  Form for exporting data to format AIXM 

In the field «Input data» it is selected the processed map. The drop-down list contains open maps 

that are based on the aeronautical classifier dfc.rsc. If there are no aeronautical charts, a message is issued 

informing you that the converter is not working.  

The flag «All maps are processed» is available if there are several air navigation maps in the set. 

Setting the flag allows you to export information from all aeronautical charts of the set to a common file 

or to different files. 

 

 

Figure 220 -  Message about the absence of AI data 

The field «Save to file AIXM» is used to select the resulting file and display the full path to it. The 

button «…» selects the name of the resulting file. If the flag «All sets to one file» is set, then the output is 

executed to a common file. When the flag «Each set to a separate file» is set, the aeronautical information 

from each map is exported to a separate file. The file name is formed from the specified name with the 

addition of a number at the end of the name. For example, if the file «C:\export\sample.xml», is selected, 
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then when exporting several maps the files «C:\export\sample_01.xml», «C:\export\sample_02.xml» will 

be created and so on. 

The field «Data format» is used to select the data presentation format AIXM. The default format is 

AIXM, which is designed to exchange information with geospatial data banks and aeronautical data bases. 

The format WFS is used to test the export of a set of aeronautical data using the protocol OGC 

WebFeatureService. 

The field «Setting parameters of the resulting data set» includes: 

 the field «Start number gml», which is used to set the initial value of the counter for the numbers 

of objects gml to be identified in the set. When exporting two or more maps, the numbering will 

be general regardless of the method for exporting the sets. General numbering is provided for 

the possibility of combining data sets when importing route maps consisting of several user 

maps; 

 the field «Localization», which is used to generate attributes of some text tags of the 

specification AIXM. Attributes allow you to identify languages of textual remarks and titles in 

third-party software and correctly combine information in databases.  

 

The field «Processing status» in the upper line displays the general export process and the 

percentage of processing the number for aeronautical charts from the common set. 

The bottom line displays the percentage of processed objects on the current map. The total number 

of objects, the number of created objects, and number of export errors are displayed below the ruler 

(tools). 

The completeness and quality of the resulting information depends on the completeness for filling 

the semantics of map objects. Objects that are not subject to export from the map or those that do not 

contain the basic aeronautical information are skipped by the converter. 

 

4.2.5 Exporting AI from database to format AIXM 5.1  

Information from the database is exported when the database is connected. The export settings form 

is called from the panel by a button . 

The form is divided into three parts. At the top of the form is a button bar that serves to select the 

type of exported information. 

 

 

Figure 221 -  Panel for selecting the type of AI information for export to AIXM 

Below there is the field «Start Index GML», which is used to set the initial number of objects gml in 

the exported dataset. 

There are 3 buttons at the bottom of the form: 

The button «Export» – serves to export the selected data set. Export is accompanied by the opening 

of a standard file selection dialog, in which information is saved in format AIXM. The button is active, if 

there is at least one record in the data table. 

Export can be interrupted at any time. At the end of the export, a message is displayed on the 

number of objects that are exported and on the number of objects in the set. If there are errors, information 

about the number of objects that are not exported is included in the messages. 
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Figure 222 -  Message about successful export to AIXM format 

The button «Exit» finishes working with the converter and closes the form. 

The button «Help» opens a help section in accordance with the type of exported information. 

The central part contains a filter and the main table with data. Depending on the type of information, 

the content of the central part for the form is changed. 

 

4.2.6 Exporting significant points from database to AIXM 5.1  

The dialog for exporting main (key) points is called by the button  on the top of the form. 

In the central part, it is displayed a list of the main points and radio navigation aids to be exported. 

 

 

Figure 223 -  Export form of the main (key) points in AIXM 

The field «Valid to» is used to enable the filter by date. All the main points are exported which, at 

the time of export, entered or did not complete the action according to AI documents. 

The field «Name (code)» is used to select the main points by name or code. The selection includes 

all points, in the name of which, there is containing the phrase entered in the field. 
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The field «Type of point RR (RNS)» is used to select points or radio navigation aids by type. Reset 

is performed by selecting «= ALL =». 

The field «Region» is used to select points in the region ICAO. 

 

  

View of the file in AIXM File contents 

Figure 224 -  The result of exporting the main (key) points to format AIXM 

The result of exporting the main points to the exchange format AIXM is xml file containing the tags 

aixm:DesignatedPoint, aixm:DME, aixm:Navaid, aixm:NDB, aixm:VOR, aixm:TACAN, 

aixm:MarkerBeacon. 

 

4.2.7 Exporting enroutes from database to AIXM 5.1  

The route export dialog is called by the button  on the top of the form. The composition of 

exported routes is configured in the filter located in the central part of the form. 

The field «Valid to» is used to enable the filter of routes by date. 

The field «Route code» is used for selection by name. The selection includes all routes whose name 

contains the phrase in the field. 

The field «Belonging to the airspace» is used to select routes by belonging to the airspace, divided 

by altitudes. All sections of the route are exported for which at least one segment falls into the airspace 

membership condition. Reset is performed by selecting «= ALL =».  

The field «Region» is used to select routes in the region ICAO. A route is considered to belong to a 

region, if at least one segment crosses it. When export is limited by a region in the resulting file, there are 

included only those sections of the route that belong to the selected region. 

At the bottom of the form, there is the flag «Export points of areas». Setting the flag allows you to 

export the route part along with the points that are used in this route to the shared file. The common 

points through which several routes pass are exported once. 
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Figure 225 -  Form of export for routes in AIXM 

  

View of the file in AIXM 
File contents 

 

Figure 226 -  The result of exporting the routes to format AIXM 
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In the central part, it is displayed a list of routes to be exported. On the right side, there is a list of 

sections for each route. Route sections are displayed to control the operation of filters. 

The result of exporting routes to the exchange format AIXM is xml file containing the tags: aixm: 

Route, aixm: RouteSegment, and when the flag «Export points of areas» is set, the tags of the main points: 

aixm:DesignatedPoint, aixm:DME, aixm:Navaid, aixm:NDB, aixm:VOR, aixm:TACAN, 

aixm:MarkerBeacon. 

 

4.2.8 Exporting airspace elements from database to AIXM 5.1  

The route export dialog is called by the button  on the top of the form. The composition of the 

exported elements of the airspace is adjusted in the filter located in the central part of the form. 

The field «Valid to» - serves to enable the filter of airspace elements by date. 

The field «Type of airspace element» is used to select the airspace element by type. Reset is 

performed by selecting «= ALL =». Only those types of airspace elements are exported that are introduced 

through the complex AI in the form of entering airspace elements. There is a list of exported types for 

airspace: 

 Flight Information Regions (FIR); 

 Control Traffic Areas (CTA); 

 Treminal control areas (TMA); 

 Control regions (CTR); 

 Aerodrome information zones (ADIZ); 

 Uncontrolled airspace (FIZ); 

 Training area (T-area); 

 Prohibited area (P-area); 

 Flight restriction area (R-area); 

 Danger area (D-area); 

 Temporarily allocated airspace (TSA). 
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Figure 227 -  Export form for airspace elements in AIXM 

The field «Name is used to select a set by name, in which the specified text occurs. 

The field «Belonging to the airspace» serves to select the elements of the airspace by belonging to 

the airspace. Reset is performed by selecting «= ALL =». 

The field «Region» is used to select airspace elements according to their belonging to the region 

ICAO. 

In the central part, it is displayed a list of airspace elements to be exported. Airspace elements are 

exported with a high-altitude component and displayed by viewing programs in the form of three-

dimensional objects. 
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View of the file in AIXM File contents 

Figure 228 -  The result of exporting routes to format AIXM 

The result of exporting airspace elements to the exchange format AIXM is XML file containing the 

tag: aixm:Airspace. 

 

4.2.9 Exporting aerodromes and heliports from database to AIXM 5.1  

The export dialog of aerodromes and heliports is called up by a button  on the top of the form. 

The composition of the exported information is configured in filter located in the central part of the form. 

The flags «Name» and «Code ICAO» together with the field are used to select aerodromes by the 

name or ICAO code in which the text appears in the field. 
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Figure 229 -  Export form for airports and helipads in AIXM 

The result of exporting airports to the exchange format AIXM is XML file containing tags 

aixm:AirportHeliport. 

 

 
 

View of the file in AIXM File contents 

Figure 230 -  The result of exporting airports to format AIXM 
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The field «Region» serves to select airfields and heliports by their belonging to the region ICAO. 

Selection by region belongs to the first two letters of the code ICAO for the aerodrome, unless the code 

ICAO is not assigned to the aerodrome.  

In the central part, it is displayed a list of airfields and heliports selected for export. In this dialog, 

only the main airport settings are exported. Export of aerodrome services, divisions, organizations, 

passenger facilities, aircraft, infrastructure, lighting equipment and ATS and ATC bodies is carried out in 

Sheet «Export of the airfield infrastructure» and «Export of lighting equipment». 

 

4.2.10 Export obstacles from database to AIXM 5.1 

The obstacle export dialog is called by the button  on the top of the form. The composition of 

the exported information is configured in the filter located in the central part of the form. 

The field «Acting on» – serves to enable the filter by the current date of the status for the obstacle. If 

the object is being built, then it can have several metric states for different dates. The state of the object 

whose date is closer to the current date is unloaded. 

The field «Region» is used to select obstacles for belonging to the region ICAO. A similar selection 

is carried out when applying the air navigation situation in the border areas, as well as obstacles at 

airfields that are in close proximity to the borders ICAO. 

The field «Name» is used to select obstacles by name. 

The flag «Limit by height» – serves as a filter of obstacles by absolute height. 

In the central part, it is displayed a list of obstacles selected for export. 

 

 

Figure 231 -  Export form of obstacles to AIXM 

All types of obstacles are exported to format AIXM: point, line and area. The exported metric 

includes the relative height of the obstacle as of the current date. 
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Obstacles that are involved in calculating the departure and landing departure routes marked 

«planned». They are exported along with the existing obstacles. 

The result of exporting obstacles to the exchange format AIXM is XML file containing tags 

aixm:VerticalStructure. 

 

  
View of the file in AIXM File contents 

Figure 232 -  Result of exporting obstacles to format AIXM 

4.2.11 Export standard departure routes (SID) from database to AIXM 5.1 

The dialog for exporting departure routes is called up by the button  on the top of the form. On 

the left side of the form, there is a list of airfields with a filter by name, ICAO code and region. On the 

right side, there is a list of all routes of the aerodrome departure. 

 

 

Figure 233 -  Export form of departure routes to AIXM 
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Within a single airfield, departure routes are exported without additional filtering. 

 

  

View of the file in AIXM File contents 

Figure 234 -  Result of exporting departure routes to format AIXM 

The result of exporting departure routes to the exchange format AIXM is xml file containing tags 

aixm:StandardInstrumentDeparture and aixm:DepartureLeg with route legs. 

 

4.2.12 Export of approach routes (STAR) from database to AIXM 5.1 

The dialog for exporting approach routes is called by the button  on the top of the form.  

 

 

Figure 235 -  Export form of approach routes to AIXM 
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On the left side of the form, there is a list of airfields with a filter by name, ICAO code and region. 

On the right side, there is a list of all arrival routes of the aerodrome. Within one aerodrome, approach 

routes are exported without additional filtering. 

 

 
 

View of the file in AIXM File contents 

Figure 236 -  The result of exporting the approach routes to format AIXM 

The result of exporting the approach routes to the exchange format AIXM is xml file containing 

tags aixm:StandardInstrumentArrival and aixm:ArrivalLeg with route legs. 

 

4.2.13 Export landing and holding routes from database to AIXM 5.1 

The dialog for exporting landing and holding routes is called up by the button  on the top of 

the form. 

On the left side of the form, there is a list of aerodromes with a filter by name, ICAO code and 

region. On the right side, there is a list of all landing routes for the airfield. Under the list of landing routes 

there is a table with holding routes at the airport. Holding routes, on tracks, are not included. 

Holding routes are exported with the flag «Export holding routes» is set. The holding route at the 

aerodrome has the same structure as the departure or approach departure route and consists of a set of 

connected routes. Holding in en-routes do not contain routes and they are constructed according to the 

standard algorithm 2 turn 180 with a flight of straight section between turns. 
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Figure 237 -  Export form for landing and holding routes 

 
 

View of the file in AIXM File contents 

Figure 238 -  Result of exporting landing and holding routes to format AIXM 

The result of exporting landing routes to the exchange format AIXM is xml file containing tags 

aixm:InstrumentApproachProcedure and leg tags aixm:InitialLeg, aixm:IntermediateLeg, aixm:FinalLeg, 

aixm:MissedApproachLeg depending on the stages of landing. 
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4.2.14 Export of airport infrastructure from database to AIXM 5.1 

The airport infrastructure export dialog is called by the button  on the top of the form. 

On the left side of the form, there is a list of aerodromes with a filter by name, ICAO code and 

affiliation to the region.  

 

 

Figure 239 -  Export form of airport infrastructure to AIXM 

The right part will configure the composition of the file AIXM. By default, the following aerodrome 

information is exported: 

 runways with metrics for each part, landing courses, thresholds and axial line; 

 zones cleared of obstacles, end and side safety bands; 

 taxiways with metrics for parts of taxiways, center line and holding points; 

 aprons and stands; 

 TLOF-s. 

 

In addition to ground infrastructure, the result set can describe the radio equipment and services of 

the airport. 

The field «Radio Landing Aids» contains two flags «ILS Export» and «MLS Export». Additionally, 

you can specify the flag «in a separate file» and fill in the field for entering the name of the file. Flags 

allow you to include in the result set all ILS and MLS landing equipment that belong to the current 

airfield. Setting the flag means that the exported set will include views of ILS course and glide path 

beacons, and MLS course, and glide path radars. 

When the flag «to a separate file» is set, the field «File» is activated. The name of the resulting file 

is entered in the field, which will have the same location and extension as the main file into which the 

export is performed. If the file is not specified, the data will be exported to the main file. 
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The field «Airport Services and Organizations» contains two flags: «Export Services and Units» and 

«Export Organizations». The export setup procedure is the same as for ILS/MLS tools and it is described 

above. The figure above shows the example of exporting services to a separate file from the main set. 

The flag «Export of services and units» allows you to include in the set of aerodrome services and 

units, passenger facilities, aircraft, air traffic control and air traffic control and information services. 

The flag «Export of organizations» serves for inclusion in the set of organizations and companies 

that are deployed at the airport. 

 

 

Figure 240 -  Result of exporting infrastructure for Irkutsk airdrome to AIXM 

 

Figure 241 -  File of format AIXM with aerodrome infrastructure 

The result of exporting the aerodrome infrastructure to the exchange format AIXM is XML file 

containing tags for ground infrastructure, services, radio navigation aids and aerodrome organizations 

depending on the settings of the resulting data set. 

Ground infrastructure tags that are exported by default: aixm:Apron, aixm:ApronElement, 

aixm:Taxiway, aixm:TaxiwayElement, aixm:Runway, aixm:GuidanceLine, aixm:RunwayDirection, 
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aixm:AircraftStand, aixm:RunwayElement, aixm:RunwayProtectArea, aixm:RunwayCentrelinePoint, 

aixm:TaxiHoldingPosition, aixm:TouchDownLiftOffSafeArea. 

When exporting ILS/MLS, tags are added: aixm:Localizer, aixm:Glidepath, aixm:Azimuth, 

aixm:Elevation, aixm:Navaid. 

When exporting services and organizational units, tags are added: aixm:Unit, 

aixm:AircraftGroundService, aixm:InformationService, aixm:AirportClearanceService, 

aixm:FireFightingService, aixm:RadioCommunicationChannel, aixm:PassengerService, 

aixm:SearchRescueService, aixm:GroundTrafficControlService, aixm:AirTrafficControlService, 

aixm:AirTrafficManagementService 

When exporting organizations, the tag is added: aixm:OrganisationAuthority. 

 

4.2.15 Export of lighting equipment from database to AIXM 5.1 

The dialog for exporting departure routes is called up by the button  on the top of the form. 

On the left side of the form, there is a list of aerodromes with a filter by name, ICAO code and affiliation 

to the region.  

 

 

Figure 242 -  Output form of the airport lighting equipment 

On the right side, there is a list of groups for lights of lighting equipment that are deployed at the 

airport. The converter exports all lighting equipment. 

At the bottom right, in the field «Advanced», there is the flag «Export Light Beacons».  
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Figure 243 -  Result of the export for lighting equipment to format AIXM 

 

Figure 244 -  File of format AIXM with Lighting Equipment of aerodrome  

The result of export for lighting equipment to format AIXM is xml file containing tags 

aixm:TouchDownLiftOffLightSystem, aixm:ApronLightSystem, aixm:RunwayProtectAreaLightSystem, 

aixm:TaxiwayLightSystem, aixm:ApproachLightingSystem, aixm:RunwayDirectionLightSystem and tag 

beacons aixm:AeronauticalGroundLight. 
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

ACFT  -  Aircraft  

ACN  -  Aircraft Classification Number  

ADF  -  Automatic Direction Finder (Automatic Direction-Finding equipment) 

AFIZ  -  Airport Flight Information Zone (aerodrome information area) 

AFTN  -  Aeronautical fixed telecommunication network 

AI  -  Aeronautical information  

AICM  -  Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model (aeronautical information 

database specification) 

AIP  -  Aeronautical information publication 

AIRAC  -  Aeronautical information regulation and control 

Airspace  -  Airspace (the portion of the atmosphere controlled by a country above its 

territory, including its territorial waters or, more generally, any specific three-

dimensional portion of the atmosphere) 

AIS   -  Aeronautical Information Service 

AIXM  -  Aeronautical Information Extended Metadata (format for presenting 

aeronautical information and metadata) 

AMSL  -  Above Mean Sea Level (altitude relative to sea level) 

ARPON  -  A defined area, on a land aerodrome, intended to accommodate aircraft for 

purposes of loading or unloading passengers, mail or cargo, fuelling, parking 

or maintenance. 

ARINC  -  Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated (ARINC). The ARINC Standards 

ARP  -  Aerodrome reference point 

ASDA  -  Accelerate-stop distance available 

ATC  -  Air Traffic Control 

ATS  -  Air Traffic Service 

CDR  -  Conditional Route  

Course  -  Course,  track angle 

CTA  -  Control Traffic Area (dispatch and control area) 

CTR  -  Control Tower Region (aerodrome control area) 

D-area  -  Danger (dangerous) area 

DB  -  Database 

DBMS  -  Database Management System 

DER  -  Departure end of the runway (the takeoff end of the runway) 

DME   -  Distance Measuring Equipment (omnidirectional range finder) 

Doc XXXX  -  ICAO document identification number XXXX 

FAA  -  Federal Aviation Administration (US Federal Aviation Administration) 

FAF   -  Final Approach Fix (final destination of the intermediate landing stage) 

FIR   -  Flight Information Region  

FIS  -  Flight Information Sector (flight information sector) 

FL  -  Flight Level  

GAT  -  General Air Traffic 

GIS  -  Geographic Information System 

GNSS  -  General Navigation Satellite System  

GOST   -  Russian technical standards 

GP  -  glide path  
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GPB  -  glide path beacon 

IAF  -  Initial Approach Fix (start point of the initial approach phase) 

IAP  -  Instrumental Approach (instrument landing) 

ICAO  -  International Civil Aviation Organization 

IF  -  Initial Final (starting point of the final landing stage) 

IFR  -  Instrument Flight Rules 

ILS  -  Instrumental Landing System (instrumental landing system) 

ISO   -  International Organization for Standardization (international standardization 

organization) 

IATA  -  International Air Transport Association (code assigned by the international air 

transport association) 

LDA  -  landing distance available 

LGT  -  Lighting. The lighting equipment of airfield 

LOC  -  localizer beacon 

MAPt  -  Missed Approach Point (decision point on landing and leaving on the second 

circle) 

MLS  -  Microwave Landing System (radar landing system) 

MRT  -  Military route track (military aviation route) 

MSA  -  Minimum Safe Altitude 

MSL  -  Mean Sea Level (altitude system – «relative to sea level») 

NDB  -  Non-Directional Beacon (medium wave beacon) 

NM  -  Natural Miles (nautical miles. 1 mile equals 1852 meters) 

NOTAM   -  NOtice To AirMen (information message about changes in the rules for the 

conduct and provision of flights and aeronautical information) 

OAS  -  Obstacle Altitude Surface (obstacle assessment surface) 

OAT  -  Operational Air Traffic (internal air flow) 

OCA  -  Obstacle Clearance Altitude (absolute obstacle clearance) 

OCH  -  Obstacle Clearance Height (relative height of obstacles) 

P-area  -  Prohibited (prohibited area) 

T-area  -  Training area 

PANS-OPS  -  Doc8168 «Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Aircraft Operations. Flight 

Procedures» 

PAPI  -  Precision Approach Path Indicator (systems of visual glide path for the path 

indicator of precision approach) 

R-area  -  Restricted (traffic restriction area) 

RDH  -  Reference Datum Height (relative height of the reference point) 

REM  -  Radio engineering means 

RLS  -  radar landing systems (radar approach) 

RNAV  -  Area Navigation (area using zonal navigation) 

RNP   -  Required navigation performance (required navigation characteristics) 

RWY  -  Runway (defined rectangular area on a land aerodrome prepared for the 

landing and takeoff of aircraft) 

SID  -  standard instrumental departure (Stardart Instrumental Departure) 

SQL   -  Structured Query language (structured query language) 

STAND  -  airworthiness standards for aerodromes 

STAR  -  Standard Instrumental ARrival (standard instrument arrival) 

SWY  -  stopway 

TACAN  -  UHF tactical air navigation aid, short-range navigation radio system 
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TWY  -  Taxiway is a defined path on a land aerodrome established for the taxiing of 

aircraft and intended to provide a link between one part of the aerodrome and 

another one. 

TCP/IP  -  the set of network data transfer protocols 

THR  -  one of sides the runway from which the flight starts and where the landing is 

performed 

TMA  -  Terminal Manoeuvring Area (terminal area of the aerodrome) 

TODA  -  take-off distance available 

TORA  -  take-off run available 

TRA  -  Temporary Reserved Area (temporarily reserved area) 

TSA  -  Temporary Space Area (temporary area) 

VFR  -  Visual Flight Rules (visual flight rules) 

VOR  -  VHF Omni-directional Radio Range (Omni directional azimuth beacon) 

VOR/DME   -  combined omnidirectional azimuth and distance measuring radio beacon 

VOR/TAC  -  Omni-directional azimuth-range-measuring radio beacon combined with the 

navigation system TACAN 

WGS  -  World Geodesic System (global geodetic coordinate system) 
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